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MICRO -PROCESSORS IN AUDIO
THE GP -IB INTERFACE

ÇFDING SCIENCE

TO RECORDING ART

www.americanradiohistory.com

TO RECORDING EQUIPMENT

now that the cost of:
design for your
coustFicenvironment
1

o

AA7

-

including wirplete set of
deMilted acóustic; electrical, air,
and finish drawings
typical 1,800 square foot
studio /conttol room complex
o

-

-

need not be any more than
$5,000.00
for absolutely everything you will need
to either call on your own

-

construction talents
or those of your own contractors
or ours, if you like.
Please accept our invitation
to contact us for a discussion
of your studio requirements.
studio owner /constructor
David Porter with
construction foreman
Earl Thomas at
Music Annex, Menlu Park, California

Call Brian Cornfield at
(213) 982 -6200

W°1aQk414

ÜII

Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood. California 91605

www.americanradiohistory.com
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AMEK

--

SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LIMITED

WHERE AMEK HAS BEEN:
Village Way Studio, England
Regents Park Recording

Company, England
Berry Street Studios, England
Utopia Studios, England
Slater Sound Studio, Australia
Castle Sound, England
Wembley Conference Center,

--.,

e,>

England

WHERE AMEK IS GOING:
Sierra Pacific Recording
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WHAT AMEK HAS:
Main frames in sizes from 20 -28
inputs 16 buss outputs 19 -27
VU meters 8 direct buss
assign 4 addressable group
controls Penny & Giles faders
4 auxiliary sends
Stereo
solo -in -place in both input and
monitor sections 4 band
equalizer with 2 additional filters
One microphone and 2 line
positions per input channel
Pan control between live busses
Stereo panning on each
module Stereo panning on
monitor section Phantom
power supply All metal
cabinet construction Frame
stand with 19" rack included
100 position tip, ring, sleeve
patch bay with expansion
provided Test oscillator
Talkback Dim and complete
control room and studio control.

,

,

,

.

i.

`rnrx

;

Studios, California
Don Costa Productions, California
Music Annex Recording
Studios, California
Sun Sound Studios, Connecticut
ABC Records, California
Everything Audio, California
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WHAT AMEK COSTS:
$17,000 to $25,000

no

WHAT AMEK SHIPS FROM:
STOCK

°.

Distributed throughout the
United States by

2\92 TrEuna

:kite

Accept our invitation to contact us and discuss your studio needs.
7037 Laurel Canyon Blvd.. North Hollywood, California 91605
for www.americanradiohistory.com
Inf. rmaflon ^Ircl no.
1

982 -6200

Duo

BUILDING A STUDIO CA
SIERBA'S EXPERIENCE

-

Yes, it's expensive to build a recording studio today
and,
unfortunately, it's going to become
more expensive with
increases in the cost of
everything; materials, labor,
and especially the almost hidden
cost of time delays. Plumbers
and electricians can't be
expected to stand around without
being paid while waiting for
an on -site decision
and the costs of "working it out
when we come to it ", can certainly be catastrophic. Once the cement
truck arrives there is no turning back.

...

We offer the kind of planning and preparation
available only from
professionals who have built
studio after studio. And,
how many times have you
heard about a room having
to be rebuilt (at even greater
cost) because of poor design?
The lesson: experts in studio
design and construction aren't found in your local equipment store, where
studio design is merely a hobby or sideline. It is impossible to build a truly
professional studio from a textbook.

Excellent results can only be obtained by using proper
materials in a proven plan.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BE EXPENSIVE
AN MAKE IT PROFITABLE.
Profit from a plan developed by the people who
build studios strictly for the professional.

KENT DUNCAN

-experiencekeen

insight
gained from his years of
working with
some of the world's most famous artists,
producers, and engineers, has developed a systems
approach to the technical, financial, and human
aspects of studio design. Now, you can buy the
experience that made Kendun (Sierra's best effort
to date) one of the World's best -known studios.
utilizing

-

TOM HIDLEY universally respected acoustician who has
refined the knowledge gained in evaluating the results of over 185
studics constructed from his drawings into an
acoustic environment as advanced
as tomorrow's recording techniques. And a
guaranteed design that assures your success
costs about the same as a four track machine.
SIERRA AUDIO, as exclusive representative
of Tom Hidley's acoustic design services in
North and Central America, Asia, Australia,
Japan, and the Pacific, can provide the only
acoustic design with performance
guarantee, years of construction
expertise, and business acumen to make your studio an artistic
and financial success. Whether
you're planning a new facility
from the ground up, or renovating
your present studio,

S ieRRa

auDio

we are anxious to make you
part of our story.

621 South Glenwood Place

Burbank
California 91506
Phorae 1213) 843 -8115
Telex 691138
We won't promise the World,

but we will deliver what we promise!
www.americanradiohistory.com
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the magazine to exclusively serve the
all those
Recording Studio market
whose work involves the recording of
commercially marketable sound.
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NOISE INDEX MEASUREMENTS
by John G. McKnight
An answer to Paul Buff's
article on Console Noise Specifications
an interview with engineer
FRED CATERO at San
Francisco's AUTOMATT
by Jim Furman
MASTERING TAPE
COMPATIBILITY
by John Robinson
their coming place in the studio
MINICOMPUTERS -MICROPROCESSORS
how they work
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SPECTRA SONICS Model 1024 -24 Audio Control Console at
United Audio Recording, San Antonio, Robert Bruce, General Manager.

Quality

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles show the
care and attention to detail that are the mark of the skilled
American craftsman. The internal wiring, module construction,
console housing, and the control display reflect the precision and
distinctive craftsmanship that is characteristic of SPECTRA
SONICS.

limits to enhance an extended life for the components. Through
empirical data on SPECTRA SONICS audio amplifiers, a reliability
rate of 99.9% has been derived. These amplifiers are used in
SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles and materially
contribute to system reliability.

Performance:

SPECTRA SONICS audio zontrol consoles are
guaranteed to outperform any other console in the world in noise,
frequency response, distortion, and peak overload. All consoles
are provided with documented data acquired in tests of the
complete system. Guaranteed performance specifications are
Frequency Response, ±' /4dB 20HZ- 20kHZ; Signal /Noise Ratio
+4dBM, outpu( microphone input), not less than 82 5dB below
for a -50 input (50 ohms source); Signal /Noise Ratio (line input).
not less than 87dB below + 4dBM output for + 4dBM input.
Harmcnic Distortion, less than 01% at + 18dBM (1kHz); Inter
modulation Distortion, less than 02% at +4dBM; Crosstalk, noless than 60dB at 20kHZ (typically 80dB).

Capability:

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles provide
an immediate initial capability that may be increased to 32 inputs
and 32 outputs, at minimum cost. The flexibility of the system will
provide line /microphone selection, attenuation, equalization and,
through assignment controls, various other combinations for
the most sophisticated signal processing now required in
today's studio.

Reliability
SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles have an
established reputation of superior reliability. Through creative
design, the circuitry is developed to function well below operating

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Quincy
Jones...
demands quality
from: Robert A. Bloom

President
Audio Designs and Mfg., Inc.
Roseville, MI
have just finished reading Mr. Buff's
article concerning noise measurements, the
article was certainly enlightening. I would
strongly suggest that Mr. Buff and the
I

Editors more carefully research their

articles before committing them to print,
especially when impuning the integrity of
U.S. Console Manufacturers as a whole and

claiming that we play

a game of
specsmanship and implying imported

Photographed at RECORD PLANT,

Los

Angeles, CA

.. mix with AURATONE" 5C Super Sound -Cubes© the little powerhouse
speakers. They tell me exactly what
will be in the grooves. You hear it all
I

with AURATONE®!"
-11
Join "Q" and
other seasoned
music world
pros, top record
company
executives,
engineers, producers, and artists who lay it on the line with
AURATONE ®.
Durability, flat full -range response, amazing power handling, and

portability
have made
AURATONE®
5C's the Record
Industry's

favorite
" mixdown monitors, "...for

comparison and final mixes, auditioning, remotes, and reference
standard speakers.
See your Dealer or order Factory
Direct (30 -day return privilege,
one year guarantee). $59.95 per
pair. Shipping and handling add:
U.S.: $3.00 pair; Foreign: $7.50
pair. Calif. res. add sales tax.
Mail to:

AURATONE

P.O. Box 698-C14, Coronado, CA 92118

Ship

pair 5 C's. Amount Enclosed $

Name (Please print)

Job Title

Date

Shipping Address

City

0

State
Please send additional information.

Zip

console manufacturers do not. If Mr. Buff
wishes to levy an attack let him indicate
whom he is attacking and back it up with
data.
ADM meets most imported console
manufacturers in the market place and we
are cognizant of their specifications and
method of presentation. We find that some
imported units take poetic license as well
when writing specifications. One prominent
European manufacturer specifies an EIN of
greater than -125 dBm and Mr. Buff states
and we agree, that the theoretical limit is
-124.8 dBm. So Mr. Buff, we now cannot

really compare even the imports

specifications. They do not have a standard
either. Remember, Mr. Buff, the seed of
doubt, when planted in a potential users
mind, is a difficult one to remove.
Reply from:

Paul C. Buff
Allison Research
Nashville, TN
Mr. Bloom's response to my article on
console noise specifications is a classic

example of what I refer to as putting one's
foot in one's mouth. In one sentence he
points an accusing finger at both the author
and the magazine for "impuning the integrity
of the U.S. console manufacturers ", while in

another sentence he agrees with the
content of the article.
In the article I did not categorize the entire
U.S. console industry, nor did I exclude
manufacturers from other countries. I
accused only those who I considered as
being guilty of perpetuating a myth, either
through ignorance or through, as Mr.
Bloom states, "poetic license". Ignorance is
forgivable, but knowingly mis- stating
technical specifications, because everybody
else does, is not.
As for the prominent European
manufacturer, he and probably other
exporters, stands equally accused, but with
one understandable reservation. When you
do business in a foreign country, you follow
the rules of that country, right or wrong. I
believe the adage goes, "when in France, do
as the French do."
As for myself, as a manufacturer who
serves the same customers as the console
industry, my allegiance must be to those
customers, if I am to expect any serious
degree of credibility as a manufacturer.
I believe that the magazine (R -e/p), as
well, has demonstrated that its editorial
responsibility is fundamentally obligated to
act on behalf of its readers regardless of the
impact that action might have on certain of
its advertisers. Putting aside all these
childish games of accusation and buck
passing, wouldn't it be a simpler solution for

the industry to just clean house and
formulate a correct and mutually acceptable
format for presentation of technical data to

From the Publisher:

PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
Briefly stated, R -e/p has and will attempt to schedule the mailing of
each bi- monthly issue on the 26th of the even numbered months:
February 26, April 26, June 26, August 26, October 26, and December
26.

This schedule, although not consistent with the usual newstand
publication practice of pre-dating issues, is the one which best traces
the profile of the audio year. It enables the publisher to best prepare
issues for mailing as close as possible, reflecting latest product and
news announcements, to the occurrence of both the May and
November AES Conventions while maintaining the constant sixty -day
interval between publications. Indeed, these target distribution dates
have been met within, at worst, a few days to a week.
As R -e /p begins its 9th year of publication, schedules
notwithstanding, our primary objective will be to continue to both
solicit and originate the most authoritative kind of editorial material
possible.
Thanks
M.G.

-
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Are you really serious
about a new console?

Model Pacifica 28 Input/ 16 output

We know that buying a large multi -track console is no
small jecision. For most professionals, it's one of the
largest investments you'll make
a decision that you'll
have to live with for years.
Tiere are a lot of companies making consoles. Many
perform adequately. Others are compromises. Few have
all of the features and performance at a reasonable price.
So, what are we leading up to? A simple statement of fact
that you should consider seriously if you're really interested in an outstanding console system: Quad /Eight has
an enviable reputation for quality and reliability. It's something we've worked at for over 10 years. We've also had a
reputation for building the industry's most expensive
systems too. Now, relax. Our new modular series consoles
look expensive. Truth is, they're priced right in the same
category as our best competition. In addition to having
the best human engineering for operational ease, they're
loaded with more features and performance:
3 band, 33 overlapping frequency equalization
Peak Indication common to Mic & Line
Six auxiliary mixing busses from each input
Two solo mixes, monitor & pcsitional
Discrete amplifiers used in the primary signal
paths
High -quality conductive plastic rotary controls
Penny & Giles Faders
Color -Coded aluminum knobs
Individual phantom power switching
Four fully equalized echo returns
+ 28dBm output level
Noise: -129dBm E.I.N,
I.M. Distortion: 0.1% max.
f you're really serious about a new console and the
quality of your work, then do yourself a favor and contact
us for full information on a new outstanding line of
modular consoles.

-

7200M Input /Master Mix Module

For the Artist
in Every Engineer
Quad/Eight Electronics
Quad /Eight International
11929 Vose SI., No. Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 764.1516 Telex: 662.446

*The Coronado, 40 Input /24 Output equipped with Cc mpumix
available in October, 1977.

for additional information drele no.
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A COUPLE dB OF TAPE HISS
PROBABLY WON'T MAKE A BOMB
OUT OF A HIT.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BUT SOONER OR LATER
YOU'RE GONNA HAVE TO CLEAN
UP YOUR ACT.
WHY LIMIT YOURSELF
WITH MASTERING TAPE?
You won't catch a
professional racedriver putting
cheap gas into his Lotus.
It's just dumb.
And the same holds
true in the studio. With all that
heavy machinery and expensive
talent, it makes no sense to
compromise on your mastering

tape.

TODAY'S SCOTCH 250 IS
THE STATE OF THE ART.
With 250 you get far
less tape noise. Considerably
more high end clarity. Our

exclusive oxide formulation and
application reduces Mod
noise. And when you add all
that to dbx or Dolby it's positively
the cleanest sound around.

SINCE WORDS ARE
CHEAP, WE PUT 250 TO
A ROUGH TEST.
Whatever the numbers
or the meters say, it's your ears
you should listen to. So we
went to a very fussy, very fine
engineer and asked him to
devise a test to demonstrate the
difference between 250 and
our nearest competitor.
The guy first thought
we were nuts.
"You're serious ?"
he asked. "I use 250. What if my
test proves the other tape is
cleaner?"
We gulped a little,
and told him to go ahead. This
test was bound to be expensive.
"Scotch"

is a

But it would also be worthless,
if everything wasn't aboveboard. That's why we chose
Tom Jung of Sound 80,
Minneapolis, to put it together.
You may have heard of him.

THE TEST PROGRAM
WAS RECORDED -ON
TWIN MACHINES.
Jung, as we expected,
left nothing to chance. On
April 18, 1977 he recorded an
original music program
simultaneously on two 24track MCI's fed by one console.
One recorder was carefully
optimized for 250. The other,
just as carefully, for the
competitor's tape.
Jung used NAB
equalization at 15 ips. He really
packed both tapes at 6db
(370 nWb /m) over standard
operating level without a shred
of noise reduction.

-

THERE WERE SOME
WHO COULD NOT
BELIEVE THEIR EARS.
"Play that bass track
again;' they'd say. And we'd
play it.
"Are you sure both
tapes were recorded at the
same level ?" We assured them
they were.
"Lem me hear the
strings with the horns"
In three days close to
600 people heard our 20- minute
demo.

AND THE TRUTH IS...
We didn't find one
engineer who didn't hear the
difference in L.A. Ditto in
Nashville, where the demo was
repeated July 13 and 14.
You can simply pack
more sound on Scotch 250 and
still stay clean.
So the bottom line
is this. Scotch 250 is cleaner

THE TRUTH CAME OUT
tape.
FIRST AT THE AES SHOW.
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD
It was May 10, 1977
FOR IT. BRING YOUR
at the LA Hilton. For playback
EARS TO NEW YORK.
we set up identical machines
(our own M79 24- tracks, this
time) with Altec 19 speakers.
Then we opened our doors.
For each group of
engineers we played not only
the full mix, but individual
tracks, first on one machine,
then the other.

We'll repeat this
"head -to -head confrontation of
mastering tapes" at the AES
Show on November 4 and 5.
Hear for yourself that
heavy sounds don't
have to be muddy.

..

CLEAN UP YOUR ACT

WITH "SCOTCH" 250.

registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, Mn. 55101, © 1977, 3M Co.

for additional Information circle no.
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COMPANY

its customers?
Is technical credibility really too much to
ask from a technically oriented industry in a
democratic society? Is the alternative of an
FTC house cleaning (such as was brought
about by smugness of portions of the Hi -Fi
industry) a more attractive alternative?
By the way, your underlined statement
"greater than -125 dBm" should read "an
EIN lower than -125 dBm ", to be technically

1.

FORGET 'POWER MATCHING"

basic problem. In fact, they disappear
completely if my recommendations are

Much of the confusion in audio systems in
general, and in noise measurement in
particular, comes from trying to describe
signal and noise power characteristics,
because (as Buff says) for best noise
performance, the source must not be
loaded, and therefore there is no input
power whatsoever! Snow [1] and [2] has
interesting discussions of this. The present
IEEE Standard [3] goes to a great deal of
effort to force all kinds of systems
equal
source- and load -impedance systems,
"bridging" (non -loading) systems, and all
things in between
into a "power transfer"
mold. The result is self-consistent, but has
it is very
little else to recommend it
difficult to understand, and I feel it is of little
theoretical or practical value. (We tried in
1968 ... 1971 to update this standard, but it
was not accepted. I think we should
resurrect that draft) Smith and Wittman [4]
also spend a lot of words on this problem.
What they calculate about "EIN in dBm" and
"TIN in dBV" is technically correct, but
ultimately not very illuminating, except in a
historical context of the IEEE Standard [3].
If anyone really wants to know where the
"extra 6 dB" comes from, see IEEE [3], and
Haefner [5].
Forget power transfer and power levels
(dBm, Buff's dBme, etc.) completely
they
are a useless and confusing fiction,
especially in low -level input systems.
Consider only signal and noise voltages and

followed.

voltage levels.

correct.

and still more
on the subject
from:

..

-

-

.

John G. McKnight

Magnetic Reference Laboratory
Mountain View, CA
Paul Buff discussed "Console Noise
Specifications" in R -e/p, December 1977.
Indeed, as he says, there is much confusion
on this subject. Buff presents many good

ideas, although I disagree with his
"definitions ", and with a few of his
calculations. But the purpose of this paper is

to offer some comments, ideas, and
references that add to Buff's paper.
I've not spent any space on items I
disagreed with, because I basically agree
with Paul's conclusions, and because the
parts I disagree with ( "definitions" and some
of the math) are really extraneous to the

-

-

BIG RED SOUND
FOR ONLY $440
A PAIR...
The standard reference
monitor for many recording
studios across the country
is the Mastering Lab /Big
Red and Super Red System.
This same standard is now
available in a small size ...
Little Red Studio Monitors.
This system is ideal for
listening rooms, A & R
departments, small mix
rooms and even the home
listener who wishes to
hear music exactly as it
was originally recorded.
Only $440 a pair. Visit
your audio dealer or send

for specifications.

audiomarketing ltd.
TEL: 203 359 2315
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

REALLY RESISTIVE?
If we are really serious about input noise
measurements, we should ask "How good is
our basic system model that assumes that

the source impedance is

a

frequency -

independent resistance of the rated value ?"
Snow [1] discusses this a little. The only
resistive source that I can think of is the

-

carbon microphone! All the others
dynamic-, ribbon -, capacitor-, and the
piezoelectric- microcphones and

-

phonograph pickups, and tape reproducing
heads
are fundamentally reactive.

Perhaps the pre- amplified capacitor
microphone is resistive, but because of the

pre -amplification, the console input

amplifier gets a higher input signal level, so
its noise is much less critical.
Werner [6] discusses the impedance of
ribbon microphones, but he gives only the
magnitude of the impedance, without the
phase angle. Perhaps the microphone
manufacturers have this information. In any
just
case, measurement is not difficult
time consuming.
If the sources turn out to be frequency variable resistances (especially in the 8- to
16-kHz region), then does a measurement

-

and specification of noise performance

relative to

a

theoretical frequency -

independent resistance have any value? I
doubt it, but this deserves some thought.
But for now, I'll discuss measurements

based on

a

frequency -independent

resistance of the rated value, as though it
had real meaning.

NEW LITTLE RED
STUllIO .MONITORS

142 Hamilton Ave., Stamford, CT 06902

2. IS THE SOURCE

TELEX: 99 6519

www.americanradiohistory.com

3.

EQUIVALENT
NOISE RESISTANCE

For design purposes, the designer wants
to know the equivalent noise resistance of
the input stage, in order to optimize its value
if he has a fixed source resistance, or to

optimize the source resistance if it

adjustable (such

as

with

an

is

input

transformer).
This concept is detailed by Snow [1] and
Argimbau [7] for vacuum tubes, and by
Smith and Wittman [4] and their references,
for transistors. Once the equivalent noise
resistance Req and the source resistance Rs
are known, the noise index is calculated
directly [7] from:
N.I. =
4.

10 logro [(Rs

- Req)/Rs].

MEASURING NOISE
INDEX DIRECTLY

I agree completely with Buff's conclusion
to measure the Noise Index (20 log noise
voltage figure). Buff, and Smith and
Wittman [4], mention only the method that
Terman and Pettit [8] call the "Brute -Force

Method"

- measure the gain, the

equivalent bandwidth, and the output noise,
and calculate the Noise Index. Terman and
Pettit also describe a "Noise Generator
Method" which would seem to have many
advantages in simplification of measurement and reduction of possible errors of
measurement. It uses the principle that
when two equal noise voltage levels are

;
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always takes time
English act in the
Fleetwood Mac, El
Stewart ...Each took y
infusion of American
make it in this market
Since 1968, Trident's
Studios have been at I
English music and rec
From the Beatles' "He
It

break an
ates.
n John, Rod

ars -and an
ack -up talent -to
ondon Recording

e centre of the

rding industries.
ude" to Queen's
"Bohemian Rhapsody Trident's own
equipment has been ed in more
heavily produced hits han you can
shake a cricket stick We've learned
what it takes to manu cture
superlative recordin onsoles. Like
extensive monitoring cilities for the
producer and engine 's convenience;
conductive plastic, P ny & Giles
attenuators for reliab low -noise
performance; and fou -band parametric
equalisation on each nput of the new
TSM consoles.
Ten years have als taught us the
crucial difference cra :smanship can
make. Trident's TSM, -Range and
Fleximix all have ele rical
specifications which sure outstanding
channel separation, w distortion and
exceptionally quiet rformance. We've
come to recognize th role of ergonomics:

the art of designing consoleswith their
operators in mind.
Yet until recently you Americans
haven't seen many British boards in
studios here in the States. Scme Yank
studio owners have been reluctant to
commit themselves to consoles which
might require special expertise to
service or install.
Very well, then: Trident is pleased to
announce their association with Studio

-

Maintenance Service.* These
technically minded Yanks appreciate
fine Trident craftsmanship. They are a
zealous back -up group who do more
than stand behind the equipment they
sell; they get under and into it when
necessary. At any time of the day or
night. No savoir- vivre. But a veritable
plethora of exceptional, comprehensive
service.
You may contact our new West Coast
agents at (213) 877 -3311 for a preview of
the new Trident TSM, installed A -Range
systems and Fleximix Series mixers.

TRIDENT

Now on tcur
Mr. Derek Fox, Sales Manager
TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS, LTD.
112/114 Wardour St., London W1V 3AW
Tel. 01- 734 -9901 TELEX: 27782 TRIDISC
'Exclusive Western Regicnal Distributors
sETudlO

MAINTENANCE
RViCE, iNC.

We work when you work
Boulevard
North Hollywood. California 91607
12438 Magnolia

TEL. (213) 877-3311
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[3] "Gain, Amplification, Loss, Attenutation
and Amplitude -Frequency-Response -Methods
of Measurements of ", ANSI C16.29 /IEEE Std
150-1956; also Proc. IRE Vol. 44, pp 668 -686,
1956 May.
[4] A. D. Smith and P. H. Wittman, "Design

Considerations of Low -noise Audio Input

Figure

BASIC CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING NOISE INDEX BYTHE
"NOISE GENERATOR METHOD."

1:

ADDED NOISE

DEVICE UNDER TEST

OFF

] IMII

15011

OUTPUT

ON

GEN

O

METER

BANDPASS

SEL

FILTER
20 Rr

AVERAGE
INDICATING
METER

20 kHz

VOLTAGE LEVEL
RE 0 775

NOISE
GENERATOR

Figure 2: PRACTICAL SETUP FOR A DIRECT -INDICATING
MEASUREMENT OF THE NOISE INDEX BY THE "NOISE
GENERATOR METHOD."
These particular values hold only for a source resistance of 150 11, bandwidth of 20 kHz,
and an average- indicating meter of voltage level re 0.775 V. (A balanced circuit could be
used if needed.

Procedure:
1. Meter Selector to "Output "; Added Noise to "Off". Read Output Noise Level on
Voltage Level Meter.
2. Meter Selector on "Output ", Added Noise to "On ". Adjust Noise Generator so that
Output Noise Level increases 3 dB.
3. Meter Selector to "Gen. ". Level read on Voltage Level Meter is directly Noise Index of
this system.

added, the sum of the levels is 3 dB greater

than either level. Thus a known noise
voltage is added to an unknown noise
voltage; the known is adjusted to make the
sum just 3 dB greater than the unknown
alone. Then the unknown must be equal to
the known. In practice, one would connect a
noise voltage En with bandwidth B in series
with the rated source resistance Rs to the
amplifier input, as shown in Figure 1.
Measure the output level in bandwidth B
with the added noise En disconnected. Then
connect the added noise voltage, and
increase it until the output level in
bandwidth B increases 3 dB. Measure the
noise generator voltage En in bandwidth B,
and calculate the Noise Index from:

N.I.

= 20

loglo (En/Eref),

where Eref

=

J(4kTRsB).

This method still requires one bandpass
filter to set the given bandwidth B of the
voltmeter, both when measuring the output
noise level and adjusting the added noise
level, and when measuring the "known"
added noise voltage En. But there are
several other simplificationsover the "brute There is no need to
force" method:
measure the gain, and get embroiled in that
mess. The rms value of the noise generator
voltage must be measured, but there is no
need to correct for the response of an
average- reading output meter, since it
affects both the "with" and the "without"

-

added noise reading equally. And, finally,
any source loading losses are automatically
included.
In a practical measuring system, rather
than calculating the Noise Index from the
noise voltage ratio, one could easily design
an attenutator between the noise generator
and the input circuit to take care of all of the
miscellaneous mathematics, so that an
average- reading voltage level meter could
directly indicate the Noise Index. The values
given in Figure 2, for instance, are calculated
for use with an average- reading meter which
reads levels referred to 0.775 V; with Rs =
150 ohms, B=20 kHz, T =300 K (37 °C). The
level reading on the meter will be the Noise
Index in dB, directly. How's that for
simplicity? No goofs, and no fudge.
I must admit having not run these
measurements myself, but it certainly

sounds like an idea that the industry should
consider. If it really works out in practice, it
should be written up for publication, and be
made into an industry -wide standard
method. If this or some other methods work
out in practice, and are acceptable to audio
engineers, then I am sure that the Audio

Engineering Society's Standards

Committee would be anxious to help with
the procedures of standardization.
REFERENCES:
[1] W. B. Snow, "Audio- Frequency Input
Circuits', J AES Vol. 1, pp 87 -94, 1953 January.
[2] W. B. Snow, 'Impedance- Matched or
Optimum?", J AES, Vol. 5, pp 66 -70, 1957 April.
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Circuitry
April.
[5] S.

... ", J AES Vol.

18,

pp 140 -156, 1970

J. Haefner, "Amplifier -Gain Formulas
and Measurements ", Proc. IRE Vol. 34, pp 500506, 1946 July.
[6] R. E. Werner, "On Electrical Loading of
Microphones ", J AES Vol. 3, pp 194 -197, 1955

October.
[7] L. B. Argimbau and R. B. Adler, Vacuum Tube Circuits and Transistors, New York, John
Wiley & Sons, 1956. See Chapter XV, Noise.
[8] F. E. Terman and J. M. Pettit, Electronic
Measurements, New York, McGraw -Hill, 1952.
See Chapter 8, Amplifier Measurements; Sec. 812 Noise in Amplifiers; Sec. 8 -13 Noise Figure in
Amplifiers; and Sec. 8-14, Measurement of Noise
Figure of Amplifiers.

Editor's Note:
Mr. McKnight's comments arrived too
late for a response by Mr. Buff in this issue.
For additional information on the subject
please see Mr. Buff's follow -on article
beginning on page 82.

from: Richard James
Los Altos Hills, CA
I would like to comment on and add to
Lewis Mark's good article about a budget
click -track metronome in last October's
issue. He mentions the inconsistency of the
unit at turn on, suggesting to let it warm up
(for about 8 bars; assumed 4/4 and medium

tempo). The culprit of that problem is
actually the specified 9 volt battery. The
drain on even a fresh 9 volt transistor
battery is the cause of the start -up problem
and also the cause of more subtly and

importantly the metronome almost
imperceptible slow -down throughout

a

composition. Thus, the last four bars will
probably be a few mm beats slower from the
first four bars which could create big
problems when editing.
The consistency of the unit may be
improved by the addition (slightly more
money well spent for musicianship) of the
zener diode regulation circuit (current
source) pictured below.
9

12 k

battery

hw
2N930

Gnd.

or equivalent

6.8 V zener
TRW LVA 68A

or equivalent

(b-e )unction
drop approz..5

The drop in magnitude of the supplied
regulated voltage probably will have no
effect on the operation of the published
circuit other than reducing the output signal

V)

Another full- service custom studio by Express Sound Co., Inc.

Overland Recording Studios, Costa Mesa, CA. ( ^14) 957-0633

Helping You with your
business is our business.
From ground zero, we can help you sell
your banker with the necessary pro forma
facts and figures, blueprints , equipment
specifications, and total costs.

And when you're operational our service
contract delivers 24 -hour back -up.
Now how can we help you?

If you want to up- grade, we'll show you

Express Sound Co., Inc.

exactly what your options are.

-

1833 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(714) 645 -8501

We've designed, constructed, equipped,
interfaced, and fine -tuned professional
sound rooms by the score for recording
studios, discos, clubs and homes.
We'll do it all

within budget.

- or any part - on time,

:1
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which could be compensated for by simply
increasing volume, and having to recalibrate
mm speeds if done previously (more likely
just reference marks). I have not built and
tried Lewis's circuit probably because I

already have two different pocket
unijunction metronomes revised with the
regulator circuit and both work well. The
best post metronome /A & Bb tone unit I
have seen was produced privately by (Bob
Downs in Orange County, 714/835 -1033)
Development Associates, P. O. Box 1193,
Tustin, California 92680, but they would
have had to double the price to sell them in
music stores. So their production remains
reasonably unknown.
Incidentally, the drain on battery life
curve is shown below with the effects of
zener regulation shown as a broken line.

investigation of record grooves, shapes,
parameters, distortions, and recording
problems.
One of the most significant benefits of this
major breakthrough in lathe design is its
ability to anticipate loudness and softness of
inputs more accurately, and respond to
them more quickly than currently available
commercial lathes. Records mastered on
the CBS DlSComputerTM system have
consistently shown dramatic improvements
in the signal -to -noise ratio and equally
impressive control of distortion and a
pickup's possibility of mistracking, it is
reported by the company.
The most obvious benefit of the new
mastering system is its ability to increase by
as much as five minutes the amount of
music on each side of an LP, and its delivery
of increased recorded levels with enhanced
sound quality.

Engineers can also use the CBS
DISComputer" system to re -cut identical

sev

masters from the same tape at will.

The CBS DISComputerT" system,
Appro.

m,n

.,c

elpiration

NEW COMPUTER LATHE
INSTALLED BY CBS RECORDS
IMPROVES RECORD LENGTH
AND SOUND QUALITY
A new computerized disc mastering lathe
now "on line" for general use at Columbia
Recording Studios in New York and other
is

cities. The patented CBS $250,000
DISComputer" automated lathe, more
than three years in the making, is said to
bring with it dramatic improvements to the
"state -of- the -art" in record mastering.
Developed by the staff of the Columbia

Technology Center in Stamford,
Connecticut, for the express use of CBS
Records, the CBS DISComputer" system
integrates the memory and anticipatory
abilities of a special set of algorithms
developed for programming with the widely used Scully and Neumann mastering lathes.

Programming is based on extensive

developed at a cost in excess of $500,000, is
presently available at Columbia Recording
Studios in New York and Nashville, with
installations already under way in Canada,
Japan, and Europe. Further expansion of
the system's availability is being made as
quickly as possible, according to CBS
Records Director of Recording Engineering,
Erik A. Porterfield, "and ultimately will be
available at Columbia Recording Studios in
the U.S. and at CBS Records Studios worldwide."
Headquarters of the Columbia Recording
Studios
where the first CBS DISCcomputer" automated lathe is housed
are
located at 49 East 52nd Street in New York
City.

-

-

has been establishéd by one of the nation's

leading lending institutions.

FinanceAmerica,

a

financial service

company of BankAmerica, with headquarters in Allentown, Pennsylvania, has
developed a new consumer program for
Tascam dealers across the country. "We
are providing the means for the dealer to sell
through," Ken Sacks, national sales
manager for TEAC Tascam Series, said.
"We have been told over -and -over again
by dealers that people want to buy more
than the dealers can sell," he said.
"Historically, the biggest stumbling block in
the way of a sale has been the lack of a
sound finance program. In the past, a
customer literally had to provide collateral,
like his home, before he could qualify for a
loan. Under the FinanceAmerica program,
he fills out the application, and, if he
qualifies, he can purchase the equipment on
credit."
The application, in addition to obtaining
the usual credit information, allows the
prospective purchaser to list his agent or
personal manager, union card number, and

past, present and future bookings.
According to FinanceAmerica, "This will
allow our branches to verify the information
supplied and more accurately gauge the real
total income of the potential customer."
A separate section of the application is
devoted to the studio operator, who is not a
professional musician, but a technician who
obtains Tascam equipment for the purpose
of recording for musicians for a fee. Because
"this individual most likely derives a greater
portion of his gross income from this
operation," he will have to supply either a W2 or an audited financial statement.
"Tascam has long realized the need to
supply equipment for the so- called semi -pro
who work in their homes, creating music

any time of the day or night," Sacks

TEAC/TASCAM INTRODUCES
UNIQUE FINANCING PLAN
FOR BUYERS -TO -BE
For the first time in the history of the
industry, a finance plan for those buying
TEAC Tascam Series recording equipment

continued.

FinanceAmerica requires
payment of

a

down

per cent for purchase up to
$6,000.00, and 20 per cent over that. Terms
range from 36 to 60 months, depending on
the amount of the purchase. The rate is a 10
per cent add -on in those states permitted by
law, and as close as possible to 10 per cent in
the others.
10

TEAC CORP. OF AMERICA
7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD
MONTEBELLO, CA 90640
213/726 -0303

RUSS IDE NAMED NATIONAL
MARKETING MANAGER FOR
AMPEX CORPORATION'S
AUDIO -VIDEO SYSTEMS DIV.
As announced by Donald Kleffman, vice

president -general manager of Ampex'
Audio -Video Systems Division, Ide will
develop and implement marketing activities
for a full line of audio and video tape

recorders, disc recorders, broadcast
cameras, and computerized editing and

.
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continued on page 98

BETTERYOU THAN THEM.
the 4301 is super -compact, so it fits all EIA
Today's broadcasting equipment and standards
Standard racks. 19 "h x 111/2"d x 121/46"w. It costs
let you transmit things you never could before.
$168. Arid it's made by JBL. The recognized
Like tape hiss, cue tone leakage and turntable
leader in professional sound equipment.
rumble, to name a few.
Just give us your name and address and we'll
And that's precis&y why you need the JBL 4301
you all the 4301's very impressive specs.
send
Broadcast Monitor.
Along with the name of your nearest JBL
It lets you hear everything you're transmitting.
Professional Products Dealer.
All the good stuff. And, all the bad. So you can
He'll tell you everything you need to hear.
detect the flaws before your listeners do.

JBL
GET IT ALL.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.

/ P-ofessional D

500

iatoa Boulevard, Northridge, California 91329
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The best audio
recorder in the world.
Buy an Ampex ATR-100 for your studio,
and you'll have the finest audio recorder
ever offered for sale. Use it for monaural,
two -channel and four-channel work, and
you'll produce recordings (and playbacks)
that simply cannot be matched by any

other machine.
The fully servoed transport with automatic tension control and dynamic braking
nails down tape speed for unprecedented
timing accuracy. By eliminating the pinch
roller and employing a unique tape path
design, Ampex found a way to greatly
extend tape life and reduce transient
stresses. Spin the capstan, and both reels
follow suit. Try to start the transport with
the tape loose, and nothing happens. Kick
out the power cord during fast rewind, and
the machine slows gradually to a programmed stop.

The lift -out control panel has LED
indicators for status on every channel, and
control is a matter of touching calculatorlike buttons. Search -to-cue arms at a touch
and stops on a dime. You even get a choice
of 60 or 120 ips shuttle speed under capstan control plus a superfast rewind speed.
Mechanical features of the ATR -100
are important, but don't overlook audio
performance. Many specs are a full order
of magnitude better than anything else on
the market, and every performance measurement is the world standard. ATR -100
is what Ampex knows about sound
recording.
Get the complete story on this ultimate
performance recorder by requesting a free
brochure on the ATR-100. The best audio
recorder in the world.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063, 415/367 -2011.
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engineer FRED CATERO at
San Francisco's
Automatt
James Furman
by

At the age of 45, Fred Catero is
perhaps the most visible proof that
the recording studio scene is alive
and well in San Francisco. A veteran
of 28 years in recording, his career
has encompassed every phase of the
industry. He began in the "direct -todisc" transcription days, and when
recording on tape became available,
he gained a reputation as one of the
best tape editors in New York City.
Later on, he moved to Columbia
Records' New York facilities. Three
years later, he was selected to
become one of five mixers (out of a
staff of 120 engineers). In this highly sought -after position he gained
experience in every category of
music: classical, stage, pop, country,
jazz, and rock.
During his early years at CBS, Fred

met and began a life -long
collaboration with a young CBS staff
producer, David Rubinson. In 1969,
Fred

and

David

both

moved to

California and worked together at the
Fillmore Corporation. Three years

Let's get right into it: Microphones?
Fred Catero: Okay. I've heard engineers say that they can only work with certain
mikes. When we worked at Wally Heider's, some engineers I knew said they
couldn't record unless they had a particular mike on the snare, to the point where
they would actually cancel the session if the mike was being used elsewhere, and
they couldn't get it. In all my years, I have tried very hard not to fall into that trap.
Because in this day and age, there are too many good microphones, and too many
pieces of equipment that you can use in conjunction with microphones, so that you
shouldn't tie yourself into any particular mike.
I do like Neumann 87's; they're a standby in the industry. I still like the old RCA
ribbon microphones horns sound very good, fat and round. I like the Shure SM56's, the dynamics I use them a lot on tom -toms, the drum set -up. Sometimes I
use it on guitar amps. It has that mid- range -y quality that seems to record very well
when you go from tape to disc.
The idea is I get just the frequencies I want, and not all the extraneous shit. I use
condenser mikes on anything that has really broad frequency response, where I
want to get a really crystal clear pickup. But there are a lot of instruments,
especially electric ones, that don't even have the range of even the cheapest mikes.
So, why should I go out and put up a $500 Neumann that's going to give me all kinds
of extra frequencies that are not necessary, that are not even generated by the
instruments. I try to make it a rule to use mikes that fall within the range of the
instrument. A tom -tom is most effective at a particular set of frequencies. A
dynamic mike works very well. It's a better choice than a condenser mike
for
close miking. I'm speaking of close miking because that's how we have to record
nowadays. For far miking, I would generally use a very good Neumann. I love
Neumann mikes because they have variable pattern, and they have the pad and
the roll -off. You can do most anything with a Neumann.

--

-
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Whichever half»inch 8 track machine you choose,
the Sound Workshop 1180 remains the
most together recording console in its field.

The 1280E -8E0 with optional Meter Bridge

the Sound Workshop 1280 recording console

Sound Worksho
PROFESSIONAL AUDIC PROD JCTS

It sounds better.
1040 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576

www.americanradiohistory.com

(516)- 621 -6710

drum set, (like timpani), or acoustic guitar.
An acoutic guitar miked five feet away, in a
very quiet studio, gives a magnificent sound,
if the studio is not dead. Our studio is a very
beautiful sounding room, and whenever I
can, I like to take advantage of that.

Under what circumstances would you
place a mike far from the sound source?
Fred Catero: When I want a natural sound.
Let's say I have three trumpets in the studio,

and they were overdubbing. I would prefer
to have the three trumpets as a section play
into one mike, with the mike ten feet away,
than to put a separate mike on each trumpet
and try and balance it in the booth. The
sound of the instrument is most beautiful
and effective far out away from the
instrument, than a mike shoved right in the
bell of the instrument. The same way with a

Fred Catero

- continued -

later, the two men left the Bill Graham
aegis to start their own production
and recording firms. This culminated
late in 1976 in the establishment of
the Automatt (a division of David
Rubinson and Friends, Inc.), a state of- the-art, recording studio on San
Francisco's Folsom Street. The
Automatt's furnishings and decor are
modest, almost Spartan, but no
expense has been spared to provide
the best and most sophisticated
equipment possible. The centerpiece
is an automated
Harrison 4032
console, custom modified for the
Automatt, and interfaced with the
Allison memory-plus system which
allows an engineer to build up to a
final mix bit -by -bit, rather than all at
once, since the board's memory
circuits remember and automatically
re-execute any previous parts of the
mix that have been done correctly.
Other equipment includes MCI 24
and 2 track recorders, and a Scully 8
track, all of which may be sync'ed
together, as well as a host of
patchable outboard gear.
Over the years, Fred Catero has
received four engineering awards
and ten Gold Records. He is
President of the San Francisco
Chapter of the National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS) and National Vice -

President. Among the huge number
of artists that Fred has worked with
are: Janis Joplin, Chicago, Simon
and Garfunkel, The Pointer Sisters,
Laura Nyro, Aaron Copland, Barbra
Streisand, Linda Ronstadt, and
Robert Goulet.

What about when you're doing basics, and
leakage is a problem?
Fred Catero: Then I have to mike close,
and that's when I use dynamics. Dynamics
are limited in what they can do, and those
limitations are very advantageous when
you're close miking. They don't have the

transient response that a condenser has.
They don't have the frequency response.
When you're miking very close, you have
tremendous dynamic range happening.
With a condenser mike
it does cause
distortion, because it will go beyond the
headroom of the board. A dynamic mike,
just because of the way it works, doesn't

...

have that much range. It's almost like a
limiter. A condenser mike also has low
frequency capability. It can pick up air
conditioning rumble, it can pick up
harmonics that are way below useable
audible range. That all translates to
electrical energy at the board
It means I
don't have as much room for the useable
frequencies. If I use a dynamic that rolls off
at 60 Hz, I have more useable energy for the
same amount of voltage, which means it will
sound louder, and I can record hotter.
-

.

EQUALIZATION
Here's another point. I try to do as much
EQ'ing as I feel necessary as I record. Now, I
know that there are engineers who put up
mikes and record everything on the tape
flat, and then, in the mix, they start EQ'ing.
This is one of the things about making
recordings that are very quiet and clean.
You put on as much of the EQ as you think
you're going to need when you record,
because if you wait until mixdown, you are
EQ -ing all the hiss as well. If a particular
vocal track sounds best boosted 5 dB at
8,000 cycles, if you don't do it when you
record you're also boosting the background
noise at 8,000 cycles. Now, I don't say go
hog wild. If you have a doubt, split the
difference. If you think the voice needs some
edge on it, but you're not sure how much,
don't go all the way
put on a little,
because at least you're that much ahead in

-

making a quiet recording.
Then if you know in advance that you will
need to cut the highs on a track, should you
deliberately wait and do it in the mixdown?
FC: I would wait and do it in the mix, unless

the highs that are coming through are
causing distortion on the tape.

NOISE REDUCTION
I've mentioned before, I dislike using
Dolbies. I dislike using any noise reduction
device, because I have had so much trouble
with the restoration of the signal back
through the Dolbies. If you use the same
system and set -up technique, Dolbies are
fantastic. The trouble is, we have made
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albums using Dolbies, and have mixed down
the the Dolbies, and it sounds fantastic in
the studio. We take the tape to L.A. to have
it mastered, and they have their own Dolby
set -up. Now, unless those Dolbies are
exactly matched, it can screw up the whole
mix. Sure, the tape will be quiet, but the EQ
will make it sound nothing like what you
had. We've been burned so many times that
way that I just refuse to use Dolbies. Dbx, I
understand, is a lot more reliable from unit to -unit, but I just don't like to use them for
various esthetic reasons. I'd rather make
every effort to get it properly recorded on
the tape the way it should be, than to be
conservative in my levels and in what I do,
and then rely on electrical equipment to
make a noisy tape quiet.

Suppose you were recording an instrument
like a solo piano, where there were some
really quiet places where noise might be
much more apparent than it euer would be
in rock music. Would you consider using
noise reduction equipment in a case like

that?
FC: Yes, I probably would, if it was one of
those things that really required super quiet.
Let me say something else about making
quiet recordings. First of all, use the right

microphone. That is, a microphone that
gives you the most information in the
frequency range you need. Number two, is
setting up your equipment, that is, the
board, the tape machine, and everything
else, to the optimum operating position.
There is a point on the board where there is
more hiss than you have to have, because
you're not driving the module hard enough,
so you have to run your fader higher up.
Then, there's another point on the other
end where you're hitting it too hard, so you
don't have a lot of noise but you're in danger
of having distortion. If you observe the point
at which you're at the lowest noise level that
the board will operate at, and at the highest
level before distortion, you're already
ahead. Then, the next step is to calibrate
your tape machine in such a manner that
you can record +3 peaks with a minor
percent of distortion
at the highest
allowable level that the tape can handle
without causing excessive print -through or
distortion.
There's one additional thing to observe
that they don't tell you in almost any
manual: On the new tapes you're allowed to
record 3 dB hotter than the old standard
operating level, with peaks of +3, which
means 6 dB above the standard zero. After
that, they say you can't record anymore
because it just distorts. Basically, this is true
if you're recording full frequency range
information. But what they don't point out is
that there are certain frequencies that the
tape can record even higher than that.
There are certain things that can be
recorded higher, and the distortion resulting
is an advantage, rather than a disadvantage.
For instance, electric guitars. I can record
them maybe 8 dB higher than standard.
True, they may be a little more distorted
than they sound naturally, but, not only do

-
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outstanding reasons
why you should choose Otaní
1. MX- 5050-2S Two -Channel Half -

Track Popular worldwide

15 &

71/2

or 71/2 & 33/4 ips Optional dc capstan
servo e Also reproduces quartertrack Other features listed below.

2. MX- 5050-FL One -Channel Full Track 7Y2 & 33/4 ips Also reproduces two -track.
3. MX- 5050 -QXHD Four -Channel
Quarter -Inch 15 & 71/2 ips
Variable speed ( ±7 %) dc capstan
servo Other features same as
two -track.
4. MX- 5050 -8D Eight -Channel Half Inch Full eight track performance and
features 15 & 71/2 ips Variable
speed ( ±7 %) dc capstan servo.
Otani Corporation, 981 Industrial Road

/

5. Mark II -2 Two -Channel Quarter Inch All MX -5050 features plus:
Separate transport and electronics
15 & 71/2 ips Variable speed
±7 %) dc capstan servo.
6. Mark II -4 Four-Channel Half Inch Same features as Mark II -2.
7. MX -7308 Eight-Channel One Inch Compatible one -inch eight -track
(

format 30 & 15 ips Reel tension
servo Long life heads Floor
console.
Call or write for full specifications and pricing.

8. ARS -1000 Automated Radio
Station Reproducer Two speeds
Two channel stereo
71/2 & 33/4 ips
Ruggedized for continuous operation.

9. DP -4050 8:1 In- Cassette Duplicator Easily operated Open -reel

master (71/2 or 33/4) and six slaves
Six C30's in under two minutes.

All Otani recorders feature:
Professional quality and reliability
Selective reproduce on all channels
600 ohm +4 dBm outputs
XLR connectors 19 dBm headroom
Motion sensing Edit and cue
Built in test tones Portable,
rack, or console mounting

San Carlos, California 94070 (415) 593 -1648

/Manufactured

in

Japan by Otani Electric Co., Ltd.
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Fred
Catero

It's a lot easier to remember all those extra
cues if you haue an automated board like
the Automatt's.
FC: Or, if you have a musical sense, which is
very important for engineers. That's like an
auto mechanic who's never driven a car. I
don't say that an engineer has to have a
master's degree in arranging or musicology,
but he should have the feel. He should be
able to tell when four measures go by; he
should be able to recognize a guitar solo
when it happens. But some engineers don't.

Technical Director
Michael Lamer

they sound better, (by that I mean more
distorted and violent), but because they're
so loudly recorded it allows me to bring that
track way down when I mix, which gets rid
of a lot of hiss. Certain synthesizers, too. So,
taking that into account, you don't have to
record everything at a zero level. You can
get away with letting certain things peak.
Then, too, when you mix down, there is
no reason to have the tracks that are not
activated going through the circuit. For
instance, if the vocal doesn't come in until
the second half of the tune, there's no point
in leaving that track open in the board (until
the vocal begins)
all it's doing is adding
hiss. So, when you mix, you must learn all
the cues of who plays where, what track is

-

active where, and, when they're not

working, remember to bring the fader down
or kill the module so that those tracks are
not operating when they're not playing.
That keeps it quieter.

Some engineers are so hung up on audio
that they have no concept of what music is
all about.

LIMITING
Do you euer use limiters?
FC: Yes. That's another thing that will help
make quiet recordings. For instance, if you
have an instrument that has tremendous
peaks in it. By limiting it slightly, it allows you
to record it a little louder on the tape. Even
in mixdown. If you don't limit it, then you
ultimately have to record it at a lower level to
avoid distortion, to accommodate the flash
peaks. This will make the overall useable
energy on the tape at a lower level than need
be, because the flashes are just momentary.
So if you put a limiter in, and compress it
slightly, you don't alter the dynamic range
appreciably, the ear can't really tell, but it
allows you to record louder on the tape.
Sometimes, rarely, I use limiters to really
squash the sound, but that's just to get a
special effect, rather than to give me more

level.

There's one more thing to observe, and

that's phase. All engineers should

The Professional's Parametric

Introducing the 622 ... a Parametric Equalizer with even
better performance and more cost -effectiveness than its
highly reliable predecessor. Improved manufacturing efficiency and state -of- the -art componentry help us provide
more for less money.
We've added a host of featt_res important to you -the
professional user. The 622 now includes in/out switches for
each band, balanced inputs (with trans-

"constant -Q" design by enabling 40 dB notches to be consistently obtained.
The 622 is backed by an outstanding quality control program, including the use of burned in, hermetically-

former- balanced

sealed IC's, and
t

PM6
output optional), extensive RF protection, and the latest
FET -input opamps which reduce transient inter modulation to the vanishing point and which provide THD
guaranteed less than 0.025%, 20- 20,000 Hz at + 18 dBm
output. A 115/230 volt 50 -60 Hz AC power supply is now
standard. A new proprietary parametric bandpass filter has
been designed which virtually eliminates the effects of control wear and complements the notching capability of our

further burn -in procedures on
the entire equalizer. We know this is important to you when your equalizer doesn't fail in front of an
arena audience of 5,000 people ... or on the air in drivetime
... or in the middle of a critical mix. This combination of unbeatable performance and quality makes the 622 the professional's choice.
Your Orban /Parasound dealer has all the details. Write us
for his name and a brochure with the complete 622 story.

orlen/parosound
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 673 -4544

Orban /Parasound products are manufactured by Orban Associates Inc., San Francisco, Ca.
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conscious of it. A lot of poeple reading this
will say, "I know that, that's nothing new".
But you'd be surprised at how many control
boards don't have phase reverse switches
on them which indicates to me, that until
recently, most engineers didn't consider
phase a problem. Otherwise, they would
have demanded the switches be put in the
boards. Phase problems occur the moment
you use two microphones on any given
instrument. You can't help it. It has nothing
to do with electrical phase. It has to do with
the acoustical phase that happens when two
mikes are picking up a given sound from two
different locations. As a rule of thumb, if
you're recording with more than one mike,
balance it up by listening to it monaurally.
Start with one microphone, bring in the next
microphone and reverse that phase of it. Set
it for the sound you want. No matter what
phase it's in, some frequencies are going to
be cancelled, and some amplified. The point
is, which ones are the ones you want? If you
want a rich, fat sound, you will find that if the
mike is in phase with the other mike, it will
be a fuller sound. If it's out of phase
acoustically, you'll have a tendency to
cancel a lot of that richness in the lower
range. In some cases that might be
advantageous, if, for instance, a drum set is
too tubby, sometimes throwing one of the
overhead mikes out of phase will get rid of a
lot of that low stuff.

Here's an example where it's so
important that things be in phase. Two
mikes on an acoustic guitar. You want it
spread in stereo. You want one of those big
Simon and Garfunkel guitars that's spread
right across the speakers. If the mikes are
acoustically out -of- phase, then, in stereo, it
will sound all right. It won't sound perfect,
because the sound will sound like it's
coming from inside your head, but you'll
hear it. But if each mike is picking up almost
the same information, but out -of- phase,
when it's played on the radio, you won't hear
the guitar, because it'll cancel when it goes
monaural. That's why you have to check it
monaurally.
Fred, when you go into an unfamiliar studio,
do you bring in any of your own equipment?
FC: I'll never bring in a microphone.
A Tape to orient yourself to the monitors?
FC: It helps to have something you're

familiar with. Unless you're really cocksure
of yourself, I advise young engineers or
engineers who aren't that sure, to bring a

tape that they're familiar with to their
session. They should play it for themselves,
not in front of everybody. I've seen
engineers who bring the best tape they've
got, play it real loud, stick out their chest,
and it's like bragging. "Look what I've done."
But there's a danger there. Suppose the
people they're recording with aren't as
good! It's almost like an open put -down.
You're coming in flashing your big bucks in
the ghetto, and people don't like that.
I would suggest he go in early, before the
musicians show up, put on the tape and
really listen. Don't sit there and dance to the
music and hype yourself. Don't let the guy
who works there do it all. Walk in the studio.
Listen to the room. Look at the walls, and
the floor, Check out the screens and the
instruments. See what you got. See what
kind of complement of mikes they've got.
Usually, as long as the mikes are working
and aren't ruined, and you're familiar with
the laws of sound, you'll get a pretty decent
recording. But, it helps to know what the

Multi-NU
Eyestrain? Get

the Redout
with NIDIGRAF®
Our new Model 970 VIDIGRAF display generator makes any
standard TV monitor or receiver a bar graph display of up to
32 multi -channel audio level meters (VU Meters) or fre-

quency spectrum increments. Ballistics closely approximate
VU meter standards. Alpha numeric symbols are electronically displayed on the screen; no overlay masks required.
The composite video output drives any NTSC monitor; an
optional RF adapter converts any NTSC TV set to a bar graph
display. Input cards for 16 and 32 channels, VU or spectrum,
make the 970 modular and expandable, and very affordable.
So, get the Red out. Rest your eyes on a VIDIGRAF at your
UREI dealer.

speakers sound like.
A couple of the many Herbie Hancock
albums you've recorded haue been sound
tracks for movies (The Spook Who Sat By
The Door, and Deathwish). Do you EQ
differently, knowing a mix will be heard by
film audiences in theaters?
FC: I keep in mind the frequency response
of film, but I don't record the initial thing that
way. With sound track albums, some that

-

you buy sound excellent
beautiful
frequency response, they're just great.
Others sound like they were recorded
through a telephone. The point is, I usually
try to do the best job I can, from a sound
standpoint, no matter whether it's for film or
a record. But when it's transferred from
tape to film, then you have to be sure that
the limitations of the film aren't going to
obliterate some key components of the
sound that you're looking for. It's a good
thing you mentioned this. Another thing an

model

970

Bar Graph Display Generator

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352, (213) 767 -1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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engineer must always do, is realize that
ultimately, he's not making a tape. He's
making a record. And records have certain
limitations, certain characteristics. Home

phonographs and pickups have certain
limitations, certain characteristics. Home
phonographs and pickups especially have
limitations that tape does not. He must
realize that ultimately it will wind up on
somebody's shitty phonograph with a half worn needle, with speakers that are really
not working too well
and be sure that
what he records will be heard on these
phonographs. This is the same concept one
has to be aware of in recording for a movie.
The film has a much shorter bandwidth. So,
if you have a triangle, make sure it's a
triangle that has low frequency components
low enough that when it's transferred to
film, that the natural cutoff of the system
does not obliterate the fact that a triangle
was hit. Those are the considerations that I
take into account. The rest are taken into
account by the producer, the musicians, the

...

arranger, and the scorer.

MONITORING
When you mix, do you listen on big studio
monitors and also on little car radio type
speakers as well?

FC: When

I

mix,

comfortably low level
loud.

I

-try to mix at

a

not comfortably

Like the level that the average record buyer
listens at?

FC: Right. Not the level that a rock'ri roll
enthusiast might listen at. I listen at a normal
level, which is somewhere around 70 dB. I
mix on large speakers usually, which have a
fairly decent frequency response. We have
Altec LC1A's. The big reds. They sound
very nice. I listen at a normal volume, and
then, when I'm finished, I play it back again
on the small speakers. We use Auratones,
but you can use any halfway decent small
speaker. Then I do play it loud, to hype
myself, and to make sure I don't hear any
dropouts, or hiss changes, and that my fade
was good. I never, or very rarely, mix super loud. At 100 or 105 dB, the ear cannot notice
a 2 dB change as readily as if I was listening
at 70 dB. The other theory being that if at a
soft level, I can hear everything, then, when I
play it loud, I know everything is there.

At loud levels, the highs and lows will
appear to be there
FC: Whether they're there or not. Not only
that, I don't get as tired. The ears don't
fatigue so fast ... I have to consider that I'm
going to be in that studio many years after
these guys have come and gone. I make my
living that way. The point is that if I have to
play it loud, because some musicians have
lost their hearing because of live concerts,
and they don't seem to care, I walk out of the
room. I'll get the tape all set, and I'll say,
"When you're ready, just press this button."
It doesn't offend them. They understand
that by hearing well, I'm going to give them a
good product.
.

.

.

STAnDARD TAPE MAIWAL...

I know that you've been experimenting with
the Sennheiser Vocoder for possible use on

an upcoming Herbie Hancock album. Haue
you been able to achieve any interesting
effects with it?
FC: Yes. It's a fantastic device. For anyone
who's not familiar with it and its potential, let
me say that as a person who has been
fortunate enough to try it (because they cost
$15,000) that it's a fantastic tool. it allows the
modulation of one source by another
source. You can take a synthesizer, speak
into a mike, and put it through the box while
you play the synthesizer, and all the vowels

and consonants that are spoken are

transmitted to the synthesizer and cause
the synthesizer to appear to be talking with
your voice. It doesn't combine your voice
with the synthesizer. It actually makes the

synthesizer like your voice.

THE AUTOMATT
Why did you decide to open astudio like this
San Francisco? Is there enough business
to support this kind of operation?
in

ENGINEER OR DESIGNER

FC: Now

Limited edition on heavy stock in laboratory binder. Charts,
nomographs, diagrams, and "How to" tips of interest to those
familiar with the fundamentals of magnetic recording. Data
supplied relative to: Head losses, flux levels, azimuth, reproducer
amplifier response and its relation to induction loop plus head .
and amplifier curve, wavelength charts. Techniques of measurement: Induction loop, constant current, track widths, losses to
recorded signals, distortion, magnetized components and
fields related to erasure and noise, head resonance, static
problems and wear patterns.
Available postpaid for $45.00 each. California residents add sales tax.
Order from:
ROBERT K. MORRISON ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS
Kensington, CA 94707
819 Coventry Road

or
ROBERT K. MORRISON
Standard Tape Laboratory
26120 Eden Landing Road `5
Hayward, CA 94545
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Who knows what its possibilities will be,
especially for a person like Herbie Hancock,
who can't sing, but would like to, and he has
so many things in his mind that he could do
vocally. What he does is, he says the words
to a song, plays it on the synthesizer, and his
voice comes out but the synthesizer is the
notes. So it doesn't matter if he sings in tune
or not, because whatever note he plays,
that's the note his voice has.

A NEW AND VALUABLE DATA BOOK
FOR THE AUDIO TAPE RECORDIST,
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All

character of your voice, all the color, all the
inflection, all the vowels. The clever thing is
that it can make anything do that. You could
take the sound of a waterfall. By speaking
into a microphone you could cause that
waterfall to appear to be talking. It doesn't
sound like your voice, but it has the same
intonation. But it's still the waterfall. It
doesn't have to be voice, either. It could be a
drum. It could give a piano a snare sound. It
would sound like a snare with a tone to it.
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am speaking for David

(Rubinson) because it's David's studio and
we were at Wally Heider's, as everybody
knows, in San Francisco at least, and I love it
there, and I think it's a fantastic operation
and everything else. The only problem was
that we couldn't get the studio when we
wanted. OK? They're obviously in.business
to book the studio to whoever brings in the
top dollar. They will not give up a studio or
make a studio available to us exclusively,
they have to keep circulating.
Why is it necessary to have exclusive use of

the studio?
FC: Because we have so much product, we
have so much work, you see. Our point is
we have maybe eight albums a year that we
do, at least, and all these side things like
promo spots, singles that are associated
with the album, TV sound tracks for the
groups we record. So we are in that studio I
would say an average of five days a week but
with some holidays and time off and
whatever. We couldn't always get the studio
we wanted because of the fact there are a lot
of people waiting and if they forsake them

for us, they risk losing that potential
business. Plus there were certain things
there that they didn't have that we wanted.
Because as we take on bigger and bigger
and more complex situations, and as the
industry advances technologically, we
would like to keep abreast of that and Wally
Heider is being run by a big corporation
they are run by Filmways, not by Heider
himself. I know Wally, I love him, and I could
speak to him on a personal level and say,
"Hey, Wally, you know we would like to
have a Harmonizer," or, "Hey, we'd like to
have automation," or, "How's about getting
the studio re- acousticized b' putting
hardwood floors in." Now with the big
company you have to do a whole number
with a big corporation and then the Board
sits down and they decide well is it really
worth it? And so we found that we were
getting at sort of odd ends with getting the
kind of service we needed plus the studio
availability time that when the opportunity
came for David to open his own facility he
jumped at it. The idea was also that we could
work at our leisure when we wanted not
when we could get the studio
when we
want.

-

- -

Publically, the Automatt is for rental but
right now in -house productions are . .
FC: Keeping it busy almost day and night.
But it is conceivable that if people like to
work let's say 10 to 3 in the morning they
could certainly rent it. The thing is that we
don't want anybody to be handling the
.

equipment because it's very sophisticated
and very delicate in its own way. There are a
lot of studios that open their doors to any
engineer, anybody who claims to be an
engineer, as long as they pay the bill at the
studio rate ... we really would prefer it to be
like Warner Brothers
if you go to Warner
Brothers in L.A. the charge is a minimum of
$225 an hour for their facilities, and it's sort
of a deterrent for the little guy who says,
"Hey, I'm the roadie for this group and we'd
like to do some demos and let's go in and do
a demo and I'll engineer your record." You
know, even if you have somebody watching
over them, the studio takes the risk of super
damage. And I've worked in the studios that
had this open door policy, and invariably
they're in really bad repair, and it has

-

nothing do with the maintenance

-

it's just that things go wrong
department
that are intermittent or that are not absolute
failures but fatigues in the electronics. And
so all of a sudden you notice the board
doesn't have the headroom it should. You
notice that the limiters don't limit properly
because there's been some damage to
them. But not enough for anybody to spot
as a failure unless they're really hot; so no
trouble reports have been put in or there's
so many other things to be fixed that the
maintenance department has never gotten
around to fixing module 13, which has no
headroom anymore because the engineer
that was in there was doing something
wrong, he put the full line level into the mike
input or something.

We don't want that to happen here. We'd
like the place to stay in as cherry condition

as possible and anybody who is going to pay

-

the kind of money we're charging
we're
not charging high because we want to
charge high, we have a lot to offer here. But
hopefully that when you're ready to pay that
kind of money you will at least see to it that
you get a qualified engineer to come in.
With equipment of this complexity it would
take an awfully long time to familiarize
somebody even somebody who is a good
engineer to come to a board like this cold.
FC: Well, there are some, but I'd say by the
end of the year there will be quite a few
engineers who will understand boards like
this, as they're selling like hotcakes it seems.

-

It's the first successful board with
automation.

You're completely satisfied with its
capabilities.
FC: I am satisfied in the state it's in, but like
anything else the moment you create a
proto -type, it's obsolete. Already we have
ideas of other things we want done and
certainly Michael is very hot on this kind of
thing. And already it's obsolete, so in that
way I'm not satisfied, but I'm more satisfied
than I'd be with anything else I've had my
hands on.
When the other studio in town (Different
Fur) got their automated board didn't it

destroy your exclusivity?
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FC: Nobody is going to destroy

want it at their disposal should they feel they
might like to toy around with it. And this is
what makes it so difficult to own a studio.
Time was when equipment would cost $300$400 a unit
whatever it is
little limiter
or equalizer, you could pay $400 -$500, you
could have one. Now each new device is
costing in the thousands and in order for
them to be competitive, studios have to
stock all this chazzerai, this garbage, this
equipment on the chance that somebody,
the Grateful Dead, Santana or Sly.Stone,
might book the studio, after all they're the
only ones in town with a flanger or a phaser
or whatever the hell it is that is currently the
craze. And this makes it very difficult.
So I am sure studios are doing this and

exclusivities. Because nobody has the
personnel we have. Nobody has the
knowledge and background we have and I
don't say that out of conceit, I say that out of
sheer experience. It's like anything else
it's a lot like drummers. You get these
drummers these young kids who idolize a

-

-

-

particular drummer so they go through
hook or crook and buy the most expensive
set of drums just like their ideal drummer.
And then they'll wonder why in the studio
they don't sound like whoever the hell it is
they idolize. They say after all I have the
same drum, I play the same sticks, I've been
practicing his licks, what do you mean, I
can't sound like that? So it must be the

form without all the fancy stuff that's been
put in
it's a very basic board. It's just a
volume control, a meter to read your levels,
a key to turn it on and off and an assign
button. And something to send to the cue
system with no EQ, something to return the
echo with if you want, but basically it's a very
simple board and it's only when you start
calling on it to do all this craziness that it
could get confusing.

-a

knows it. It takes him a long time to get to
that creative moment. He knows that he
had it once, it's difficult to get it again. If
anything, you may get a different great solo.
But you'll never get the same one. It's the
same with mixing. Mixing has it's creative
aspects nowadays. A lot of trickery and a lot
of manipulating and creative decisions are
made. It's terrible for the guy to call you up
at three in the morning and say, "Hey, man,
we've been playing the tape all night and, yá
know, it's out of sight, only we forgot that
guitar lick that Richie played and he won't let
us put the record out unless that guitar lick
is really up and I don't think it's really high
enough. I know when he hears it he's going
to bitch. So we're going to have to go in
tomorrow and mix it again. " Invariably it has
happened in the past, you come in and you
don't give your all because you know the
mix was right and you know they're just

-

Don't get confused that we got the
automation because it makes mixing easier,
but what the advantage of it is, is that two
days from now or a month from now the
artist calls us and says, "I'm going to appear
on the Johnny Carson Show and we have to
have a copy of the track. The track only.
Just like in the album. You know, with the
crazy effects we put on and the horse
galloping across from left to right and the
synthesizer part that we took five hours to
do, can we get that just like it is on the
record, only without voices?' Before we
used to have to come in and remember all
the cues and get out the album and play it
and very carefully A -B it and try to get it
right. Now we just come in, get the
programmer set, de- activate the vocal
tracks so that the programmer doesn't
sense those, it only senses everything else.
We get a perfect mix of the track.
These kinds of things are what we like
because usually the creative process is a
one -time thing. I mean, you do a mix, just
like a musician that plays a solo and he
knows it, the band knows it, the producer

kidding themselves, but to make them
happy, you're going to have to do it, so you
don't put out as much because you already
did your best. Automation avoids all that.
ENGINEERING vs. PRODUCING
Do you ever do any producing, or do you
just consider yourself an engineer?
FC: I consider myself primarily an engineer.
I have done production; I usually do coproducing, because I don't consider myself
a producer. A producer is a whole different
animal, and it requires a different kind of
personality and priorities. But I have co-

produced records. Whenever

a

group
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AUDIO LABS, INC.

1905 Riverside Drive, Glendale, California 91201
Telephone (213) 841 -0970
Quantum Audio Labs is an independent manufacturer
and is not affiliated with any retail stores.
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basically has what they want and need but
they don't know how to transfer it properly
and to coordinate everything to make it a
record, they don't really need a producer
because they sort of produce themselves,
but they can't. What they need is the liaison

between what they know they want but
don't know how to get and somebody who is
going to help them get it, and maybe make
suggestions based on experience. That's
what a co- producer is. I would not tackle, for
instance, producing a group who needs
rehearsing and who needs material picked,
which is what a real producer does. He
sometimes goes so far as to hire other
musicians to play in place of the band

members, because they're not good

enough.
Was that the case on the Santana Abraxas

album, and Cold Blood's Sisyphus album?

FC: Yes, that was co- production. Cold
Blood has a producer, and if they listed me
as co- producer it was only because I
contributed so much toward the concept
and how to get the sounds. For instance,
they know their song, but they have no idea
of how it's going to sound on a record or
how it should sound on a record. Then, if I
get involved, and I like the stuff, and I feel
that I can contribute something, then I begin
to make suggestions. Why don't we this, or
that, or I don't think you should do this, or
instead of piano you should play
harpsichord, or we ought to take the verse
out. Now I'm starting to co- produce,
because I'm actually making creative
contributions to the ultimate product. If an
engineer calls himself a creative person, so
is every musician. That doesn't make him a
producer. The fact that you do your job well,
and get involved, does not mean that you
deserve production credit. Production
credit, in my mind, is when you actually
create a concept, develop a concept, do
more than just engineer a record.

Surely you've worked with producers
whom you felt made important and perhaps
indespensible contributions, and some

{
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SPECIFICATIONS
Input Level (nominal):

-50dBm mic, +4dBm line

Output Level: +4dBm nominal,

+18dBm max.
Overall Gain: 67dB max.
Frequency Response: ±1dB 20Hz
to 20kHz
Distortion: <0.1% THD,
+18dBm, 20Hz to 20kHz
Noise: -127dBm EIN 20Hz
to 20kHz
Equalization: LOW ±12dB at
100Hz (S) or 300Hz (P)'
MID ±12dB at 800Hz (P)
or 1.8kHz (P)
HIGH ±12dB at 4kHz (P)
or 12kHz (S)
'(S-shelving, 12-peaking)
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where the engineer could have handled
everything the producer did
maybe the
producer was even in the way.
FC: Exactly. I've worked with producers
who actually knew less about producing a
record than any one of the musicians out
there, and myself. He just sits there, reads a
newspaper, gets high, tells the band to play,
has them come in. They listen to the stuff, he
asks what they think, and they go, "Well,
maybe we ought to do another one", and the
guy says, "OK, go ahead ". Then, when it's all
over, he says, "OK, next tune ", and really
contributes very little other than doing the
paperwork he writes down the time of the
tunes, the names, fills out the musician's
union forms, and pays the bill. But aside
from that, he's not a producer
if he's
going to take all that money that producers
get, not only counting front money, but
royalties as well, points, he should do more
than sit there and say, "Well, what do you
guys think ?" I can do that, I do it all the time,
.

.

,

-

...

-

it didn't hurt it. But
helped the sound
today, because everybody's so hung up on
isolation, studios are being designed deader
and deader, so that the instruments sound
as though they're being played in a mattress walled room, or an anechoic chamber. The
room itself offers no coloration to the
instruments, so the instruments that usually
rely on the room to help them resonate,
don't. So, if you get leakage, it makes the
instrument sound worse than if you didn't
have it, so you're forced to put baffles up.
Also, you put baffles up so you can kill the
guitars and re -do the piano, or whatever it is.
But it's very difficult getting good sounds in
that situation.
In our studio, the Automatt, we're very
lucky that the room that we use has hard
floors and a high ceiling. It's semi-damped.
It's not very live, it doesn't have an echo to it,
but it's not dead either. It's a good sounding
room even though it's small, because of the
high ceiling. Most instruments, even electric
ones, sound very good in it. So I try to use a
little bit of leakage whenever possible, to
make it sound like it's not going direct. So I
try to establish ahead of time what are we
going to keep, and what are we maybe not
going to keep. If we're not going to keep the
guitar, then I have to isolate the guitar from
everything else. But if I know that the guitar
is going to be used, then I'm not so critical
about the guitar leaking into some of the
it
other mikes, because it sounds better
has a bigger sound. I don't automatically use
screens.

but I don't expect to get producer credit for
something like that.
Obviously, because you work with David
Rubinson so much, you must think very
highly of him.
FC: He's an excellent producer. He knows
what he wants. He knows exactly the
concept, he knows exactly what he expects
that record to sound like, and he knows how
to communicate with the musician and the
engineer.

Do you have any other favorite producers?
FC: I had a few. It's been a long time since
I've worked with any other heavy producers
than David, because David has so much
work. He keeps me busy, so I don't have

very many opportunities to work with
outside producers very much. I did like
Jimmy Guercio, when I worked with him
(Blood, Sweat, and Tears, and Chicago). I
worked with Al Kooper, who was kind of
strange, but he was talented as a producer.
When you're recording basic tracks, do you
use a lot of baffling to keep everything

separated?
FC: Everything you record is dependent on
the studio you record it in, the kind of
material, the instrumentation, and what the
ultimate concept of the record is going to be.
If you have a studio that has a basically bad
sound, (by that I mean the room),
understand that most studios today don't
sound good because of all the screens,

a Patti Labelle overdub session, string arranger
AL BENT, DAVID RUBINSON, FRED CATERO.

At

baffles, carpeting, and padding. In the past,
studios used to be larger rooms than they
are today, and they used to have a sound of
their own, like a concert hall does. When
you got leakage, it actually enhanced the
sound. It was something you would look
forward to. Musicians would like to work in
a particular studio because their
instruments sounded very good in the
room, and if you got some leakage, it only

-
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EQUALIZER!
ALSO:
SERIES 4200 ACTIVE CUT ONLY
EQUALIZER
SERIES 4100 STEREO OCTAVE
BAND EQUALIZER

ANALYZERS
MODEL 1401 /3 OCTAVE
ANALYZER

SERIES 4000 ACTIVE EQUALIZER
FEATURES:
271/3 octave bands on ISO centers
from 40 Hz through 16 kHz.
10 dB boost or cut on continuous
control. Equal Q in both boost and cut
conditions.
Variable high -pass filter from 20 Hz to
160 Hz with 12 d B /octave roll -off.
FilterQ optimized for best summation
with adjacent bands.

FOR ROOM EQ

MODEL 142 A SIGNAL MONITOR
MODEL 150 OCTAVE BAND
ANALYZER

Noise guaranteed to be -90 dBm or
better.
Sealed Mil -Spec pots.
EQ IN /EQ OUT switch on front panel
PLUS OPTIONAL CROSSOVERS FOR BI-AMPING!

Dual buffered outputs for bi -amp
operation.
Accessory socket to permit insertion
of 12 dB /oct. or 18 dB /oct. low level
crossover for bi -amp outputs.
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instruments,
incorporated

P.O. Box 698 AUSTIN TEXAS 78767
PHONE AREA 512/892 -0752
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Para -Power
(Parametric Equalizers by SAE)

SAE has long been involved in the field of
tone equalization. From our pioneering
efforts in variable turn over tone controls to
our more recent advancements in graphic
equalizers, we have continually searched for
and developed more flexible and responsive
tone networks. From these efforts comes
a new powerful tool in tone equalization
the Parametric Equalizer. Now you have
the power of precise control.
Our 2800 Dual Four -Band and 1800 Dual
Two -Band Parametrics offer you controls
that not only cut and boost, but also vary the
bandwidth and tune the center frequency
of any segment of the audio range.

With this unique flexibility, any problem

-

'

can be overcome precisely, and any effect
created precisely.
With either of these equalizers, you have the
power to correct any listening environment
or overcome any listening problems that
you are faced with. Whether you need a
third octave notch filter, tailored bandwidth
to resurrect a vocalist, or a tailored cut to
bury an overbearing bass, the control
flexibility of Parametric Equalizers can fill
these needs and many more. And of course,
as with all SAE products, they offer the
highest in sonic performance and quality
of construction.

A

For Complete Information Write:

Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.

P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060
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Some people
buy us for
our fader
because ours is better than any you can buy elsewhere.
Ours has all the features you need, like smooth action,
accurate tracking, long life and low noise, plus a full 85 dB
attenuation. And ours is coffee proof. It's just one more
reason an Auditronics mixer is a better investment for
the long haul. To learn more, circle reader service number

or write to us for complete information.
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It's coffee proof

aucJitronicf inc.
3750 Old Getwell Rood, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 / (901) 362 -1350
for additional Information circle no. 23
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MASTERING TAPE COMPATIBILITY
by JOHN ROBINSON
3M COMPANY

The recording

industry needed
it... so Stanton
developed a new
stylus system for
playing back
stamper:
Stanton Magnetics is proud to introduce the
world's first and only stylus system Model 681
BPS *; capable of playing and repairing metal
stampers and matrices.
Up until now, it was impossible to check the
quality of the matrix until the metal mother was
made, or the plating quality in the stamper,
until actual records were pressed. By introducing this new special stylus system, Stanton
is offering to the record industry the tool which
will save precious time, improve the quality of
the records, and offer a new way to evaluate
the quality of the pressing by comparing it to
the first generation copy of the master matrix.
Because this new 681 BPS stylus system is
designed around the famous Stanton 681
Calibration series, its performance is recognizably superior, and matches that of a 681
Triple -E Calibration Standard cartridge.
Stampers and matrices being negatives of
the record require a counter- clockwise rotation of the turntable ** and a custom mounted
tonearm, or a special arm with head shell offset in the opposite direction.
The new stylus system has two models: the
BPSR, which tracks at 3 to 7 grams, for making minor repairs on stampers; and the BPSM,
which tracks at 1 to 11/2 grams, for stamper
and matrix evaluation.
Audiophiles, who think highly of the professional quality of Stanton products and use
them for home entertainment purposes, will
find it difficult to use this new system
unless the distribution of metal stampers heads
this new system Stanton maintains its position
as a prime innovator and supplier to the recording industry.

Demands from recordists, producers,
artists, listeners for ever higher quality audio

reproduction have spurred tape
manufacturers to develop mastering tapes

with heretofore unequalled recording
capabilities. However, these developments
have not come without introducing new
concerns to tape users. One such concern,
the incompatibility of different mastering
tapes, is a subject worthy of attention. First,
however, some background on audio tape
development.

While studio engineers, mixers and
producers may scoff at the sound quality of
the audio cassette, its move into the high
fidelity arena helped launch a dramatic
period of magnetic tape development. The
slow speed (1-Ye ips) and the narrow track width (20 mils) of the cassette system meant

that to achieve reasonable quality,
substantial improvements in tape
formulations had to be made. From the
laboratories came a multitude of new tapes:

high energy, chromium dioxide,
ferrichrome, cobalt -encapsulated, and
others. Many of the technological
developments in ferric oxides helped lead
the way to the development of some of the
new studio mastering tapes.

...

-

-The Author
JOHN ROBINSON joined 3M's Magnetic
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(magnetically harder particles) and
increased remanence (thicker oxide
coatings) in recording tapes.

COERCIVITY
The harder the magnetic particles the

more difficult it is to magnetize and
demagnetize them. As tape moves past the
recording head, the head's magnetizing
force penetrates the oxide coating to align
the particles in a representative pattern of
the applied signal. Once past the head there
should be no more force acting on the

particles. However, higher frequencies,
which have more closely spaced patterns
than lower frequencies, cannot be moved
past the head fast enough to clear the
weaker trailing edge of the magnetizing
force. Higher coercive oxides, because they
are not so easily magnetized, resist more
strongly demagnetization once past the
head. For reference purposes, Scotch #111
tape has a coercivity of 270 oersteds; Scotch
#206, 320 oersteds; and Scotch #250, 380
oersteds.

As mentioned

For further information write to:
Stanton Magnetics
Terminal Drive
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

*Patent applied for.
* *Stanton is even making special turntables for this purpose.

More signal level- output, less biased or
background tape noise, less print (layer -tolayer signal transfer) and less harmonic
distortion (harmonic of the fundamental
frequency expressed in percentage of
difference between original and produced
sound) are all desirable or even essential for
improved mastering tapes.
To achieve these, and other improvements, the tape manufacturers must deal
with some very basic elements in the design
of magnetic tapes. Two such elements are
coerciuity and remanence. There has been
a general trend toward higher coercivity

Audio/Video Technical Service lab in 1972.
He earned his E.E. degree from Southern
University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In
addition to his engineering background,
John is an accomplished musician.
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earlier, increased

remanence is achieved with heavier oxide
coatings (more magnetic material per unit
area). Remanence, measured in lines per
quarter inch, is the induced flux remaining in
a given tape %4" wide after a longitudinally
applied field is reduced in intensity from
1,000 oersteds to zero using a 60 Hz
dynamic B -H vs H hysteresis loop tracer.
For example, Scotch #206 has a remanence
of .93 lines /qtr inch; Scotch #250, 1.25
lines /qtr inch. With this increased coating
weight comes greater undistorted output,
less harmonic distortion. Greater output
level is possible because of the heavier
concentration of magnetic material.
A careful balancing of coercivity and
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FOR THE STEREO STUDIO
If you've planned on purchasing a quad console
If you want a stereo console for a stereo con for your quad control room. A wise decision. trol room. The SP 800 B.
If you were going to get a quad console for
The SP 800 B. It can do anything the others
your stereo control room. Good luck.
can, but mixdown to quad. So what.

It's only $5,500 retail price.

You may see, hear, and feel the SP 800 series consoles at:
SOUND IDEAS
151 W. 46th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 245 -8221

HUN SOUND
647 Irwin St.
San Francisco/
San Rafael, CA. 94901
(415) 454 -2911

TRACK AUDIO INC.
33753 9th Ave. So.
Federal Way, WA 98003
(206) 838 -4460
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7400 Greenbush Ave.
North Hollywood, CA. 91605
(213) 764 -1241

remanence are required to achieve
maximum signal -to -noise ratio without
sacrificing other essential tape performance
features.
OXIDE AND MANUFACTURING
All oxides have their own properties, such
as coercivity, noise and print. But the
inherent properties of oxides are not all that
determine how a tape will perform. Of equal
importance are the various processes in
manufacturing
from the milling of raw
oxides to produce the ideal particle to the
final surface treating to produce the ideal
tape surface.
The improvements in output, biased tape
noise, lower harmonic distortion, and in

-

other performance parameters have

exposed some equally important potential
tape problems that relate directly to the
manufacturer's processes. Some of the
important problems are low frequency
modulation noise, transient response and
intermodulation distortion. While each of
these phenomenon could be the subject of a
separate paper, a brief explanation of each
will aid the reader's understanding of this
paper.
LOW FREQUENCY MODULATED
NOISE is generated (modulated) only in the
presence of a signal and is proportional to
signal amplitude. Its cause is attributed to
non- uniformity of the oxide coating.
Primarily audible when generated by lower
frequencies, modulation noise is a fuzziness

in

the sound reproduction.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE is a function of

the tape's saturation or overload

characteristics. It is the ability of a tape to
record strong, harmonically rich signals,
which may exceed the normal operating
level, without excessive audible distortion.
Percussion instruments, such as the drum,
produce transient or fleeting signals.
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
exists when more than one frequency is
recorded on tape. It is composed of the sum
and differences of those frequencies and is
much more displeasing to the ear than
harmonic distortion.

SUBJECTIVE TERMINOLOGY
Further challenging to tape manufacturers is the subjective nature of recordists'
ears. Recordists often attempt in technical
terms to explain why a particular tape
"sounds" good. But the technical data
sheets and the subjective sound quality of
tapes often appear unrelated. It is fact that
two different mastering tapes can have
nearly identical technical specifications yet

exhibit substantial differences in sound
quality. While there is a body of terms used
to describe "good" and "bad" sound
reproductions, many or even most terms
used in studios by engineers, producers and
artists are purely subjective. One man's
"clean" is another's "transparent"; one's
"mellow ", another's "rich ". And the list
could go on- and -on.

The point is, because these are all terms

that refer to a subjective quality and
because two engineers seldom use the same
term to describe any one single quality, it is
difficult to use technical data to express the
advantages of one tape over any other. In
many cases there simply are no technical
terms that accurately define the subjective
quality.

The objective of all recording is, of
course, to reproduce sound as exactly as
possible. The type and quality of tape used
are obviously important contributions to the
end recorded product.
Designing and manufacturing the ideal
tape are difficult charters. Such a tape must
embody, simply, all those elements
considered important by recordists with as
few compromises as possible.
THE PROBLEM OF
COMPATIBILITY
All

tape suppliers attempt within the

confines of their technical and manufacturing capabilities to achieve the ideal balance
of features that tape users demand. These
efforts have led to the development of a
number of mastering tapes.
Ideally, of course, each tape should be set
up on a machine before any session to
achieve the optimum performance from the
tape to be used during that session. Before
each outside client arrives for a session, the
studio engineers must optimize for that
client's tape. With the great variety of tapes
that exist, this practice can be quite time

consuming. Consider the unfortunate
engineer who is confronted with a client for
an overdub session with several different
types of tape on one reel. Imagine having to

COPIER

TODAY
ALPHA FEATURES:
one button operation

automatic rewind
system expandability
16 times speed, 30 ips

track selection
4,

fire motor drive

Everything about the ALPHA 21 Cassette Copier
implies professionalism. From its stylistically
sloped cabinet to the tape transport construction
and electronics design, this copier will become
the industry standard.
Built along digital transport lines, the ALPHA 21
is the only copier in the industry utilizing a rigid
It uses a
Ys inch deck plate that will not twist.
five motor drive to eliminate troublesome belts
and pulleys. Circuit boards are all plug in.

Many exclusive features are built into the ALPHA
Before you make any purchasing decision,
you owe it to yourself to find out what this copier
has to offer. For detailed information, call or

ALPHA 21 will duplicate a half hour cassette in
less than one minute. More important, it is the
only low priced copier that will take two position
slave add -ons (as pictured).

21.

DUPLICATOR CASSETTES

INTERNATIONAL AUDIO, INC.

We have a full

line of premium cassettes designed for high speed duplicator applications,
available in exact lengths, bulk, or boxed and
labeled. We also offer blank cassette labels and
boxes. Write or call for brochures.
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write:

Professional Products Division
2934 Malmo Drive
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
(312) 956 -6030
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reoptimize each track of each machine
between every cut! While that extreme
condition will not recur often, it could in fact
happen. How unlike the days when Scotch
#111 was a standard reference. But that's
progress.
The discussion of tape compatibility
continues, however, and is not likely to
diminish. What with standard oxides, high
output, low noise, low print and various
combinations thereof, there is little wonder
that confusion over tape types and their
compatibility exists.

Let's examine more closely the

considerations the studio engineer must
make concerning tape /recorder set up and
then discuss a suggested solution to the
compatibility problem.
Total compatibility would exist if there
were no need to change either bias,
equalization or level when switching from
one tape to another.
Bias and equalization are the two most
essential elements in tape compatibility.
Both have tremendous effect on other tape
properties such as distortion, sensitivity and
print level all of which differ greatly from
tape to tape.
The proper bias condition of a tape is a
compromise point. Some tape properties
improve as the bias current level is
increased, others become worse. Optimum
bias is a point where the losses equal the

-

The CPR -16
Computer Programmed
Reverberation
can be modified with a single control
which adds a variable delay before the
first echo or reflection signal.
And, most importantly, the CPR -16
allows the prominence and density of
resonant modes to be altered. Thus,
the density and diffusion rate of echoes
can be tailored to match any room,

The Quad Eight CPR -16 represents
revolutionary breakthrough in the
applicaticn of advanced computer
technology for the professional audio
marketplace.
Two years in development, the
CPR -16 is the first product to embody
a

advanced digital technology in

a

config-

uration which will allow an unprecedented degree of control over
the reverberant field by signal
processing.

It offers the user a flexibility beyond the now ordinary
mechanical methods; every possible aspect of the reverberant
field is capable of alteration by
the engineer. Reverberation
time can be changed from zero
to twenty seconds in sixteen
steps, even during operation,
without signal degradation.
High and ow frequency damping rates :an be controlled over
a wide range which previously
was only achieved by timeconsuming and clumsy rearrangements of complex arrays
of absorption splays in live
chambers or rooms. The
simulation of "room size"
Quad /Eight Electronics

I

electromechanical device, or whim.
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The CPR contains two individual
reverb programs and Dne "open" program provision for future custom sound
processing effects. Program is analogous to a live acoustical chamber, and
Program 2 creates a simulation of an
artificial plate. Program 3 switching
facility is pre -wired fcr a plug -in programming mocule and Program 4,
ECHD allows a "Tape- Echo"
simulation teat is unobtainable oy present mechanical
methods.
The CP, -16 incorporates
control over every critical aspect of the reverberant field. If
you rave a special application
which regi.ires a previously
unavailable sound processing
effect, information on custom
programs is available from the
factory.
Write us or call for a
detai ed brochure on the
revolbt onary CPR -16. The
age cf affo -dable digital
processing for audio has
arrived. If you've been waiting
for technolcgy to catch up
w th your imagination, your
t me has come.

St., No Hollywood, Ca. 91605

'

(213) 764 -1516

Telex: 662 -446
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Figure 1A: Frequency Response of Ampex 456 Grand Master
Recorded on Ampex ATR -100 /2 ", at 456 Bias and EQ, 15 ips.
r

Your oscilloscope
becomes a Real Time
Audio Analyzer with
the all -new ARA-412B
The ARA -412B Real Time Analyzer, coupled
with your dc scope, now provides two time
constants. In the fast integration time mode
(200ms) the ARA -412B can be used for program material monitoring and analysis; and
in the slow mode (2s) for room equalization.
The ARA-412B is only
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$1,450.

Write for your free ARA-4128 Data Sheet. (FOB San Diego)
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Figure 1B: Frequency Response of Scotch 250 Mastering Tape
Recorded on Ampex ATR -100 1/2 ", at 250 Bias and EQ, 15 ips.

inc.

3490 Noell Street
San Diego, CA 92110

Telephone (714) 2973261
20

For quick, precise,
and economical
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audio frequency

analysis...
Figure 2A Frequency Response of Ampex 456 Grand Master
Recorded on Ampex ATR -100 1/2 ", at 250 Bias and EQ, 15 ips.

...use the versatile
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new ARA-412 -27 -G
With an ARA- 412 -27 -G you can analyze
and measure all frequencies in real time
within the audio bandwidth. Use it to test
microphones, isolate cross -talk, balance
crossovers, check speaker deficiencies,
test tone controls, adjust equalization,
and many other purposes.
Write for your free technical

bulletin

2.5 dB

$2,950.

(FOB San Diego)

on the ARA-4I2 -27 -G
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Figure 2B: Frequency Response of Scotch 250 Mastering Tape
Recorded on Ampex ATR -100 1/2 ", at 456 Bias and EQ, 15 ips.

inc.

3490 Noell Street
San Diego, CA 92110

Telephone: (714) 297-3261
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gains, where what is sacrificed is offset by
what is improved. As mentioned earlier, bias
and equalization affect other aspects of tape
performance. In addition, bias has
considerable effect on equalization. As the
bias current is raised from, say, zero, the
sensitivity of the tape rises rapidly until a
point where maximum output is reached,

after which bias erasure becomes

predominate at high frequencies and output
begins to drop. Additional increases in bias
will cause bias erasure to affect lower and
lower frequencies until even the lowest
frequencies will begin to lose output.
The ability to equalize
increase or
decrease isolated segments of the
frequency spectrum
can be used to
counter the bias caused losses. The counter
effect of bias and equalization can be
employed to gain acceptable results from all
tapes without setting up for each one

-

-

individually.
The two most commonly used mastering
tapes are. Ampex' Grand Master 456 and
3M's Scotch 250. Both are capable of being
operated at +6 dB (370 nW/m) operating
level. By specification and practice their
optimum requirements are quite different.
Figure 1 shows the frequency response of
the tapes recorded on a1/2" Ampex ATR -100
machine at 15 ips. Figure 2A shows the
frequency response of Ampex 456 recorded
at Scotch 250 EQ and bias settings. Figure
2B shows the frequency response of Scotch
250 recorded at Ampex 456 EQ and bias.
The biasing method used for both tapes

un

Figure 3: EFFECT OF BIAS ON ELECTRO- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
250 BIAS & EQ
250
456

0dB
0dB
0dB

456 BIAS & EQ
456

250

-1.3 dB
-.7 dB
-1.3 dB

+.3 dB
+.2 dB

-.5 dB

0

dB

1K Sensitivity

0dB

10K Sensitivity

dB

15K Sensitivity

0

Harmonic Distortion

Less Than .5%

@ 250 nWb /m

Harmonic Distortion

Less Than 1%

@ 370 nWb /m

+10.6 dB

+10.7 dB

-63.2 dB

-61.2 dB

+ &2

dB

-62.9 dB

was to increase the bias level while
recording a 1.5 mil wavelength signal until
the reproduced signal drops to 2.5 dB below
maximum. The same biasing technique
should yield very similar results on all other
audio tape machines now in use. Biasing at
other speeds can be done using the same
method, keeping in mind that a modulating
signal of 5 kHz is necessary to provide the
1.5 mil wavelength at 7.5 ips and 20 kHz at
30 ips.
A table (Figure 3) illustrates the effect of

bias on other electro- magnetic properties
which include maximum output at low
frequency, third order harmonic level at
reference output, biased tape noise level. By
use of the response curves and the table a

+11.5 dB

-61.0 dB

Output at 3°/o Third
Harmonic Distortion
NAB Weighted Noise

compromise bias current can be derived
which will make the two tapes interchangeable.

CONCLUSION
Once again, optimum performance can
only be achieved by exact alignment of
equipment to each particular tape. In
situations where, because of time limitations
or other factors, it is impossible to optimize
for each tape, a compromise bias setting will

produce satisfactory results. Though the
curves and the table account for conditions
at only two specific bias and EQ settings, a
condition somewhere between the two

would even further minimize the
incompatibility.

o umns not s o

Equalized Natural Sound Ambience

... THE 'SUPER C' MASTER -ROOM

True Natural Sound Ambience characteristics have made Master -Room the chamber preferred by
"Masters of the Recording Art" throughout the world. Go east or west, from Memphis to Moscow
you will find Master -Room in the finest of studios and with the best of groups on the road.
'Super C' models combine this exceptional performance with effective equalization controls.

fully independent stereo channel features variable decay, separate reverb /direct (dry signal)
mix controls, and provides the typical smooth response (without the necessity for limiting) that has
Each

made Master -Room the number one choice in performance.

Originators of the Natural Sound
Reverberation Chamber.

...I x
riwn

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
2995 Ladybird, Dallas, TX 75220 (214) 3F2 -3811
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their place in the studio:

MINICOMPUTERS -MICROPROCESSORS
How They Work
1977 by

Jack Wiener

Al

The recording industry as we know it is
about to undergo a dramatic change. Within
the next few years much of the equipment
with which we have grown familiar may well
become obsolete.
The primary cause of this change will be a

tiny integrated circuit called the

Microprocessor. These devices have been
with us for several years, but only in
dedicated applications. Individual pieces of
equipment have been designed around
them to be built and sold at incredible

prices. When the Microprocessor

is

combined with its counterpart Memory
Chip they form what has to be called the

original magic black box

.

.

.

Microcomputer. When the memory
-The Author

-

a
is

J.S.(Jack)Wiener is a native of Chicago,
where he began his recording career in the
mid -fifties mixing and/or mastering top
groups for labels such as Mercury, Chess,
Atlantic, Imperial, Sun, Playboy and others.
He was president of Sheldon Recording
Studios (later to become Chess Records'
studios).
His recent interest in Motion Picture and
TV Audio led him through positions such as
Sound Department Head of Reid Ray Films
to the formation of his own A/V industry
consultant firm, now specializing in

computer automation of these industries.

loaded with the proper program it can, for
example, at one instant look like a multi machine SMPTE interlock and the next
instant turn into a 100+ dB per octave band
pass filter. Moments later it can control the
cueing of tape machines or handle the
business billing.
These sophisticated capabilities are made
more meaningfull when we add the newest
element, which is also the oldest
requirement in the world
cost. These
capabilities can now be acquired for a price
many of us can afford. In the last few months
we have seen the retail cost of these exotic

...

microprocessor chips, even

in

single

quantities, drop to less than $18.00, and
they are available in thousands of stores
throughout the country. We can expect
these already low prices to drop still lower as
chip manufacturers compete for their share
of the burgeoning home entertainment and
hobby markets.
Sensing the growing fertility of this new

market, computer progrmmers have
started writing for these small machines in
the hope that their programs will become
hits and enjoy multiple sales even though
they will be sold at a low price.
Recording Engineer /Producer trys to
stay abreast of everything happening in our
field. To that end I have been asked to
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prepare several articles on Microcomput
ers, and how they can enter audio's day -today operations.
This author has seen many changes and
evolutions in both recording equipment and
techniques. From vacuum tubes to solid

state, from ribbon microphones to

condenser microphones, from full track
overdubbing to multi -track and multi machine interlocks. Each change in its time
seemed impressive and possibly a threat to
certain talents that we had acquired and
were quite proud of. But this latest
evolution, the Microcomputer, is destined
to find its way into every single corner of the
recording studio and sound re- inforcement
industry. This small unit, capable of being
built on a single circuit board, will inevitably
move -in and take over functions which
many of us consider as sacred to our
recording talents. There will be some who
try to resist the change to Microcomputers.
I am not a Crusader, it is not my intention to
lure them into the fold. But perhaps a few
words of personal experience might be in
order.
As one of those people who resisted the
change to multi -track recording, feeling that
it took the personal touch away from the
mix, I couldn't see spending vast sums of
money for a multi -track machine when the

Finally.
Competition!
Lyrec TR532 Multitrack Recorder. After years
of successful use by many leading European
studios, this excellent machine is now available
in the U.S. and Canada. Engineered and built by
Danish craftsmen; sold and serviced by Neve,
the reputable professionals.

Lyrec is a fresh approach to multitrack recorder
design. Unique features like track solo, spot
erase and vari- speed. The user -oriented remote
control unit always conveniently by your
side; and the optional micro -processor
controlled auto locator, memorizing up to
16 positions on the tape. It all adds up to
the finest multitrack recorder available.
We want you to have nothing but the
best. A Neve console and a Lyrec
recorder! Please call or write.
24 track as

shown

$34,770 FOB Bethel, CT.

Subject to change.

Rupert Neve Incorporated, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, Connecticut 06801 Tel: (203) 744 -6230, Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated, Suite 609, 6255 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California 90028 Tel: (213) 465 -4822
Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltd., 2717 Rena Road,
Malton, Ontario L4T 31(1, Canada Tel: (416) 677 -6611
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job could be done just as well on full -track
recorders. Now we see our industry, one
generation later, matured, totally adjusted
to the multi-track concept. There has been a
tremendous change in procedures. The
final balance is no longer the prime concern
on a tracking session. Now it is a matter of
capturing every element and making sure it
is on a track. But perhaps this is as it should
be. With the more complex productions we
are mixing today perhaps no one person is
capable of sitting at a console and catching
every single cue exactly the way the artist
wants it, and establishing every balance just
the way the producer thinks it should be.
In reality, the change to multi -track
recording didn't really take anything away
from the mixer, it simply re- adjusted the
order of doing things. It postponed the
decision on the final balance until all the
information was recorded. Undoubtedly in
today's environment it is a better way of
doing things.
If you have ever missed a cue or brought
in the horns a couple of bars late, blowing an
otherwise perfect take, you know that there
must be room for a computerized assist in
doing your job well. And computerized
mixing is possibly only the narrowest
portion of the involvement you can expect
from these microprocessors.
But, how do all these things happen?
What goes on inside that magic little box to
make it such a versatile machine? That's the
subject that we will deal with in this article.

We won't get involved with the why's and
whereforé s of computer design or high level
language or even binary language.
The term computer generally relates to
the big IBM style machines, built up of racks
and racks of equipment. Making up that
giant computer are Memory Banks, Card
Readers, Magnetic Disc files, Tape Punches
and Readers along with other Input- Output
devices, and a thing called the Central
Processing Unit. The CPU itself may fill an
entire rack with discrete components or
may be a series of circuit boards built up of
ICs.

MICROCOMPUTERS
The Microcomputer,

a

miniaturized

version of the big computer, gets its name
from the Micro -Processor around which it is
built. This is a rather recent development in
the art of integrated circuit construction.
The Microprocessor, on a single chip less %
square inch, performs the same functions as
the central processing unit (CPU) in the big
computer.
Just for the record, to clear up one other
term that's been floating around, we have
the Mini -Computer, which fits in between
the Micro and the Maxi or full computer.
This unit is generally based on a set of
processor chips. Each of these three levels
of machinery, and all their variations
currently being sold offer different degrees
of versatility. We will be concerned with only
one type machine, the Microcomputer.

Change
Sound to

WHAT MAKES A
COMPUTER WORK?
A computer responds to a program,
which is a series of instruction steps.
The instruction steps are stored in
memory, which is another vital part of the
system. It is helpful to picture memory as a
tall stack of storage areas. Each area holding
a numeric value. Our program travels
through the memory system practically
from start to finish until it reads an
instruction to perform one of its tricks. Each
instruction tells the processor to do one and
only one thing at a time.
The task of manipulating data occurs in
this processor section. The memory of a

computer stores the results of the
continuing chain of computations induced
by the successive program steps. Again,
computers process data one step at a time.
This is an important key. One and only one
thing is happening at any given time inside
the computer.
The processor controls what is
happening. It is itself directed by either the
input, (which in many cases is a typewriter
style keyboard, or a tape recording,) or it
may be controlled by an internal program.

THE PROGRAMMER
Programs are written by someone with a

combined knowledge of the intended
application and the abilities of a given
computer system. The program is a step -bystep series of instructions. Each one telling
the processor what type of action to take,
one step at a time. Finally an output
instruction tells you that the machine has
the result you are interested in. The output
may go to a printer (computerese for a

remote controlled unit similar to

a

typewriter), or to a CRT monitor (Cathode
Ray Tube display unit. Very much like a TV
set), or even to some mass storage device
like a tape recorder. In some cases the
computer output will control the actions of
machines ... send them forward, reverse,
stop, or play. The important thing to
remember is that everything happens one

Silence
with a

TABERASER
This rugged, heavy duty bulk tape eraser wipes sound from
all magnetic tapes, cartridges, cassettes and magnetic film
stock; handling up to 2 ".
It erases with minimum residual noise because the field
automatically diminishes at the end of each 30- second cycle.
A thermal control and blower keeps the unit below 71° C.

step at a time.
Let's look at some of the instructions of
one of the most popular of these low priced
chips, the 8080 Microprocessor. INR A is
the mnemonic for Increment the A register.
(Mnemonic, pronounced ni- mon -ik. Ni, as in
nickel; mon, as in monitor; andik, as in lick.)
A mnemonic is an abbreviated word
description of the action that will be taken

by the processor, in response to the

instruction, which

is received as an

electrical control pattern. Visualize the
processor as having 78 work stations. Each
instruction code directs one and only one
work station to perform its given task.

For the distributor in your area -Call or write:

REGISTERS
TABERManufacturing

2081 Edison Ave.
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& Engineering Company

San Leandro, Ca. 94577

(415) 635 -3831
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The chip has seven useable registers.
Each can be thought of as a holding area for
any real number from zero to 255 decimal.
The INR A instruction takes the value in the
A register, adds 1 to it, and returns the new
total back to A.

From Otani for uncompromising recordists.
MX5050.2SHD designed for

peerless twotrack quarterinch masters.
Iis an exception of compact recorders. Specially designed for critical
professional applications from the
ground up. It leaves nothing to be desired. 68dB signal -to -noise and greater- than -60dB crosstalk. Variable speed
DC -servo capstan motor for less than
0.05 % wow /flutter and ±7% pitch
control. + 19dBm headroom before
clipping. Motion sensing control logic.
Front panel edit and cue; stepless bias
adjustability; built -in test and cue osciallator; all front accessible. 600 ohm,
+ 4dBm or -10dBm fixed-level output
and XLR connectors. Remote controllability for all transport functions. In
short, it's a sheer professional masterpiece to produce desired 15 or 7-1/2
ips masters.
The performance

and reliability
have been fully proven since its original
version was introduced in 1973, in
more than one thousand practical applications by broadcasters, studio recordists, audio -visual professionals and
musicians all over the world. For the full
story of this unique and compact professional machine, ask anyone who uses
it or get in contact with your nearest
Otani distributor.

Please send me details on
MX5050 -2SHD
Name
Company
Address

RE/P

Japan: Otan Electric Co., Ltd., 4-29-18 Minami Ogikubo, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167, Japan
Canada: Noresco Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 100 Floral Parkway, Toronto, Ontario M6L 2C5

U.S.A.: Otan Corporation, 981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California 94070
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The CPI instruction (compare

microprocessor, which copies the value

the coded CPI instruction to the

Although it does not save the result of the
arithmetic it performs a valuable service. If
the result of the computation is zero a flag
called the zero flag is set.
With the aid of cartoon drawings lets go

immediate) is a kind of subtraction ... but it
does not change the value in A. It is called a
two byte instruction because it occupies
two adjacent locations in memory. The first
byte (byte is another word for the
information held in one memory location) is

from the next memory location and
subtracts this value from a value equal to A.

6,890 MICROSECONDS IN LIFE AT THE DIGIT FACTORY

-

through a little how- to -do -it session to get a
handle on how these microcomputers work.
We will use the following instructions:
INR A
Increment the A register.
CPI N
Compare A with N (N being any
number between 0-255).
Jump on not zero. This
JNZ XX
conditional jump instruction directs us to

--

-

MICROPROCESSOIR CHIP

80

i N SfrtUCTow

sEr

EACH iNSTRUC'ro N ro rNE

uSs

oniE 5-TEP/UA

CHI

tinE.

...
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continued on page 48

G

Ask

SOUN
SH
tell a lot about a recordthe company it keeps.
That's why The Sound Shop has a
lot going for it. Great artists of
every calling have made the NashYou can

ing studio by

ville facility a haven of gold records.
And if you're wondering what
their secret is, go back to the

beginning.
Because the v\ ¡oy a studio is
planned and built has everything to
do with its future. When it's right
from the start, it's going-to sound
good forever.
Which is where we come in.
Audio Consultants, Inc. We supervised the construction, did the
systems work and installed the

second studio,
designed by John Storyk
we're the exclusive sales and service
representatives for
MCI in the Southeast
and Southwest. And
we made The Sound
Shop's centerpiece
.

the automated

MCI

Series 500 console.

But this is only one
example of where we
have been. You can
also ask nearly half
of Nashville's 65
studios. Or other great studios

all over the country.
If it has anything to do with
sound, we do it better. Our track

record proves it. Consider that for
your next project. From turn -key to
up -date. And everything in between.
Audio Consultants. Sound
businessmen.
1200 Beechw0od Ave. Nashville, Tenn. 37212 615/256-6900

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.

equipment for The Sound Shop's
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stop our orderly procession through
memory and execute the instruction
contained in memory location XX. But to do
so only if the zero flag is not set. If the zero
flag is set we ignore this instruction and
proceeed to the next instruction in memory.

OUT 01

- Output the

A

register

contents to port 01.
DCR A -- Decrement the A register.
JMP XX
Jump -unconditionally -to

-

execute the instruction contained

in

memory location XX.
With these few instructions we will turn
our microcomputer into an audio frequency

square wave generator.
We initialize our program by re- setting
the computer which sets the program
counter to the start of memory. When we hit
run we execute our first instruction which is
INR A. Regardless of the contents of A we
add 1 to it and store the new total back in A.
Having completed this step we immediately
... continued on page 52
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Introducing the Series 1600.
A new

philosophy in console design.

Sound Workshop has created a high -per*ormance.
automation -ready audio mixing console available in
several mainframe sizes, all fully expandable to a
maximum configuration of 36 x 32. Ranging in price
from $10,000 to over $50,000, the Series 1600 is
the new alternative for intelligent studio planning.
The Series 1600 Audio Mixing Console represents
a new philosophy of console design. A philosophy
that directs itself not only to the performance and
function of the console itself, but also to an intelligent studio design plan ... one that fulfills the
needs and wants of producers and engineers
today, while considering the ecc nomic factors necessary to keep up with the state

of the art tomorrow.

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1040 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576 (516) 621 -6710
Bringing the technology within everyore's reach.
www.americanradiohistory.com

A world of new ideas are found in

Westlake Audio's second generation studios

www.americanradiohistory.com

REV.

WG.NO

ti.r*,
iTS7 Vi'Cr)fh,

Ai1

Iron, acoustic design
to down beat.

Weellake%

6311

Wilshire Boulevard
California 90048

Los Angeles.

f-T213)656-0303
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continued from page 48
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proceeed to the next instruction address.
There we are directed to CPI with the value
255 decimal. The next instruction tells us to
check the condition of the zero flag. Since
subtracting 255 from the value in A does not
equal zero the zero flag is not set, and we
can jump to the address associated with this
instruction. This brings us back to where we
started. We are in a loop and cannot get out
until we have raised the value of A equal to

the value associated with the CPI

instruction. When we finally get a zero flag
we proceeed to the next instruction which is
an OUT 01. Immediately we notify the
output port to make a copy of the A register
contents and give it to the outside world.
Then on to our next instruction, DCR A.
We find outselves once again in a loop, but
this time we are looking for 00 in the A
register. Eventually out count reaches 00
and we fall through to another output

instruction. This time the

A

register

contains 00 so we discard our previous
output value and give 00 to the outside
world. Once this is done we read the next
instruction which is an unconditional jump
to UPCNT where the entire process begins
all over again. While it takes many words to
describe this process, in real time it happens
quickly:

The INR instruction executes in

5

microseconds (5/1,000,000 of one second).
The CPI instruction executes in 3.5
microseconds.

The JNZ instruction executes in

5

microseconds.
Total Loop Time: 13.5 microseconds.
Times 255 counts equals 3,442.5
microseconds.
When the timing of the positive phase
(while we are outputting 255) is added to the
timing of the negative phase (when we are
outputting 00), we have a total of
approximately 6,890 microseconds, which
is roughly equal to 150 Hz. We have
succeeded in producing a continuous tone
that will go on until we instruct the machine
to stop or pull its plug. In real computerese
the program would look as it does below.
Notice that we have created labels to help us
locate the two primary algorithms which
make up our program. These are UPCNT
for our upward counting routine (INR A,
CPI, JNZ) and DNCNT for our downward
counting reoutine (DCR A, CPI, JNZ). The
D after 255 is for decimal value. This must be
identified since several different number
base systems are used by computerites.
Zero and 1 are not identified since they are
the same in any number base.
UPCNT
INR A

DNCNT

CPI 255D
JNZ UPCNT
OUT 01
DCR A
CPI 00

JNZ DNCNT
OUT 01
JMP UPCNT
While this is a very simple example, it
serves to illustrate some of the important
basics of microcomputer programming.
Whether you are dealing with a one-board

SMPTE TIME CODE STANDARD
The SMPTE Standard specifies a digital time code format and
modulation method for use on video and audio magnetic tape
recorders to be used for timing and control purposes.
80 Bits per Frame
32 User Binary Spare Bits (8. 4 bit

t6 Sync Word Bits

DROP FRAME
SMPTE DROP FRAME MODE is also referred
to as
TRUE TIME or SKIP FRAME Modes. This mode
is not required
for monochrome recordings. It can be optionally
used for color
recordings. It is convenient to use this "Drop
Frame" mode if the
edited material has to be precisely timed
for a "TRUE TIME"
playback. If it is not used on a color recording,
there is
timing error of 108 frames (3.6 seconds) per hour. a resulting

groups).

28 Assigned Address
4 Unassigned Address, always 0
(Assignment of these bits is reserved to the SMPTE Video Tape
Recording Committee)
Bits are numbered 0 through 79.

The SMPTE DROP FRAME format Is:
BIT to (Ref. "DF" in example) if a "1". Then:
the first two frame
numbers (1, 2) at the start of each minute,
except
minute (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50), are omitted from the every 10th
count.

SYNC WORD
The Sync Word of 16 bits is a fixed format as shown. Its format
permits rapid and accurate recognition of the tape direction. This
information, when sensed by a SMPTE Time Code reader,
determines if the reader should count UP or DOWN.

.I

haa V:
I

.

1

FULL FRAME
SMPTE FULL FRAME time code tapes can be
used for color
recordings that require precise TRUE TIME
playback provided
the resulting time difference adjustments
are
subtracting 3 seconds and 18 frames per hour from made by
the FULL
FRAME tape duration time

FRAME WITH SMPTE EDIT CODE

EXAMPLE: 23 HRS, 55 MIN, 12 SEC,
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microcomputer that fits in the palm of your
hand or a million dollar installation directing
space flights, an algorithm is always an

algorithm, incrementing the A register
always adds 1 to the contents and stores the

total back where it came from. Mnemonics
may change from one assembly language to
another, but these are just the langauges of
the various machines. Now that you've
started to get a handle on this mystical world
of computer programming, I hope you agree
that this, like other things we have yet to
learn, are not as complicated as they looked
from the outside.
In the event that there are reservations on
the part of the reader as to the applicability
of digital technology to audio as it is
practiced here and now, we are about to
present an actual application.

READING THE SMPTE EDIT
TIME CODE WITH A
MICROCOMPUTER
The problem of reading the SMPTE Edit
Time Code is becoming a more common
one as more and more studios undertake

video sound track audio sweetening
projects and/or use of the code as a basis for
multi -machine syncing or simply as a means
of logging program and take sequences.
Currently, a single SMPTE time code reader
will price out at around $4,000.00. This
doesn't buy us anything in the way of sync
capability nor does it provide us with a time

code generation system. It is easy to see that
several more thousands of dollars will be
necessary to complete even a single SMPTE
timing and synchronization system.
The remedy for this dilemma is at hand.

The minicomputer, programmed with
software to be described, has more than
adequate capability to unscramble the
digital data recorded on a master tape sync
track.
The recorded electrical signals, as we all
have at least heard, correspond to time coded information as recorded on film or
tape. With the code we imprint a continuous
string of unique addresses describing hours,
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minutes, seconds, frames and up to eight
additional characters which may be the reel
number, Master number, Date or Take
number. While the code was originally
conceived for Film or Videotape it is totally
applicable to Sound recording. Using a 60
Hz reference our tapes are defined in 1 /30th
of a second increments with a recoverable

carrier usefull for multi- machine

synchronization. With the code we have the
ability to locate, to an accuracy of 1 /30th of a
second over an unlimited time period,
virtually anything that can be recorded
magnetically.
The implications of this new computer
technology might be best appreciated if we
view it in terms of numbers. The computer
system requires about 1 /8th of a second to
do its job. Within this time some 80,000 data

processing steps are executed. Given
appropriate software now under
development, SMPTE time code can be
generated by the microcomputer and multi machine synchronization accomplished
with the same hardware system. Only a few
minutes of time is necessary to perform a

routine program load and sequence
initialization.
All of these functions, and more, can be
had from any one of several minicomputer
systems available for about $800.00 or less.
This means, here and now, that tens of
thousands of dollars in dedicated hardware
can be replaced by a single compact data

processor and inexpensive interface

equipment.
We cannot begin to speculate as to how
far these applications will go. However, it is
safe to say that we haue the technology now
at a price we can afford. All that is required is
for us to write the applications software to
usher in this next technological revolution.

SMPTE READ
MINIMUM SYSTEM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

1. Fundamental 8080 Microcomputer
system including: Microprocessor board;
power supply; front panel or keyboard input

dbx 158.
IT'LL GROW ALONG WITH YOU.
dbx

dbx

410

410

410

©

0

dbx

dbx
158

11

POWER

C.F.L.

RRS::S'

401

BCHANNEL
NOISE REDUCTION
SYSTEM

Introducing our first
economical, expandable, modular,
simultaneous tape noise reduction system.
Now you can have a tape noise reduction system that
will stay with you from high -end audiophile, through
semi -pro and into full professional equipment.
Our new dbx 158 system can start life in your
place with the 158 main frame and as few as two
modules or as many as eight modules for its full eight
channel capacity. It also has storage space for a ninth
spare module in its compact chassis. The rear panel
has phono and multi -pin connectors that will interface
directly to your cables. Additional 158's can be used
for 16 or 24 track recording.
The dbx 158 offers the semi -pro recordist or
small studio all the advantages of dbx professional
systems, including 30 dB of noise reduction, and
10 dB additional recorder headroom. It's a
classic 2:1 mirror image compander which
preserves the full dynamic range of program

material without audible tape hiss. Each module
contains separate record and playback noise reduction
electronics. Its simultaneous record /playback
capability permits the noise reduced, decoded tape
to be monitored while recording without manual
switching or remote control.
Requiring only 51/4" of rack space, the 158's light
weight (17 lbs.) makes it easily portable for location
dates. And naturally, tapes recorded with this system
are compatible with any other dbx professional tape
noise reduction system as well as on board dbx tape
noise reduction in TEAC /TASCAM recorders. We'll be
happy to send you further information and the name
of your nearest dbx dealer. Just write us.
dbx, Incorporated
71 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts

02195
617-964 -3210

Here's a generous offer: buy all 8 channels up front,
and we'll throw in the ninth module free.
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SLIDE PULSERS

MODEL SP -I

ME N.1

11

IME I1.2

N NM
21

IIMI6

HMS

á 11111118 iMK

i1

FM443.4

ow E sans

14

FlNE9c{Sm)is

e 11611E317 KOMAS N

iN1E5til54771/

SWIMS 19

fN11MIIMIIIK

IS

19 MOUS 47 NAAFES 23

Il

KIRS

111

14 K416 45
16

KM

24

MKS N ECUS N

MIS

SS

MIMES 32

F1111.I*Sl132

i

MK 24 FA1E5*54324
SIMS 1/

FAAE5k94Ztf11f

Two internal oscillators -50Hz
and 1k Hz.

Soft switching - No clicks.
Duration adjustable from 20ms
to 2sec.
Trigger input for repulsing.
External oscillator input.
$ 300.

MODEL

SP -2

Same features as SP -1 plus:

Zero cross switching and
envelope control.
Four digit counter displays
frequency, duration, and
events.
Up to five internal plug in

oscillators.
$600. with one oscillator.
Additional oscillators $35. ea.
Call or write for additional
information:

our OMNI CRAFT INC.
14319 HIGH ROAD
RT.4 BOX4O
LOCKPORT, ILLINOIS 60441
815 838 -1285

board.
2. Video Display Module, available from a

varity of sources to meet these
specifications: Minimum of 1K on -board

memory, addressable by computer;
Accepts ASCII characters for screen
display. If flicker -free display is not built into
hardware, unit must supply horizontal drive
pulse for software synchronization.
3. Video Display Device: Modified TV set
or composite video monitor.
4. Computer Memory: Minimum of 3K
contiguous, addressed from D000 hex.
5. Parallel Input Port: Two inputs, 8 bits
each addressed at 02 and 03 hex.
6. Parallel Output Port: Required only for
generation of test signals. Addressed at 03
hex.
7. Analog/TTL Interface Module: One
unit is required per signal source. A
complete kit for one unit is supplied with

software package. Additional kits are
available from this writer at $7.50 each
(seven dollars and fifty- cents).

INTERFACING INSTRUCTIONS
It is recommend that prior to loading
SMPTE READ you follow these steps:
1.

Assemble and check out, per

manufacturers directions, all components
of your system.

*Editor's Note:
Author Wiener graciously offered to
allow R -e/p to reproduce the entire
copyrighted SMPTE READ software
program in this issue. Space limitations
prohibited doing so. The complete
SMPTE READ program is available

from the author at modest cost by
writing:
J. S. Wiener
4440 N. Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, IL 60625
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2. If necessary modify your VDM board to
supply horizontal signal.
3. Assemble and connect an interface
module.
4. Load SMPTE READ. Execute it from
D000 hex.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
SMPTE READ is a totally self -contained
is written for any
microcomputer system which uses the 8080
instruction set. These include the 8080,
8080A, 8085, Z -80, and Z -80A microproces-

operating system. It

sors.

The program resides in 3K of contiguous

memory beginning at D000 hex. An
additional 1K of memory is provided by the
on -board display storage of the Video
Display Module.
It requires only one parallel input port to
accept as many as eight data sources. This
port is assigned address 03 hex. Provisions
are included in the software to use input
port 02 for outside world control of the error
detect display routines. While not required
for normal operation this feature is handy
for initial start -up and maintenance of the
magnetic tape hardware. Figure 1 is an
actual photo of the system displaying its full
compliment of 8 data inputs. This display is
automatically up -dated approximately once
per second.

The display shows the most recent
VALID read unless instructed to display
error messages by bringing low one bit of
input port number 02. When a bad read is
detected one of four error messages will be
displayed.
** *BAD READ -TOO MANY DROPOUTS*** will be displayed when the
system knows that it is receiving data, but
there are too many dropouts in the
recorded signal.
** *BAD READ -CODE DOES NOT

TRANSLATE PROPERLY***, or,
** *CANNOT FIND SYNC STREAM * **
are shown when errors are found in the
reconstructed signal.

** *MACHINE SPEED OUT OF
READING RANGE * ** indicates just that.
The machine is either running too fast or too

slow for the tape machine playback
electronics to produce a readable signal, or
the machine is stopped altogether.
While all of these signals render the read
useless, their importance will be
appreciated if it becomes necessary to debug either the software or hardware.
Each of the displayed lines consists of the
following data:
MACHINE NUMBER. The tape machine
supplying the data on this line.

HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS,

Recording quality that
speaks for itself
Two things make Scully's
284B -8 unique. First, it's the

only master recorder /reproducer
of its class that handles
14" reels at speeds up to 30 ips.
The second unique feature is
the fact that it's made by the
leading supplier of professional
recorders... Scully.

FRAMES, (either tape or film) are self
explanatory. To the right of the word
FRAMES are eight character locations
which will display any numeric data which
has been entered into the USER BITS at the
time of recording. Just to the right of this 8th
character are two additional locations. If the
timing generator was set in compliance with

Scully speaks for itself through
more than 200 Scully sales and
service dealers worldwide.
For the Scully dealer nearest
you, contact Scully Recording
Instruments, Division of
Dictaphone Corp., 475 Ellis Street,
Mountain View, California 94043
(415) 968 -8389 TLX 34 -5524

®Scully
Recording Instruments

SMPTE DROP FRAME (color) format a DF
is displayed here, otherwise it is blank.
'Showr with Varisync

INPUT CONDITIONING

accessory.

To properly condition the tape recorder
output very little circuitry is required. Most
microcomputer input boards will recognize
anything in the +2 to +5 volt range as a HI
and anything near ground as a low. A simple
open collector transistor driven by output
audio should yield good results. By special
arrangement with the program's author you
may purchase completed input modules for
$7.50 each, postpaid. The module is cased in
a standard 2 circuit phone plug body, is
powered by the computer's regulated
supply and uses a voltage comparator input
driving a TTL compatible output device.

TEST CODE
For those who wish to install the program
but do not have current access to time
coded materials, a special test program is
included from DB40 to DB88. By
connecting a standard tape recorder line
level input to any one of the eight bits of
output port 03 and recording at normal
levels, a test tape can be prepared. Although
the same information will be repeated for
every frame it is otherwise identical to a

normal SMPTE EDIT TIME CODE.

See us at NAB booth #305.
for additional Information circle no. 37
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tape duplicating,
you need high speed,
economy, versatility
and room to grow...

A Standard Digital Interface

In

if

for Peripheral Equipment
by Richard

Factor

Eventide Clockworks, Inc.

Telex

isthe

answer.
Hi there, automated studios! Greetings,

peripheral equipment manufacturers.
High- speed, heavy -duty Telex 300
duplicators are for the pros...for
mass production of quality tapes.
Modestly priced, the basic system
lets you start with what you need
now, then lets you expand later with
any combination of cassette or open
reel master and slave transports.
Available in all head configurations.
It's so simple to use that even nontechnical operators can produce top
quality tapes efficiently. For short
production runs try our fast cassette
copiers. Your Telex dealer can show
you why Telex is a world leader in
tape duplicating and why Telex is
the answer.
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX.
C O

M M

U N

I

C A T

I

O N S

.

I

N C

Scarborough, Ontario.

r
Mail To: TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55420

REP -18

Please call me for a demonstration.
Please send information on:
Model 300 Tape Duplicators
Cassette Copiers
Tape Recorders

people frantically finger faders, pan pots,

echo, special effects) simply are not

equalizer adjustments, flanging knobs,
delay settings, and compression controls.

Despite the ingenuity of the automation
people, the above statement is largely

control only the fader setting. Even the most
recent, which control EQ, panning, and
other console functions cannot run the
myriad peripheral units in the average
studio. Thus, if one wishes to change the
setting of a parametric equalizer, a digital
delay line, or whatever, one (or one's
assistant, or the producer, or any of the
semi -trained bodies pressed into service for
a complicated mix) must be physically
present at the offending device to change its
seems appropriate to require physical
scrambling to apply a few dyne -centimeters
of force to a conic section attached to a
mechanical transducer. The probability of
error (and injury) increases drastically with
the number of bodies, and as the number of
control possibilities increases, the need for

Title
Organization
Address
City

automation which initially became

Zip

Telephone
Telex products are made in U.S.A.

L

militate against this. The first is the fact that
functions required in small numbers (delay,

setting. In these days of energy shortages
and communication revolutions, it hardly

Name

State

Salvete, automated console purveyors.
How 'ya doiri , youse tape recorder guys?
We all have a problem you know. No, I
mean BESIDES those. What is it? Well, we
all make or use audio equipment, and by the
grace of two conductor shielded cable the
equipment manages to send audio signals
amongst its various selves. But that isn't
enough. There is a lot more than audio
information running around the normal
studio. And I do mean running around.
Consider the mix: What is the first thing
done? The tape recorder is started by
remote control. After which, one or more

untouched. Most automated consoles

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55420
U.S.A. EUROPE: 22 rue de la Legion- d'Honneur, 93200
St. Denis, France. CANADA: Telak Electronics, Ltd.,

J

There are several possibilities for
improving this situation. (We are all
reasonable men. I do NOT propose that

necessary to combat the spread of the
console becomes necessary to combat the
otherwise inevitable expansion of peripheral
functions.
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console manufacturers mount waldoes on
the sides of their boards.) The first is that
more of the so- called "peripheral" functions
be included in the console itself, where they

are under the direct control of the
automation system. This is a distinct

probability in some cases. (Witness the

prevalence of multi- function equalizers
which used to be elsewhere now mounted
on each module.) Fortunately for us

peripheral manufacturers, two things

practical or necessary in a one -per-channel
basis. The second is that, given the free market system combined with the selecivity
of engineers and producers, somebody is

always going to want something not
provided as part of any given system.
Another possibility, and one which is far
more practical, is to AUTOMATE THE
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT! Well, I've
finally gotten to the point. The question is:
How the hell can you get equipment
manufactured by perhaps a hundred

different companies to interface with
automation computers and consoles

manufactured by about a half -dozen others?
The answer, of course, is to design a
standard interface system, upon which all
manufacturers can agree, which will permit
the diverse units to communicate. If you're
politically oriented, you just threw up your
hands and had a good laugh, and, just
maybe, got to the rest of this paragraph. If,
on the other hand, you've ever been
involved with a standards committee, you
just threw up your hands, had a good laugh,
and tore the magazine in half. Now that we
have a few of the politicians and all of you
naive souls who don't know the problems of
designing industry "standards" still with us,
let me give you the good news: We don't

Only the finest

ingredients
go into our pancakes.
It goes practically without saying that the
company responsible for the leading reference
in cassette tapes should offer the finest available
pancake product for cassette dupes. And with
TDK '/8" bulk tape for high speed duplication
and industrial A/V use, you get the same high
performance tape found in our Dynamic cassette,
with its low noise and high output characteristics,
plus broad dynamic range and low distortion.
You can also have it ready- loaded into our
"Y" series bulk duplicator cassettes, for lifetime
warranted jam-proof, dropout-free performance.
We're equally particular about our audio /visual,
data, endless and leaderless dictation cassettes,
as well.
Along with superior performance, TDK
1/4" pancakes offer the added advantage of two
separate series: "L," similar to our superb Audua
open reel product, and "S," for general
purpose applications. Both are
supplied on 3600 -foot 101/2"

NAB bulk hubs. Or, you can buy them on 1200,
1800 and 3600 -foot reels.
All TDK products are made with only the
finest ingredients, so you can taste their good
performance in any industrial and professional
application.
So, if you want high quality and reliability in
all your professional applications, go TDK all the
way. Let us show you how TDK professional
products can upgrade the quality of your
products -and save you time, too. For further
information, write us or call (516) 746 -0880.

TDI.

World leader in recording tape technology.

TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Boulevard, Garden City, New York 11530. In Canada, contact Superior Electronics Industries, Ltd.
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need a standard. We already have one. Yes
we do. But before we discuss the actual
interface, let's discuss the requirements.
They can be broken down into two

categories, human and electrical. The
human requirements are fairly simple: The
ideal interface will be able to do everything a
person can, and perhaps a bit more. It
should be able to READ the control settings
on the instrument, and it should be able to
MODIFY them on remote command.
Because it is electronic, it should be able to
follow instructions virtually instantaneously,
so that the instrument can be configured as
rapidly as needed, even between notes. The
electrical requirements needed to effect the
human requirements imply a bidirectional
transmission capability and a high enough
data transmission rate to in effect set all the

knobs on however many units are

connected to the system in a tenth of a
second or less. The system should be
capable of connecting a large number of
peripherals at minimal expense. It MUST be

device independent: any piece of
equipment, from any manufacturer, must
plug in without the system knowing or
caring that it's there, until some action is
requested. It should be compatible with
local control (much as most tape machines
can be put in PLAY or REWIND either from
a remote control or from the front panel).
Well actually, three categories. The third,

possibly

sub -section of the human
requirement, is that the system be politically
acceptable. Without this we have nothing
but committee meetings into the early
a

morning and beyond. A politically
acceptable solution must not give any
manufacturer an unfair advantage, must be
implementable by companies without
exceptional technical skills, and must be

reasonably economical. The interface
standard I'm about to suggest embodies all
these features. It is known cryptically as
"IEEE Std 488 -1975 (ANSI MC 1.1- 1975) ".
The Standard is a document published by
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers. It is ligitimization of an
interconnection scheme initially designed
by Hewlett- Packard, an

internationally
known and highly regarded electronic
instrumentation manufacturer. Because
they make many instruments and the
computers to control them, they invented

implementation and economy. The

which are mass produced, available

standard applies to the entire electronic
industry, not just the nearly insignificant (in

normally 1, 2, and 4 meter lengths, and have
rather cute piggy -back connectors so that
each end of each cable is simultaneously a

dollar volume) branch calling itself
"professional audio ". This leads to
economies of scale which, were they not

present, would bankrupt most of the
companies we know and love. Motorola and
Intel, two large semiconductor manufacturers, make Integrated Circuits which in effect
implement the standard without the user
necessarily knowing the details of, or even
understanding the theory behind, the GPIB. These chips are presently available,
reasonably priced, and will no doubt
become more of both as competition and
second sourcing sets in. These chips are
designed to interface with the GP -IB on one
end, and with a microprocessor data bus on
the other. The microprocessor can employ

its other capabilities to operate the
peripheral equipment. The remainder of this
article comprises an introduction to the GPIB, an examination of the general

requirements for peripheral equipment
automation, and finally a fairly detailed
example of an implementation of the
interface, specifically a microprocessor
controlled remote unit for the Eventide
1745M Digital Delay Line.

THE INTERFACE BUS
A GP-IB system consists of up to three
types of elements. An instrument can be a
controller, a talker, or a listener. A specific
instrument can perform a combination of
functions: it would be a talker when the
console or computer is reading current
settings; it would be a listener when the
console is updating those settings. The
console or computer would generally be the
controller, although provisions are included
for passing control from one instrument to
another. In this simplified discussion, we will

use the term console and computer
interchangeably since they will probably be
supplied as a system by one manufacturer
and so whose interface is only a matter of
academic interest.
The physical portion of the bus consists of
special connecting cables (see photograph)

plug and

a jack. All bus -compatible
instruments have a 24 pin female connector.
The cable mates to this connector and
provides an identical connector
immediately behind it. The number of cables
that can be piggy- backed is limited primarily
by the stress the chassis- mounted
connector can tolerate.
Electrically, the bus consists of 16
information lines and 8 grounds. 8 of the
lines, DI1 through DI8, are DATA lines
which are used to transmit the actual details
of desired operation, and which instrument
should follow the instructions. Three of the
lines, DAV, NRFD, and NDAC, are
HANDSHAKE lines, which synchronize
operation of the system. The remaining five
lines are for BUS MANAGEMENT. The bus
management lines coordinate the various
peripherals connected to the bus so that
they know when they are receiving address
data, command data, are being asked to
respond, etc. The following description is
extremely abbreviated and, unfortunately,

the standard document is virtually
unreadable. Those of you vitally interested
in this subject should probably write to any
of the manufacturers of interface chips or
bus -compatible equipment for literature.
The BUS MANAGEMENT LINES are
the following: IFC, or INTERFACE CLEAR:
This line is driven by the controller to place
the interface in a known state. It sets talkers
and listeners in a quiescent mode. SRQ, the
SERVICE REQUEST line is driven by an
instrument to notify the controller that it

needs help. Typical instrumentation
applications for this line are printers
notifying the computer that they are out of
paper, or that some error condition exists
(broken print chain, open interlock, etc.) An
audio SRQ message might include a
notification of improper signal parameters
(clipping, too low level), or an improper or
illegal control setting, whether done from
the fornt panel or remotely. The ATN
(ATTENTION) line tells the peripheral how

a

system to allow properly equipped
instruments to plug into a common
data /signal bus. This eliminated the
requirement for their many divisions to
design specific interfaces when putting
systems together. The interconnect scheme
was (and still is) call the "HP -IB ". When the

system became standardized, other
instrumentation companies were loath to
call their interface the "HP -IB ", and so the
term "GP -IB ", for General Purpose
Interface Bus came into use. This is a good
term, is certainly easier to say than IEEE -488
1975, so let's use it from now on.
As you can see, the GP -IB is well
established among electronic manufacturers in general. This leads us to our other

criteria of acceptability:
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RH60 RADIAL HORNS

Meet the Community sixty degree
radials, the horns for high definition,
understandable sound. The horn pictured is our RH60, the midrange mainstay of the large system. We've recently
added two new sixty degree horns to
our line for HF and VHF projection, the
SRH60 and the SQ60.
Some people still think that our horns
and cabinets look a little strange,
perhaps not realizing that at Community shape and construction are
determined by the laws of physics, not
marketing, packaging or the almighty

dollar. For instance, you can see that
the mouth of the RH60 is considerably
taller than that of comparable sixty
degree horns. Why? Well, if a horn is to
act as a wave guide at its lower
operative frequencies (which it is) it
must have a tall mouth to support the
larger wave forms generated near
crossover. The idea of a thin, wide mouthed radial may be pleasing in
terms of packaging and handling, but
it is a convenience that does not pay off
in operation. Some conveniences that
do pay off in operation are one -piece

construction, low resonance, high
strength -to- weight ratios and the
meticulously executed design that
characterizes a Community horn.
Would you like more information?
We recently published a catalog which
details the performance of all Community products. Already it has been
called a must for anyone wishing to
design a sound system on a professional level. Please write or call to
order.

RESPONSE AND SPL
RH60 -A

DRIVER: GAUSS HF4000
1

Watt

@

1

BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE: 250Hz -16KHz
1 Watt @ 4 Feet 107.28 dB -SPL

Meter 107.24 dB -SPL
-12 -7 -6

8z

40

50

SRH60 -B

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

-4 -3 -1

400

500

630

Watt @

1

50

SQ60 -C

1.25

63

50

2.0

2.5

80

100

Watt @

1

63

80

100

3.15

4.0

125

160

200

1

250

315

400

500

630

-2
800

0

0

0

0

0

18

1.25

1.6

2.0

2.5

160

200

6.3

8.0

10.0

12.5

16.0

66z

250

315

Watt @ 4 Feet 105.52 dB -SPL

-2 -2 -4 -8 -8 -6 -10 -12
3.15

4.0

5.0

6.3

8,0

10.0

12.5

16.0

KHz

BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE: 800Hz -16KHz
1 Watt @ 4 Feet 102.14 dB -SPL

Meter 103.85 dB -SPL

125

5.0

BANDWIDTH PINKNOISE: 350HZ-16Hz

-6 -2 -2
40

1.6

DRIVER: EMILAR EA. 175.16
1

Hz

-1 -2 -1 -3 -5 -5 -9 -9 -9 -13 -17

Meter 108.99 db -SPL

-10 -6 -4
40

z6

+1

DRIVER: ALTEC 288.16G
1

8z

800

0

400

500

630

800

18

1.25

0

0

1.6

2.0

+2
2.5

0

0

0

3.15

4.0

5.0

-2 -2 -5 -12 -16
6.3

8.0

10.0

12.5

16.0

6&

tommwitl
Community Light

&

Sound, Inc.

5701

Grays Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19143 (215) 727 -0900
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to interpret the data on the DATA lines.
When it is true, commands or addresses are
present. When false, device -dependent data
is being transmitted. REN, REMOTE
ENABLE, selects between two sources of
programming data, such as local or remote.

EOI (END OR IDENTIFY) tells the
controller that the final byte of a multi -byte
message has been transmitted. It should be
emphasized that this is an abbreviated
discussion. For instance, asserting SRQ
doesn't tell the controller anything other
than service is needed. Typically, the
controller will then poll the devices on the
bus to find out which one requested service
(the SRQ line goes to all in parallel) and just
what service is needed.

The HANDSHAKE lines serve to

synchronize operation of all units

connected to the bus. This is one of the
more clever aspects of bus operation. First
let's look at the problem. Suppose the
controller wants to send a message to all the
peripherals. One of the peripherals may
require time to interpret the instruction,
while another can accept it immediately.
Although the second will be ready for the
next datum immediately, the first is still
considering what to do. The controller can't
just go ahead and transmit because the first
unit will ignore the data. The handshake
procedure prevents this problem. The
sequence is as follows: The controller sends
DAV (DATA VALID). This indicates that
the peripherals should accept the data and
follow their orders. The peripherals accept
data in their own time (usually microseconds) and when each has absorbed its byte,
it asserts DAC (DATA ACCEPTED). This
is a wire -anded line, so that all DAC lines
must be true before DAC appears true at
the controller. When it does, the controller
knows that all the peripherals have received
their data, and it no longer has to send DAV.
It releases DAV and begins preparing the
next data byte. Remember, though, that
peripheral 1 is still thinking about its
instruction. Although it has accepted the
data byte (DAC true), it isn't ready for anew
one. This is where RFD (READY FOR
DATA) comes in. This is another wire anded line. When peripheral 2 has digested
its data, it sends RFD, but RFD doesn't
appear true until peripheral 1 has also sent
it. Thus, a new DAV cycle isn't initiated until
all units have both accepted the old data
byte and are ready for a new one. This
system allows a tremendous variation in
timing for different instruments. GP-IB
afficionados will note that I have ignored the
polarity of the handshake signals, assuming
positive-true logic. This has been done to
facilitate comprehension.
The GP -IB was originally designed as an
instrumentation interface. It is not, and is
not intended to be, a high speed data
handling interface.When studios become
completely digital, another arrangement will
be necessary to actually carry digitized
audio data. The bus is designed to transfer 8
bit data bytes at a maximum rate of 500,000
bytes per second. The maximum number of
connections which can be made to the bus is

15. This maximum is

determined by line

loading considerations and is not a limitation
on the number of functions which can be
performed. The maximum cable length is 20

meters, or less

if

many devices are

connected. Let's look at these limitations
and see how they may affect studio
peripheral interconnections. The first thing
to look at is the data transfer rate, as if this is
insufficient, then the entire scheme falls to
the ground.
Let's assume that we have 8 peripheral
devices connected to the bus as follows: 1
digital delay line, 2 Hangers, 3 compressors,
1 8- channel equalizer, and a tape recorder.
(Note that, except for the delay line no such
bus compatible peripherals exist. Thus we

are going to assume "worst case"

requirements for everything.) The delay line
(we assume) has 3 outputs and 2 other
controls, double and repeat. There are

other functions which can be controlled
remotely, such as flanging and random
doubling. As a practical matter, it is unlikely
that every function will be employed
simultaneously, but if they are, 1 byte will be
transmitted for each digit of each output,
which is 3 x 5 =15 bytes, +1 byte each for the
miscellaneous functions, say 4 more. This
gives a maximum of 19 bytes for the DDL.
The tape recorder is the only other "digital"
instrument in the list. Assume 1 byte is
required for basic operation (PLAY, FF,
STOP). These instructions are mutually
exclusive, so that a maximum of 1 byte will
be necessary. An additional byte per track
can be employed to define record, play, and
sync functions, and, for safety, let's add
another 5 bytes. The other bus devices are
analog, and their control settings must be
digitized in some way. The most obvious
way to interface such devices is to arrange

SYNTHESIZER

UNIT
UNDER
TEST

COMPUTER

DVM
n bV

m°0`ed
GRAPHIC PLOTTER

t

GP -IB INTERFACE

AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT EXAMPLE

The original and most widely

accepted purpose of the GP-18 was to
allow computers to control instrumentation in so- called "ATE ", or Automatic
Test Equipment configurations. A

small system might include
controller, to output data to

a
a

frequency synthesizer, the "UUT ",
Unit Under Test receiving the output
frequencies, and a digital voltmeter to

measure the output voltage of the
UUT. The DVM output would be

communicated to the controller, which
would then decide whether the UUT
was within specification, and, perhaps,
transmit the information to a graphic
plotter to provide the final user with an
error curve or quality assurance. Such
systems can be expected to become
less expensive as GP -IB usage grows
and computer prices decrease.
At Eventide, we are developing

methods of using remote control
capabilities in conjunction with

computers to reduce human error and
labor requirements in the checkout of
our products. Since the remote unit
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was developed, our checkout

procedure has included plugging it
into each delay line, and having the
computer cycle through the various
delay settings and modes. The output
is continuously monitored on a
spectrum analyzer to look for periodic
artifacts indicative of a bad RAM, and
the output voltage is monitored at

various frequencies to check

response. Since some of our test
equipment isn't bus compatible,
human intervention is still required,
but most interpretation is left to the

A cute feature of the
procedure is the readout test: The
computer sets the readouts to a

computer.

random set of values and requires a
human to key in the reading. This
makes it impossible to "pass" a unit

which has counter or display

problems, even by accident. Our newer
products, such a the S1066 16 output
DDL will have greater bus- compatibility and self-test capabilities which may
be accessed by the remote control.

THE MARK 2 SERIES
Transformer

balanced inputs and
master sub mixes with
sum master

outputs

ladder displays
8, 12, 16 and 24 channel
console versions
7 channel 19" rack
mount version

12 LED

A & B

Variable input attenuation
each channel

Stereo pan each
:flannel
In /outs on each channel

4 -band EQ each channel
Pre monitor send each channel

LED peak overload indicator each channel
+20 dBM levels at all outputs

Years of research, testing and "on the
road" experience have gone into the
development of an entirely new line of
professional state -of-the -art mixers from
Peavey...The Mark 2 Series.
This is just an indication of the many
features we've designed into this new series.
It would be impossible to fully describe or
make you really appreciate the operational
flexibility of the Mark 2 Series in this

advertisement. We won't even try. Write us
and we will send you complete information
about the most dynamic sound value on
today's market...The Mark 2 Series Mixers.

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS
711 A Street
PO. Box 2898

/

Meridian, Miss. 39301
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for each control function to be controlled by
a digital to analog converter which will take
an 8 bit byte and convert it to any one of 256

16 Dala

Transmn, Recewe Comrol

analog values. This corresponds to a control
resolution of about one degree of rotation,
as most controls have just about 270 degree
rotation. Of course, the manufacturers of
the devices will have to provide the D/A
interfaces. It is relatively simple to provide
logarithmic and antilog characteristics with

controls on each flanger,

6

on each

compressor, and 4 on each of 8 equalizers,
we come up with a grand total of 250 bytes
to completely configure the system. Now,
let's double the number to provide for future
expansion. With a maximum data transfer
rate of 500Kbyte/sec, this gives an update
time of 1 millisecond for an expanded
system. Our original cirterion was for a
tenth of a second, so if everything is
functioning optimally, we beat our goal by a
factor of 100. Before we get too cocky, let's
remember that devices may not digest data
immediately, and have to be addressed as
well. If the device on the bus uses a
microprocessor such as the one to be
described, the acceptance rate is largely a
function of the software written for the
peripheral device control program. To leave
a large safety factor, a device should not
require more than about 10 microseconds
to complete its handshake with the bus.
This is well within the range of realization for
standard hardware/software combinations.
Actually, this 10 microsecond maximum
may be optimistic for some units and
pessimistic for others. The equalizer
postulated above should be able to accept
data almost immediately, since all that is
required is to latch one byte into the D/A
converter associated with its particular
control. Other instruments may require
longer. For instance, the 1745M delay line
has "ZERO" command which sets all delays
to zero and resets the 2X and REPEAT
modes. Although this command is accepted
immediately by hardware, it takes several
times 10 microseconds to complete. If for
some reason the command were issued
successively several times, the third time
would result in a much longer handshake.
Of course, there is no reason to issue
"ZERO" several times in succession, but if a
peripheral does have several valid lengthy

commands, the manufacturer should
arrange to provide a command buffer to
prevent tying up the bus.
The other bus characteristic should be no
problem. The majority of control rooms are
nowhere near 20 meters (over 65 feet) in any
dimension, although circling the room with
the bus cable will approach this length. The
interface standard document implies that
the cable can be lenthened at a sacrifice in
data rate (which we are already assuming to
be an order of magnitude lower), so there
should be no problem there. The number of
devices could be a problem as many studios
have more than 15 peripherals. Note,
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converters, but let's hypothesize that
additional resolution is necessary, so we will
allocate 3 bytes for each analog control, 1 to
identify it, and 2 to set it. Thus, assuming 6
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Figure 3: SIGNAL FLOW of the GP -IB (IEEE 488) DATA BUS INTERFACE
however, the previous assumption of an 8
equalizer unit. Economic considerations
would dictate that a manufacturer would
provide for multiple device control from
each interface. Also, there is no limitation on
the number of busses that many be used.
Finally, the bus provides an "address pass
through" feature which provides a
convenient method to allow one interface
connection, in conjunction with an
expander "black box" to control additional
busses!

BUS MESSAGES
The bus manages transmission of data
from the console to the peripherals. All the
peripherals see are "Device Dependent

Messages ". These messages can be

anything which can be transmitted in 8, or
any multiple of 8 bits. Anything from a
control code to a copy of this article. As a
matter of form, the committees in charge of

such things recommend using ASCII

(American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) to transmit device dependent
messages. This makes good sense in some
cases and not in others. For instance, in the
case of the equalizer, a binary control
setting can be transmitted in 1 byte. If ASCII
were used, it would require 3 bytes of

numerical data to specify the control
position (say "135 ") for 50% rotation. This is
also inefficient in terms of control, as these
bytes would have to be translated to binary
again. On the other hand, if it is desired to
adjust the cutoff frequency of the EQ in
absolute terms, a message such as "H15",
which could be internally translated as HiCut 15 kHz could be sent. The manufacturer of a single, low cost remote EQ would

probably prefer the binary system, the
manufacturer of a multi-EQ unit would find
ASCII control adding little marginal cost and
might wish to advertise it as a feature. It
would, of course, be very nice if everybody
could get together and recommend an
industry-wide device dependent message
data format, but this is not nearly so vital as
ascertaining that the electrical interface is
compatible. Presumably any controller
capable of driving the GP -IB will be able to
transmit binary or ASCII messages. In the
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case of the 1745M Delay Line, ASCII was
the obvious choice since all the input data is
digital to begin with, and a microprocessor is
available to process the ASCII data and
control the DDL. An example command
would be "Z,A123000,B22034,R ", where the
letters and numerals are the 7 bit ASCII
version of each. The command shown first
Zero's all functions, then sets output A to
123 milliseconds and output B to 220.34
milliseconds, and finally places the unit in
the Repeat mode.
When we built the 1745M Digital Delay
Line, we decided that automation was just
around the corner, and, because we had no
idea whether to make the unit compatible
with a specific console or design our own
remote unit, we opted for deferring a
decision on specifics while designing the unit
to be compatible with remote control. This
was not too difficult because the DDL is a
bus oriented machine itself, and there was a
convenient way of presetting the various
outputs built into the other necessary parts
of the design. It was decided that the future
remote control would reside in the leftmost
slot of the mother board, and be able to
control the delay settings of the other
outputs. No provision was made initially for
control of the 2X and REPEAT functions,
but this can be done with a minor

modification which brings the switch

contact to the remote control unit through
the printed wiring so that the DDL remains
modular. The only other modifications
require making a hole for the GP -IB
connector and mechanically and electrically
paralleling a low voltage transformer with
the one already present to provide power
for the new microprocessor. The job of the
GP-IB remote control module is to form an
interface between the bus in the external
world and the DDL address bus, DDL
control signals, and DDL handshake
requirements. The balance of this article will
describe the implementation of this remote
control. As this is a digitally oriented issue,
we shall delve as necessary into the
microprocessor and associated chips, and
the programming of them, without which
any computer is about as useful as one tube
of epoxy. And, I should state immediately,
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Over the past seven years BGW has turned
lot of professional heads around. We came
out of nowhere to successfully challenge the
stand -pat technology of the aging monarch
of professional amplifiers. The most
demanding buyers in the music business now
rely on BGW: Studio owners. Recording
engineers. Serious musicians. Everyone who
makes his living from recorded or live sound.
Performers and technicians alike have gotten
behind BGW's legendary power, impeccable
performance and workhorse reputation.
Here's what's made BOW the most
imitated product in the pro sound business:
A ful professional line starting with the
MODEL 100: 30 watts per channel into 8
a

(HAN,,

MODEL 11111.1SERIAL
THIS UNIT IS WIRED FOR THE
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT INDICATED
BELOW. TO CHANGE VOLTAGE
REFER TO OWNERS MANUAL.
VOLTAGE
CURRENT
AMPS IN
100
3
120 VOLTSIN 5
OD
1M

FE

AMPS

ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than 0.1% THD
(80 watts mono);
The MODEL 250 C:100 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than
0.1% THD (251 watts mono);
The new MODELS 750B and 750C: 225
watts per channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, at less than 0.1% THD (720 watts mono).
For the true sound professional, quality
isn't a luxury. It's a necessity and something
we build into every BGW amp.
Contact our home office for complete
technical specs. You'll understand why so
many of your professional peers get behind
BGW. And why the competition stays behind.

BGW Systems, Inc., 13130 S. Yukon Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250. Telex: 66 -4494
In Canada: Omnimedla Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Quebec H9P 1A3
International Inquiries please contact the factory.
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the remote control system is, in fact, a
complete computer. Don't let the lack of
flashing lights fool you
the little card that
plugs into the DDL could just as easily do

-

your income tax with the proper

programming and peripheral devices. (DO
your taxes, not PAY them. That's next.)
The first decision to be made was: What
did we want the remote control to do? As a
remote control, it had to be capable of
adjusting the user controls, specifically the
delay settings, the DOUBLE (2X) mode
which halves the clock frequency, and the
REPEAT mode, which disables writing into
the memory and thus "captures" a signal for

continuous repetition. The other user
controls are included by implication: setting
the delay to zero is equivalent to pressing a
reset switch. The switches were provided
for convenience, but a controller can issue a
command to ZERO as easily as any other,
so it wasn't necessary. Also, we saw no need
to provide a remote level control since this is
rarely adjusted after initial setting. We
mentioned earlier the possibility of reading
the present settings of the peripheral.
Although it could be done, the unit was not
designed with this feature in mind and we
decided that as it would require a significant
modification of the main frame to do
satisfactorily, we would not provide the
capability. This is not too great a
disadvantage since all outputs and modes
announce themselves with readouts on the
front panel. It should be noted that with the
generalized computer architecture to be

SERVING

YOU

described, the remote control card can read
and transmit data back to the controller
with just a software change. Because of this
general purpose structure, it is possible to
write a program that will control the delay
line even without a remote input. We
identified two features which could be
added to the DDL in this fashion. The first is
a common one, automatic flanging. This can
be done manually by setting one DDL
output at a fixed point and varying another
one about the same time delay. Mixing the
two outputs generates the familiar comb
filter effect called flanging. The other effect
is a bit more subtle. One of the major uses of
the DDL is for vocal and instrumental
"doubling".

Doubling creates the illusion of the
presence of multiple sources of the same
signal, created by delaying the signal by a
period of from 10 to several hundred
milliseconds. The precise period depends
primarily upon the type of program material;
instruments with sharp transients such as
guitars sound better with the shorter delays,
sustained material such as violins and choral
voices benefit from longer ones. Using delay
lines to double (or triple) signals suffers to
some extent from an artificiality caused by
the fixed relationships of the delays. Live

performers cannot match each other

precisely, and so there is always a random
variation between the original signal and its
multiples. This can be simulated by
randomly varying the delay of the various
outputs. It must be done smoothly, quietly,

Due to popular demand we
will be open Saturdays starting
February 25.

BETTER

IN

'78

help serve you even faster
when you know what you
need, we are adding counter
service in addition to our
regular salesmen.
To

and aperiodically to prevent worse
problems than the artificiality thus
eliminated. This is an ideal task for a
microprocessor, which has plenty of
computing capability, enough to generate
random numbers, normalize them, and use
them to control the DDL. Many other
features could be added, mostly by
modifying the software. For this reason, the
remote control unit is supplied with the
control program in an erasable ROM (Read
Only Memory). If new software features
seem desirable, the ROM can be erased and
re- programmed. This is one of the best and
cheapest ways of avoiding obsolescence
known to audiodom.
The two new features, since they are new
features, should be controllable without a
computer. All features, new and remote,
must be available to the computer. When
power is turned on, the remote control
automatically sets all delay line functions to
their normal power -on states (all outputs 0
delay, no repeat, no 2X), and initializes itself

to accept commands from the GP -IB.
However, if certain switches on the remote
are set, it will initialize to the flange or vocal
double mode. To avoid switching power, a

front panel RESET control

is

provided

which will initialize the DDL in any of these

states.
To see how the remote control works,
refer to the block diagram (Figure 3). Note
that most of the major circuit blocks, the
CPU (Central Processing Unit), the PIA
(Peripheral Interface Adaptor), and the GP-

We are very pleased to
announce that Ray Kimber,

formerly of Spectra Sonics, has
joined us in professional sales
and will be available to assist
you both in -house and in
the field.

Add to this our new DEC
computer system which will
Like to order by phone? We
help serve you even better by
now havea special commercial making sure that products
sales department to serve our are in -stock and any backorder
many studio and commercial or special order is ordered
accounts. Just ask for Gil Reyes. and filled automatically.
What it all adds up to is good prices, nice people and even
better service-We mean good business for you in 1978!

A11D1O CONCEPTS, INC./1
7138 Santa Monica Boulevard
THE PROFESSIONAL
R-c !p 64
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Hollywood, California 90046 (213)851 -7172
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Interface are all individual integrated
circuits, rather than groups of IC's as is
common in block diagrams. These IC's are
members of the Motorola 6800 microprocessor family. Intel also manufactures a set
of chips which will perform the same job, as
will, no doubt others. I'll explain why we
chose the Motorola IC's in the software
portion of this article. Block-by- block, we
proceed:
THE BUS DRIVERS: These chips are the
IB

electrical interface between the actual
external bus wiring and the MOS levels
present within the remote card circuitry.
These chips are basically bidirectional
buffers, so that each section of the chip has
an input and an output which may be
interchanged on command from the GP -IB
Interface chip. For instance, the data lines
may be required to receive or transmit. The
GP -IB Interface decodes the instructions
from the CPU or from the GP -IB and
instructs these chips in which direction to
transmit.
THE GP -IB INTERFACE: This IC
understands IEEE standard. It decodes the

relatively complicated state transitions
which occur on the bus and enables the
CPU to read to, write to, and command the
bus by writing bits into registers that form
part of the address space of the CPU. Thus,
if a data byte has been sent, the chip can

notify the CPU, either by being

interrogated, or by issuing an interrupt. The
CPU can then determine the data and use
them. The chip also has addressing logic

built in. The bus address to which the

remote control unit will respond is

determined by the user by means of internal
switch settings. The CPU reads this setting
by interrogating the GP -IB interface, and
then (after modifying the setting, if desired),
sends it back to the chip. Thereafter, the
Interface chip "knows" if a message is being
sent to it, or to another device on the bus.
Beyond the scope of this article, but
interesting to note in passing, are some of
the other capabilities of this chip (in
conjunction with the CPU). They include
the ability to issue /respond to service
requests, poll other peripherals to see if they
need service, advise the CPU of the state of
the bus, automatically complete (or refuse
to complete) the bus handshake sequence,
and choose to "interrupt" the CPU on any
combination of conditions, such as whether
data has been received, been sent, on end of
data, and others more complicated. In this
instrument, normal operation occurs when
a data byte addressed to the Delay Line is
received. Upon receipt, the GP -IB interface

issues the accepted handshake and

transmits the byte to the CPU. The CPU
then determines its validity. Immediately
after receipt, the interface is ready to

handshake an another byte. Thus,

assuming the CPU is free at the beginning of
the sequence, two bytes can be accepted, in
effect, immediately. If some procedure is
taking a long time, the third byte in has no
place to go, and handshake is delayed. This
explains the somewhat cryptic reference to

the third "ZERO" command earlier in the
article. Much of the logic of the interface
chip could be duplicated by the CPU and a
few standard chips, or by a PIA (described
later). The tremendous advantage of the IC
is that it makes it unnecessary to
understand the bus in great detail and even

more important, unncesssary to write

software to implement the bus functions,
state transitions, etc. In other words, it
enables any slob to implement a standard
interface with which the entire world can
communicate without prior arrangement.
THE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
(CPU): The CPU coordinates operation of
the remote control by its ability to follow
slavishly instructions which it is given. It has
the ability to "fetch" an instruction from the
ROM (Read Only Memory), and perform
the instruction. The nature of some of these

instructions

is

described under SOFT-

WARE, below.

The CPU is a 40 pin integrated circuit.

The pins are employed thus: 16 pins,
controlled by the CPU, form the
ADDRESS. 16 bits can uniquely address 2
to the 16th power or about 65,000 bytes.
Each of these bytes can contain an
instruction, data, or a peripheral register, or
perform other functions. The CPU can read
or write into any of these locations. For
instance, if it is reading a location containing
an instruction, (and the CPU is looking for
an instruction), it will perform the
instruction. It could also read data, either
from memory, or, as described earlier, from
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the GP-IB interface. It might be writing data,
either to memory, to the bus, or to any other
device. The data thus written will be
interpreted according to the nature of the
device. If it is written to memory, it will be
stored. If it is written to the PIA, it will either
configure the PIA (described later) or
output data to the DDL. Eight additional
pins on the CPU are the DATA BUS. This
bus is bidirectional: depending upon the
instruction the CPU is executing, data will
be input or output (as described above).
Another pin, R/W (Read/Write) tells the
rest of the system what type of operation is
being requested. The Motorola 6802 used In
this unit contains enough Random Access

Memory in the CPU to make an external
RAM unnecessary. Typical microcomputer
systems do contain RAM's and the R/W
signal tells the RAM to read (CPU output,
RAM listening) or to write (RAM output,
CPU listening). This accounts for 25 out of
40 pins, and the power supply and timing
signals account for 7 more. A few other
signals of interest include: RESET, which
unconditionally interrupts the CPU and tells
it to fetch an instruction at a specified
location; IRQ (Interrupt ReQuest), which
tells the CPU "stop what you're doing now,

which is identical to the IRQ line except that
the instruction location is different, and the

(different) specified location for an

mentioned earlier, the ROM used in this unit
is erasable. Data are stored "permanently"
by charging certain physical locations within
the chip. These charges are insulated by a
dielectric and cannot leak away from their
site. Unlike the other memories in the DDL,
the ROM is "non- volatile ", which means that
if you turn off the power, the data don't
disappear. They can, however, be removed
by exposing the ROM, which has a quartz
lid instead of the normal opaque one, to
short -wave ultraviolet. This is invaluable in

save your status, and then look at a
instruction; MNI (Non -Maskable Interrupt),
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it is not

necessary to throw away a chip (or worse,
wait eight weeks) each time a change must
be made. A program step may require from
1 to 3 bytes of ROM, depending upon the
nature of the instruction. For instance, an
instructrion telling the CPU to "add
accumulater A to accumulater B" requires 1
byte because all that is needed is the
instruction. The CPU knows where the
A 2

byte

loaded in the accumulater. Three byte

FILTER TYPE: Toroidal and Ferrite -core.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 120 ± 15% VAC 50/
60 Hz less than 10 Watts or 240 _ ±_ 15% VAC
50/60 Hz less than 10 Watts.
FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL: Front panel 18 dB.
variable master level controls.
OCTAVE-EQUALIZATION: I0 Vertical controls
each channel, ± 12 dB per octave.
E.Q. IN -OUT: Front panel pushbutton switch for
each channel.
TERMINATIONS: 3 -pin XLR's for inputs and

outputs.
WEIGHT: 18 pounds.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 23 pounds.
FINISH: Front panel horizontally brushed, black
anodized aluminum. Chassis cadmium plated
steel, vaith black textured finish.

1771 Newport Circle, Sana Ana, Ca Morria 30705

developing programs, since

instruction includes "load accumulater with
hexadecimal data '2F ". The first byte says
that the NEXT byte contains data to be

SWITCHABLE HI or LO IMPEDANCE
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED INPUTS
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or JNBALANCED OUTPUTS
TWO SEPARATE MCNO SEC -IONS, IDENTICAL CONTROLS
L.E.D.'S FOR VISUAL INPUT/OUTPUT BALANCING
SWITCHABLE HI and /or LO SHELVING
SEPARATE ZERO -GAIN SPEC -RUM CONTROLS
GOLD- PLATED CONTACTS 0'f ALL SWITCHES

-12

programmer is to place the proper
sequence of bytes into the ROM. As

accumulaters are located.

1N0

TWIN -GRAPHIC OCTAVE EQUALIZER
1G- 2208-600 BALANCED IN /WV

ZEFO -GAIN: Unity ±. 0.5 dB, contrcllable 2026, 480 HZ + 6 dB,
dB.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: -+:0.5 dB 20 Hz to
26,480 Hz at zero setting.
DISTORTION: Less than 0.05% THD 14 2 volts.
tPTED OUTPUT (600 -OHM BALANCED): -}- 20

CPU must accept the interrupt. A few other
lines such as HALT and BA (Bus Available)
are primarily for larger system applications
and we shá ñ t go into them here.
The READ ONLY MEMORY (ROM) is
the source of instructions for the CPU. A
ROM contains many sequential addresses
which contain, in the proper sequence of 8bit bytes, complete instructions for the
operation of the systems. The job of the
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instructions are memory references. The
first byte is the instruction, the next two
bytes contain the address (1 byte, 8 bits can
only define 256 locations and there are
65,000 available). A typical instruction might
be "store data in accumulater A into
memory location 'AlBE -.
Again, the first byte is the instruction
itself, and the next two bytes contain the
address. Most 8 bit còmbinations represent
valid CPU instructions, and, of course, data
bytes can contain any combination of bits.

For this reason, trying to read and

understand the raw "machine language"
code stored in a ROM (also called "object
program ") is an exercise in futility.
Generating anything other than the simplest
of programs requires the use of another
program, called and "asembler ". More on
this shortly.
The PIA (PERIPHERAL INTERFACE
ADAPTOR) is the last of the large chips

used in the remote control. This chip
connects to the CPU data bus and, upon
instruction from the CPU, stores data in its
internal registers and applies them to its
sixteen output lines. The PIA has two
sections, each 8 bits wide, and each section
has three registers. Since both sections are
similar, we will discuss only one. The DATA
register stores data written by the CPU or

forwards peripheral data to the CPU

depending upon the data stored in the
DATA DIRECTION REGISTER. In this
unit, all data is going from the CPU towards
the DDL. Changing the setting in the
direction register changes the outputs to
inputs and vice versa. The CONTROL
REGISTER determines operational and
handshake characteristics of the PIA. For
instance, the control register can enable an
automatic handshake upon receipt of data,
or require the CPU to generate an output
data available signal. In this system, the PIA
is configured so that when data are written

into the data registers,

a strobe is
immediately initiated. This strobe enables a
synchronizing signal which enables the tristate buffers on the next timing pulse from
the DDL. Two output strobes are available,
one for each section of the PIA. One is used
as just described. The other strobe is used
to store data in an auxiliary latch (block
diagram "control logic ") which controls the

2X, REPEAT modes, and the error
indicator.
The TRI -STATE BUFFERS can best be
explained in the context of the Delay Line
operation. Delay is achieved by writing data
into a Random Access Memory at a fixed
rate and reading it at the same fixed rate, but
at a different address. The write address is
decremented every time a write operatiön is
performed. Thus, if a read is performed two
addresses higher than the write, the data
read will be the same as the data stored two
sample time intervals previously. The delay
is

numerically equal to the difference

until the pulse reaches the remote control.
At this time, the remote card's tri -state

buffers are enabled, and the address data
placed on the bus. A strobe from the remote
card to the selected output card loads the
address data into the output card address
register, replacing data previously stored
manually.
Figure

4: THE DDL INTERFACE

PROGRAMMING

between the write address and the read
address multiplied by the sampling period.
The delay line can have up to five outputs
(four if the remote control is installed). To
avoid unnecessary wiring, a bus oriented
addressing system was developed. The
address bus is connected in parallel to
counter registers on each output board,
thru "TRI- STATE" buffers. These buffers
have outputs which follow the input logic
levls, unless they are OFF, in which case the
output assumes a high impedance state.
The buffers on the remote control card are
identical to those on the DDL output cards.
When data are written into the RAM, all of
the buffers are off and pull -down resistors
assure that all address bus levels are logic O.
After the write operation, a pulse is sent to
the first output card, which enables its tristate buffers. Thus, the contents of the first
output's address register is placed on the
address bus, and the DDL memory is read
at this address. At the conclusion of this
operation, the first output sends a pulse to
the SECOND output, telling it to send out
its address data. This proceeds sequentially

Having completed the electrical

description (as we have just done, if you
didn't notice,) of the remote control card,
we would normally be able to say, "Now we
UNDERSTAND." With microcomputer
units, however, I'm afraid that's not the case
at all. No, we still have to PROGRAM the

system. Programming

is

determining,

precisely and completely, what sequence of
bytes to place in the control ROM so that
the system will do its job when plugged in.
And this, believe it or not, is more of a job
than the hardware design. As an example,
consider the fact that the electrical design of
this unit was completed within a matter of a
day or so. The designer simply sat down,
drew a few blocks for the CPU, GP -IB, etc.,
and connected them as detailed in the
Motorola Manuals. The only unusual (and
by no means complex) circuitry involved the
buffers between the 5 volt microcomputer
logic and the 15 volt delay line logic. But the
program! That's another matter indeed. As
stated earlier, machine language programs
are virtually impossible to generate by
humans. The choice of the Motorola

Split Second
Time Machine
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C servo drive some 4000 tunes per second Sp-: ed stability is
iacC irate the National Weather and the Envitc ine: ntalSatellite
Services selected Telex/Magnecoal 1.400's over
.`

all others to record meteorological display data.
Of course, broadcasters also favor the 1400 for
the rugged stability of the die cast main frame,
DTL logic and exceptionally clean electronics,
Compare our speed, specs, and price. We invite

you to make a split second decision.
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714 ips, adjustable ± 1% to compensate for tape thicknesses
and mechanical wear.
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Microprocessor family was dictated by the
availability of a "cross- assembler ". This is a
program which will run on one computer
and generate a program for another
computer. Eventide possesses a Hewlett Packard 9825 computer, which is a desk
computer with rather nice scientific and
input/output routines, and the capability of
substantial storage on magnetic tape or
disc. The cross -assembler is a program
which runs on the 9825, and produces
machine language programs for the 6800
series. The language used by the cross assembler is, reasonably enough, "assembly
language ". If you are familiar with standard
computer languages, you will appreciate
that it takes from five to hundreds of
assembly language statements to form
instructions equivalent to one line of
BASIC, FORTRAN, or whatever. Since the
program that allows a larger computer to
use a so- called "high level" language
requires over ten times the total storage
required by the remote control card
operating program, it is obvious that there
was little real alternative to assembly
language.
In the section describing the ROM, I used
an example of a single byte instruction "add
accumulater A to accumulater B ". This is
awkward to write or say, but, abbreviated
"ABA" on the larger computer, the proper

machine language code would be

generated. Of course, there's no real trick to
this: you could do the same thing by looking
up the "op-code" for "ABA" in the tables
furnished. The advantages of assembler
over hand coding include the use of
symbolic labelling, automatic computation
of "branch addresses ", automatic
calculation and conversion of binary, octal,
and hexadecimal constants. And, of course,
it makes the program readable, since it is
possible to distinguish instructions from
data and, if good practice is followed, the
program is "commented" so that other
programmers can figure out what has been
done. Other features include the capability
to transfer the machine language program
to a ROM programmer without human
intervention or mistakes, and the ability to
copy the program and link several programs
on a new tape. Too much jargon in the
above sentences? Symbolic labelling allows
one to assign a name or "label" to a
particular line of program, or to a particular
address. For instance, the GP -IB address
bus might have an absolute hexadecimal
address of 8004. A real program has many
registers, and an attempt to remember the
numbers would be futile, and to use them
would lead to mistakes. But, if you issue the
statement "ADRREG EQU $8004" at the
beginning of your program, then you can
later say "STA A ADRREG", which means
"store the contents of register A in hex
location 8004".
More jargon: "Automatic computation of
branch addresses ". Let's say you want the
remote control to cause the delay line to
enter the REPEAT mode. You send the
command "R" on the interface bus. The GPIB Interface receives the "R" and transfers it

to the CPU. The CPU knows it has received
a command, but how does it know what
command, or what to do with it? The
(abbreviated) routine goes as follows: Load

accumulater with data byte. Does
data =ASCII "R"?

If so, branch to the line
labelled "REPEAT", otherwise continue.
"REPEAT" is a symbolic address in the
program located at a random location, and
is the first step of the instructions that tell
the DDL to enter the repeat mode. If the
byte sent was "R ", the program branches to
this location. The assembler calculates the
location from its knowledge of the symbolic
addresses and the present location of the
"branch if equal" instruction. If the byte was
not "R ", by the way, it would compare with
the next valid instruction, "S ", and branch to
"S" if that were the correct byte. If not it
would keep going until it reached the end of

the valid instructions and branch to the

error routine, which

is

the machine

language code which turns on the front

panel error light. Note a particularly

important feature: If you make any change
in the program, the probability is quite high
that a large number of branch addresses
would have to be changed. The assembler
does this automatically. If it were done by
hand, each change would engender more
errors than it might correct! The automatic
conversion of number bases is quite handy
for the following reasons: By convention

and convenience, microprocessors are
programmed in a hexadecimal number
base. It includes the digits 0 through 9, and A
through F. A= decimal 10, and F 'decimal 15,
thus 10Hex= 16Decimal, and FFHex =255
Decimal. But, let's say you want to use a
binary number so that bit positions are
clearly shown.
If you know that the bit that sets the
REPEAT mode is the sixth bit, you could say
"LDA A # %01000000 ", which shows at a

Figure
BAL -. UNBAL

COMM

5:

glance that the sixth bit is set (they're
numbered 0 through 7). You could also say
"LDA A #$80" or even "LDA A #128 ", but
the first indicates that you wish to set a bit
rather than enter a constant, even though
the final code is identical. The prefix "#"

indicates "immediate mode" to the

assembler, which means it should load the
data from the ROM rather than the A
memory location defined by the data byte.
The prefix " %" indicates binary, "$" indicates
hexadecimal. No prefix indicates decimal.
One can also use ASCII, such as "LDA A
#'R ", which loads the accumulator with the
value of ASCII "R".
Without drawing a complete flow -chart of
the remote control program, I'll give an idea
of how it is structured. When power is

turned on or RESET depressed, the
program goes to a routine which sets all the
registers to their cleared state, except for a
few which require other settings. It reads the
address switches as the user has set them
and tells the GP -IB that this is its address. It

then waits for a command. When a
command is received, it follows the
branching routine described earlier to the

particular segment of machine code
designed to effect the command. If a
command involving setting an output is
received, the program jumps to an input
routine that expects a group of digits.
Depending upon the digits or lack thereof, it
decides how to set the output indicated. If
the number is too high, it will set delay for
maximum. If the command makes no sense
at all, it will branch to error routine without

doing anything. Once

a

numerical

command is complete, it will perform an
arithmetic routine which will convert the
ASCII Binary Coded Decimal information
received to the mixed format of absolute
Binary /BCD required by the DDL address
bus, and finally begin the handshake
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OUTPUT BOARD

OUT

Figure 6:

sequence with the DDL.
Refer to Figure 6 for a brief section of

commented commented assembly

language. Readers interested in more details
of the various type of computer languages
are referred to their local hobby computer
shop, the library, and the old stand-by,
manufacturers' literature. Of the three, the
hobby shop will have the best selection,
beholden as it is to no one semiconductor
maker, and, of course, the manufacturers'
literature will be the best bargain!

EXAMPLE OF TIMING LOOP USING SYMBOLIC ADDRESSING:
LINE 1010

Labelled "TMLOOP ". subtracts I each hale .t os executed
Compares Register B with data 00. A status bit is set it they are.
The status bit is checked. and the program branches back to '' TMLOOP' of of isn't
set IGNEI means "Branch if Not Equal"
This routine must be executed 256 times before the program can continue. causing a deliberate time
delay
LINE 1030

LINE 1040

EXAMPLE OF ASSEMBLY LISTING
LINE NUMBER FOR SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING OF PROGRAMMING STEPS

ACTUAL ADDRESS AT WHICH BEGINNING OF INSTRUCTION APPEARS
MACHINE CODE INSTRUCTION

1

SEMI -DISCLAIMER
There are small (I hope) factual errors and
omissions in this article. Those familiar with
the Motorola Microprocessor family and
GP -IB structure will note that I have totally
ignored signal inversions and bus states.
This was done strictly for clarity, as this is
clearly not a description for the design
engineer. Likewise, in the programming
section, I have called the program group
commonly known as the Editor/Assembler
the Assembler, again to avoid unnecessary
jargon and to assure comprehension.
The main purpose of the article is to
promote consideration of the IEEE 488 -1975
interface standard as a universal control
interface between separate manufacturer's
units. While the standard is perhaps not the
best that can be defined, and is certainly not
instantly comprehensible, it is STANDARD, of international scope, and widely
supported by multi megabuck companies. I
know it is customary to write Letters to the

Loads Register B with all ones.

LINE 1020

i'OP CODE

i

DATA OR ADDRESS OF DATA TO BE OPERATED UPON
.. uCLS
(ROIL SIC,
LLR A
It

E096 A A00
ORA A
E099 BA A001
ORA A
E09C BA 80
ORA A
E09E 87 8004
STA A
1000 EOA1 88 80
EOR A
1010 E0A3 C6 FF
LDA 8
1020 EOA5 5A
TMLOOP DEC B
1030 EOA6 CI 00
CMP B
1040 EOAB 26 F8
BNE
1050 EOAA 87 800A
STA A
1060 EOAD 7E E028
JMP
1070 SOBO 7F A002 ZERO
CLR
1080 E083 7F 8008
CLR
1090 E086 66 A002 NXTOUT LDA A
1100 E089 87 800A 4
STA A
1110 EOBC 86 3C
LOA A
1120 EOBE 87 800B
STA A
1130 EOC1 7F 800A
CLR
t140 E0C4 86 34
LDA A
1150 EOC6 87 8009
STA A
EOC9 86 3C
LDA A
"Q 87 8009

0960
0970
0980
0990

0

LINE LABEL FOR
FUTURE REFERENCE

DBLREG
RPTREG

OPERAND'

DOUBLE MODE TO ACCU..
REPEAT MODE TO ACCUMUL

#510000000 ENABLE THREE STATE TO AL
PIARB
STROBE LATCH, ENABLE OUTPUT
#510000000 DROP THREE STATE ENABLE
RSFF
ALL ONES IN B
HAS BREACHED ZERO YET?
#500
TMLOOP
IF NOT DECREMENT AGAIN
PIARB
DISABLE THREE STATE
LBLS
WAIT FOR NEW DATA
ZERREG
PIARA
ZERO FIRST 8 BITS OF OUTPUT
ZERREG
WHICH OUTPUT?
PIARB
CLEARS REPEAT AND DOUBLE
#500111100
PIACRB
DISABLE C82 STROBE
PIARB
ZERO MAST e'^ "
#500110100
COMMENT FOR CLARITY
P IACRA
OR FUTURE REFERENCE

DATA OR ADDRESS, CONVERTED TO ONE OR
TWO BYTE OPERAND BY ASSEMBLER

1INSTRUCTION MNEMONIC- CONVERTED
TO OP CODE AT LEFT BY ASSEMBLER

Editor following publication of articles of this
nature. I would hope that those criticizing
this suggestion remember that any counter
suggestion they propose must engender
agreement amongst many groups whose

ECONOMIC interests are at variance.
Anything which gives any company in this
highly fragmented industry a significant
advantage will be fought claw and

pseudopod.

Open for business.

Soundcraft Series 1.
World's first road mixer built into an aluminium flight-case.
Designed by professionals for professionals, it's tough, versatile and
ideal for sound reinforcement, broadcast or location recording.
12 or 16 input channels. Three mixes: main stereo, monitor and
echo send.
Each transformer balanced input channel has variable line /mic
attenuation,4 -band equalisation, peak level LED indicator, echo
and monitor sends, pan, mute and solo (pfl).
Left, right and monitor outputs have equalisation, insert send /return,
(for interfacing graphics) and illuminated Vtol meters show master,
monitor or pfl levels.Transformer balanced outputs are optional.
THD <0.1 %.Max mic gain 70dB. ':- ative input noise -125dBm.
Max level +20dBm into 600n.

$2995.*

or more

1OU11OCÍWTA]
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

details contact:
Soundcraft North America
Division, P.O. Box 883, JFK Station, Jamaica,
New York 11430, USA. Telephone (212) 528 8158 Telex 01 -2203.
Soundcraft Electronics Limited,5 -8 Great Sutton Street,
London EC1V OBX, England.Telephone 01- 2513631. Telex 21198
Telegrams Soundcraft LDN ECI.
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*Suggested
professional selling
price for 16 channels.
12 channels,$2300.
Prices exclude multicore
cable and stage box.
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MATHEMATICS FOR SOUND SYSTEMS
(Another Look)
by Chris Foreman

Altec Corporation

Part 1: A Review of the Basics

rules apply:

Why review mathematics for sound systems? Haven't we
all seen enough explanations of "the dB" and such?
Probably! But consider that a great deal of sound system
design and analysis ends up being done by an artistic
process. We often call this "engineering judgement ", or less
formally, "seat of the pants ". Most of us would agree that
engineering judgement gets better when the engineer
understands the quantitative as well as the qualitative side
of engineering. Obviously, nothing is more basic to
quantitative engineering than mathematics.
In addition, most mathematics reviews lately are
calculator- oriented and may not do much more than tell us
which buttons to push. The handbook that comes with our
calculators should tell us that much.
Thus, this review assumes that we already know how to
use our calculators. will concentrate on explaining why we
are pushing the buttons, and how to get to the point where
button pushing is the only thing left to do!
The review progresses in a logical order, starting with
exponents of numbers, then covering logarithms and the dB,
and finishing with a review of basic trigonometry. Each
subject, except the trigonometry review, can be considered
to be a prerequisite for the following subject. Thus, they
should be covered in the order presented. have numbered
important formulas so that you can refer to them as
necessary. The entire review and all the examples given are
as oriented towards sound system design and analysis as

Y"

Y'a=\a/Y
Y° = /Ya

3)

I

=

1

Y

1

Y'a=1//Y

4)

Example #1:

Y"=/Y
Y'

'

_

Y

1/Y'

Y-2

Y-''=1/\/Y
The following are rules for manipulation of expressions

involving exponents:

Y'"xY "=

5)

I

I

for any value of

1)

2)

(Y")",

6)

>"Y"

7)

(XY)"

8)
9)

Y " /Y" = Y'" - ""

10)

(X /Y)" = XYY"

=

Y" /Y"

Yim")

=

1

/Y'"

Example #2:
Y2xY3 =Y`
= Y6

Y5/Y3

=

Y-

could make them.
EXPONENTS OF NUMBERS
In the expression Y', the number
Examples:

a

is an

exponent.

= Y; Y' =YxY
Y3= YxYxYandsoon.
For negative, zero and fractional exponents, the following

Y'

SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING NOTATION
These are two similar methods for expressing a large
number as a smaller number times 10 to some exponent
(times a power of ten). For Scientific Notation:
2,900,000 = 2.9 x 106
28,500,000,000 = 2.85 x 1010
342 = 3.42 x 10'
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Introducing the first 16 track 1"
recorder/reproducer in the world. The new 90 -16.

000

úüii

Now you can make money
while you save money.
Let's face it. What you
really want to do is
sell your album. And

the new affordable
TASCAM Series 9Q -16
can help do just that.
Rut at the same time,
ynu can pick up cash
to help you pay for it
by recording other
musicians' songs for

for three arms. If

tEem.

And here's how you
save. You don't pay
studio time. You don't
pay for 2" equipment. And you don't
pay the heavy hit of
"outboard" DL`X
which usually cost
about $300 per channel. Our suggested
retail price of just
$16,000* includes integral DBX interface.
If you're an engineer,
the 90 -16 Function
PEFC Corporation

Select panel will
make a lo: of sense
to you. One button
operation simultaneously switches
three interrelated
functions: tape/
source, playback/
record, and DBX
decode /encode thus
eliminating the need

you're a musician,
this human engineering factor means
you won': have to
wait for the engineer
and lose the spontaneity of your music
in the process.

iiïi
DEALERS

Audio Concepts
7138 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Ca. 90046
(213) 851 -7172

The Express Sound
Co., Inc.
1833 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92627
(714) 645 -8501

Sound Genesis
2001 Bryant St.
San Francisco, Ca.

Nashville Studio Systems
16 Music Circle South
Nashville, Tenn. 32703
(615) 256-1650

Audio By Zimet, Inc.
1038 Northern Blvd.
Roslyn, New York 11576
(516) 621-0138

Lebow Labs
424

All of which means

that if you need 16
tracks, you only have
one choice: the new
TASCAM Series 90-16.
You'll find it exclusively at these
TASCAM dealers.

ofAmerca7733 Telegraph Road

Mot

.ttdl

<`

Lh,ni 1A0f40

94110

(415) 285-8900

Cambridge St.

Boston, Mass. 02134
(617) 782 -0600

SPECIFICATIONS
15 ips

Tape-Speed:

Linelnput: -10 dB (0.3V)
impedance: greater than 20K
Ohre s, unbalanced*
Lineutput: -10 dB (0.3V)
load.impedance: greater
than 1OK Ohms, unbalanced*
Record Level Calibration:
O VU referenced to 3 dB
above 185nWb/m tape flux
Wov- And Flutter
0.03% RMS (NAB), weighted
Overall Frequency
Response, Sync Mode
401:=. -18 KHz, ± 3 dB
Signal To Noise Ratio
(Wit--f DBX)

weighted, 90 dB
unv"eighted, referenced to
3% 7. H. D. level (9 dB above
95 dB

O VII) at 1 KHz
Distbrtion

at 1KHz, 0 VU
Cress Talk
greater than 45 dB at
Dimensions, Overall
1%

1000 Hz

247 ,n" (W) x 471/4" (H) x 28 5/16"

(D):Console included)
*oFticnal + 4/600 ohm

balanced kit available

TASCAM SERIES BY T E AC

R

A new generation of recording instruments
for a new generation of re :ording artists.

*Prices subject to dealer preparation charges where applicable.
I

II

n.Irn,..41 TEAC is distributed by White Elect' onc Development Corporation
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= 4.5 x 10'
0.051 = 5.1 x 10-2
Engineering Notation follows the same rules as Scientific
Notation using only powers of 10 that are divisible by three:
10 -12 = pico (as in picofarads)
10.9 = nano (as in nanovolts)
10 -6 = micro (as in microfarads)
10-' = milli (as in millivolts or millimeters)
10' = kilo (as in kilohertz or kilometers)
106 = mega (as in megahertz)
109 = giga (as in gigahertz)

0.000045

10'2

=tera

Example #3, Engineering Notation:
2,900,000 = 2.9 x 106
28,500,000,000 = 28.5 x 109
342 = 0.342 x 10' or = 342 x 10° but probably
0.000045 = 45 x 106

0.051=

=

342

51x10'

Note that the difference between these and the previous
examples for Scientific Notation is that all exponents are

divisible by three.

LOGARITHMS
Given a base B and a number Y, the logarithm of Y is some
number, a, chosen to solve the following equation:
11)

Y

=B'

A common way to express the solution to this equation is:
12)
"a equals the log to the base B of Y ".
a = log Y read
The base B can be any real number, but is usually either 10
or "e ", an irrational number approximately equal to 2.718.
If the base is 10, the equation is usually written:
a = log Y (when no base is given, base 10
is assumed)
If the base is e, the equation is usually written:
a = In Y (base e, also called natural logarithms).
The antilog of a number is the number represented by the
logarithm. Thus in the above equation, a = IogHY, Y is the
antilog of a.
The following are rules for manipulating logarithmic
expressions:
13)
log MN = log M + log N
14)
15)
16)
17)

log M/N = log M - log
log N`= cx log N
log Ni ` = (I /c) log N
B " °gN' = N

N

Power RATIOS in dB
The ratio in dB of two power levels (acoustic power,
electrical power, horsepower or any type of power) is equal
to 10 times the base 10 logarithm of their simple numeric
ratio:
20)

Many years BC (before calculators) we used tables of
completeness, the following formulas are presented:
18)
M x N = antilog(log M + log N)
19)
M/N = antilog(log M - log N)
According to legends, there was an ancient device called a
"slide- rule" that consisted of two sliding scales which added
or subtracted logarithms and thus multiplied or divided real
numbers (at least its batteries wouldn't wear out).
THE DECIBEL (dB)
The term dB, which stands for decibel, expresses a ratio in
terms of a base 10 logarithm. The dB notation allows us to
represent very large ratios with small numbers. For example,
the sound pressure level of the loudest sound we can
tolerate is approximately 1,000,000 times the sound
pressure level of the softest sound we can hear. This same
statement using the dB notation would read: The loudest
sound we can tolerate is approximately 120 dB higher in
sound pressure level than the softest sound we can hear. It is
obviously easier to work with and to comprehend the smaller
number expressed in dB. This ability to represent large ratios
with small numbers is the primary reason we use the dB
notation in audio work.

=

10 log

PI

/P2

Voltage or SPL RATIOS in dB
The ratio, in dB, of two voltages or sound pressure levels is
equal to 20 times the logarithm of their simple numeric ratio:
dB = 20 log V, /V2

21)
22)

dB

=

20 log SPL, /SPL2

10 Log vs 20 Log dB Formulas
It may be useful to explain why there are both "10 log" and
"20 log" dB formulas. The dB notation was originally defined
for power type quantities. Neither voltage nor SPL are power
type quantities. Power can be calculated from voltage,
however:
P = V/R (where R is resistance in ohms)
Placing this back into formula 19), we find:
dB = 10 log (V2 /R)1/(V2 /R)2
Cancelling the R value in the numerator and denominator
leaves:
dB = 10 log (V2)1/(V2)2
From rule 15), this becomes:
dB = 2 x 10 log V, /V2
Which is the same as saying:
dB = 20 log V, /V2
A similar discussion would apply to SPL. This shows that
both of the formulas for dB are actually based on power
ratios. When we cancelled the R in the equation above, we
assumed that the value for R in the numerator and in the
denominator were the same. If they are different, the 20 log
equation for voltages in dB doesn't actually apply. However,
we often ignore any difference in R values and use the 20 log
equation anyway. Provided that we do not try to relate the dB
values gained in this manner back to power ratios, we won't
get into trouble.

Example #4, Power RATIOS in dB:
Find the ratio in dB of 100 watts to 50 watts.
dB

logarithms to multiply and divide large numbers. For

dB

=

10 log

100/50

Answer: +3 dB
Note that this means that 100 watts is 3 dB above 50
watts. If we had compared 50 watts to 100 watts (dB =10 log
50/100), the answer would have been -3 dB. Similarly, any
time the ratio of two powers is 2:1, their ratio in dB is +3 dB.
When the ratio is 1:2, the ratio in dB is -3 dB.
Example #5, Voltage RATIOS in dB:
Find the ratio in dB of 100 volts to 50 volts.
dB = 20 log 100/50
Answer: +6 dB
Note that a ratio of 2:1 in voltage means a ratio in dB of +6
dB. If the ratio is 1:2, the ratio in dB is -6 dB.
Example #6, SPL RATIOS in dB:
SPL ratios, expressed in dB, are similar to voltage ratios.
For example, two SPL levels (in dynes per square centimeter)
with a numeric ratio of 2:1 would have a ratio in dB of +6 dB.

RATIOS vs Specific LEVELS
All of the above examples concern ratios. The term "dB"
always expresses a ratio. To express a single, specific level
in dB (such as 95 dB SPL or +4 dBm) there must be a
reference level. This reference level takes the place of the
denominator in each of the above dB equations. Specific
power levels (as opposed to power ratios), voltage levels and
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When you buy the Studer B67 tape recorder /reproducer, you get
more than just one of the world's finest tape recorders.
You are buying an engineering philosophy where performance
is first and there isn't any second or third. You are buying a dedication
to quality seldom seen in today's world of "make 'em faster and cheaper."
At Studer, one person in every seven is a quality assurance inspector.
You are buying performance that stays within spec long after
lesser equipment has given up. If performance is an important part of your
tape recorder buying decision, test drive the Studer B67 before you decide.
You'll find the B67 is the recorder without competition.
To learn more, circle reader service number or contact:

R E1/OX
Studer Revox America. Inc.. 1819 Broadway. Nashville. Tenn. 37203 / (615) 329 -9576

In Canada:

Studer Revox Canada. Ltd.

/

(416) 423 -2831
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SPL levels may be expressed in dB notation when the
appropriate reference level is understood. Several accepted
reference levels for power, voltage and SPL are discussed
below.

Power LEVELS in dBm:
dBm is an accepted way of expressing a specific power
level. The reference quantity for dBm is 1 milliwatt. If we
are given a value in watts and wish to find the value in dBm,
we use the following formula:
23)
dBm = 10 log ? watts /1 milliwatt
Example #7, Power LEVELS in dBm:
Find the level in dBm of
watt:

dB SPL

=

20 log

?

dynes /cm' /0.0002 dynes /cm`

Example #9: SPL Levels in dB SPL:
Find the value in dB SPL of 2.0 dynes /cm`.
dB SPL = 20 log 2.000 dynes /cm' /0.0002 dynes /cm`
Answer: 80 dB SPL

How To Go Backwards
So far, we have discussed methods for finding dBm, dBV,
or dB SPL when the value in watts, volts or dynes per square
centimeter was known. Now suppose that we have a value in
dBm, dBV or dB SPL and want to convert backwards to watts,
volts or dynes per square centimeter. How do we go about

this?

1

10 log 1 watt /1 milliwatt
Answer: +30 dBm

dBm

25)

=

Voltage LEVELS in dBV:
dBV is an accepted way of expressing a specific voltage
level. The reference quantity for dBV is usually volt. If we
are given a value in volts and wish to find the value in dBV we
use the following formula:
24)
dBV = 20 log ? volts/ volt

The way we find the answers to this question, and the
general method for finding the answer to any type of dB
related problem when the answer is not clear, is to return to
the appropriate original dB formula and manipulate it as
needed.

1

1

Example #8: Voltage LEVELS in dBV:
Find the level in dBV of 10 volts.
dBV = log 10 volts/ volt
Answer: +20 dBV

Finding Watts When the RATIO in dB is Given:
Example #10:
If P, is +5 dB above (higher in power than) 50 watts, find P.
In this example, we are given a value in watts, and we are
told that the unknown P, is +5 dB above the known value. It is
important to realize that the term " +5 dB" implies a ratio +5
dBm would have implied a specific level). Thus, we will use
the original formula for the ratio of two powers:
(

1

Sound Pressure Levels in dB SPL:
dB SPL is an accepted way of expressing a sound pressure
level. The reference quantity for dB SPL is 0.0002 dynes per
square centimeter. If we are given an SPL value in dynes per
square centimeter and wish to find the value in dB SPL, we
use the following formula:

20)
dB = 10 log PI /P2
Now insert all of the known values into formula 20):
+5 = 10 log ? watts /50 watts
Now we will manipulate this equation to isolate the
unknown value on one side. First, divide both sides of the
equation by 10. This gives us:
1 /2 = log ? watts /50 watts

Audio Concepts, Inc./Dave KelseySound
and Spectra Sonics
are pleased to announce that
Audio Concepts, Inc. /Dave Kelsey Sound
has been appointed the distributor
for Spectra Bonics "state of the art"
recording consoles and allied
electronic components.
They invite you to drop by and see
these fine products on display
in their Hollywood showroom
at 7138 Santa Monica Boulevard
R-e/p 74
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Now, use each side of this equation as an exponent of 10:
"all
10' ` = Onog
Next, apply formula 17):
17)
B ° °g""' = N thus:
?

"

10'1' " "" "° = ? watts /50 watts
and therefore: 10' ' = ? watts /50 watts
Multiplying both sides of this equation by 50:

50x10'' =
Thus,

?

watts

?watts
=

50

\/

10

=

158.1 watts

It is now possible to develop a formula that will allow us to
find the answer to problems of the above type without going
through all the mathematical manipulations.
26)
? watts = P x 10'd "' °'

Where ? watts is the unknown power level, P is the known
power level and dB is their ratio in dB. If the unknown power
level is below the known power level, the value in dB must
be negative (such as -6 dB).

ratios and for dB levels (formulas 20 through 25), and
understand the basic algebraic manipulations discussed
under Exponents and Logarithms, we can derive whatever
formulas we need to solve a given problem. In fact, it should
actually be easier for us to derive any modified formulas we
need than to carry around a copy of this article and try to
decide which formula (or which modified formula) to use
with which problem!
In order to simplify the next few examples, however,
several more modified formulas are presented. Each of these
formulas was derived from the appropriate original dB
formula using some algebraic manipulation of the type done
in Example #10.

Finding Watts When the LEVEL in dBm is Known:
Formula 27), below, allows us to find a value in watts for a
given value in dBm. Note that the known power P in formula
26) is replaced with 0.001 watts (1 milliwatt).
27)
? watts = 0.001 x 10j0"`" 101
Also note that 0.001 watts

Example #10 Worked Again Using Formula 26):
If P, is +5 dB above (higher in power than) 50 watts, find
26)
? watts = P x
Inserting all the known values:
? watts = 50 x 10j 1°j
Thus, ? watts = 50 x 10" = 50

is

the reference level for dBm

as explained for formula 23) earlier.
P,.

Example #11, Finding Watts from dBm:
Find the value in watts of: a) +24 dBm; b) +50 dBm; c) -50
dBm.

Inserting the known values into formula 26):
watts = 0.001 x 10(241U)
Answer: 0.25 watts
b) ? watts = 0.001 x 10',0101
Answer: 100 watts
c) ? watts = 0.001 x
Answer: 10 nanowatts (10 x 10 watts)
a)

x

\/

10

=

158.1 watts

Obviously, formula 26) makes Example #7 much easier to
work. The reason we worked Example #7 the hard way the
first time was to understand the derivation of formula 26). As
we will see, there are a great number of possible formulas
that can be applied to a great number of different problems.
However, if we understand the original formulas for dB

?

Finding Volts When the RATIO in dB is Known:
Formula 28), below, allows us to find an unknown value in

Naue VOCAL STRESSE R
says Tony Visconti*

WILL TRAVEL!

"As a successful record producer, I am continually travelling to studios all over the world, recording
such people as David Bowie, Thin Lizzy and Mary Hopkin. l have to deal with a wide variety of
equipment in various studio settings; so in order to ensur that I have the best Compressor-Limiter
equipment to hand, I invariably pack a Vocal- Stresser in my suitcase
In my opinion, Audio Ft Design make the finest range of auxilliary processors available and their
equipment offers the producer/ engineer ultra flexibility in the creation of good music

e Managing Director of Good Earth Productions and freelance producer of many
hit records by illustrious rop stars, whose
own solo album "Viscorrti's Inventory"

was released in mid October '77.

The Audio Et Design Vocal Stresser uniquely combines a multi -ratio compressor with overall peak limiter and
low level noise expander/ gate with a parametric type equaliser in one package.
The combination provides most facilities necessary for improving and processing programme material whilst retaining maximum operational flexibility
The equaliser is simple to operate and can be switched before (pre), or after (post), the compressor -limiter, as
well as into the side-chain (s.c) of the compressor section for frequency modulation effects and changing spectral energy balance.

audio ft design recording
P.O. Box 23047, Honolulu 96822, Hawaii.
Tel: (808) 845 7226
www.americanradiohistory.com

volts when we know another value in volts, and we know the
ratio between these two values in dB.
28)
? volts = V, x 10(Je'20)

Example #12:

-4.5 dB below 2.5 volts, find V.
Inserting all the known values into formula 28):

If V is

V= 2.5x10`-4 '0)
Answer: V = 1.49 volts

Finding Volts When the LEVEL in dBV is Known:
Formula 29), below, allows us to find a value in volts for a
given value in dBV. Note that the known voltage V in formula
28) is replaced with 1 volt.
29)
? volts = 1 x 10'dß 2M)

Example #13:

-56 dBV, find the value of V in volts.
Inserting all the known values into formula 28):

If V is equal to

V

=

1

x 10` -56/201

Answer: V = 1.58 mV (1.58

x 10 -'

volts)

Finding Dynes per Square Centimeter When the
RATIO in dB SPL is Known:
Formula 30), below, allows us to find an unknown value in
dynes per square centimeter when we know another value
in dynes per square centimeter, and we know the ratio
between these two values in dB.
30)
? dynes/cm2 = SPL, x 10(dß'2"'
Since this formula will probably not be used too often, no
example is included.

Finding Dynes per Square Centimeter When the
LEVEL in dB SPL is Known:
Formula 31), below, allows us to find an unknown value in
dynes per square centimeter for a given value in dB SPL.
? dynes /cm' = 0.0002 x 10'dí `"
31)
Example #14:
If L is equal to 94 dB SPL, find the value of L in dynes /cm'.
Inserting all the known values into formula 30):
ß0'
L = 0.0002 x 0(94
Answer: L = 10.0 dynes /cm'
1

Variations on

a

theme:

the above equations for dBm, dBV or dB SPL, if we place
the reference quantity in both the numerator and the
denominator, the value in dBm, dBV or dB SPL comes out to
be 0 (zero):
dBm = 10 log milliwatt/ milliwatt or 1 mW = 0 dBm
dBV = 20 log volt/ volt or volt = 0 dBV
dB SPL = 0.0002 dynes /cm2/0.0002 dynes/cm2
or 0.0002 dynes /cm` = 0 dB SPL
In

1

1

1

1

1

THE dBm DILEMMA
Now that we know all about dBs, we ought to be able to
decipher some of the specifications we read on catalog
sheets for products such as mixers and other electronics.
What, for example, is the maximum output of a mixer rated at
" +18 dBm maximum output level into 600 ohms "? From
formula 27), this must be:
? watts = 0.001 x 10" " "0'
Answer: 63 mW

Let's try this again for a mixer rated at " +18 dBm maximum
output level ", but also rated to drive a "minimum 10,000
ohms load impedance ".
? watts = 0.001 x 10 "" 10)
Answer: 63 mW

But how can this be? Can a mixer which can only drive a
10,000 -ohm load have the same power output as a mixer
that can drivea 600 -ohm load? Not likely! The problem isthat
the term "dB" is often used to specify a voltage output level.
This may happen because the scales on a lot of voltmeters
are calibrated in dB referenced to 0.775 volts. Thus, on these
meters, +10 dB means 10 dB above 0.775 volts. Now, it just
so happens that if the circuit impedance is exactly 600 ohms,
and the voltage level is 0.775 volts, the power level is dBm is
exactly 0 dBm! Thus, these voltmeters read accurate dBm
when they are connected to a 600 -ohm circuit.
This means that for the mixer with an output of " +18 dBm
into a 600 -ohm load ", a voltmeter could accurately measure
the power output in dBm if the load impedance was 600 ohms. However, for the mixer with an output of " +18 dBm
into a 10,000 -ohm load ", the voltmeter would not read
accurate dBm.
The question, then, is how to interpret these
specifications, and what to do about the inaccurate dBm
specifications. The answer may be to interpret these ratings
exactly as they were measured, as voltage! The following
formula allows us to find the actual value, in volts, for a
rating in dBm which was measured with a voltmeter
calibrated in dB referenced to 0.775 volts.
? volts = 0.775 x 10'08"'`01
32)
The corresponding conversion to dBm from volts is:
dBm = 20 log ? volts /0.775 volts
33)

Remember; these conversions are accurate only when the
circuit impedance is 600 -ohms. However, it is also useful to
remember that many specification sheets use these
conversions whether or not the impedance is 600 -ohms.
Thus, we must read the sheets carefully. Actually it is
unusual to see an audio input or output level specification in
dBm where the conversions in formulas 31) and 32) will not
work.* Thus, we are assured of a good chance of coming up
with useful information if we interpret these specifications
as voltage, not power ratings.

Several manufacturers have begun rating the input and
output levels of their low -level electronic products in dB
referenced to 0.775 volts. For our mixer output, the
specifications might appear as follows:
"Output Level: +18 dB (6.16 volts) ",or,
"Output Level: +18 dB (re: 0.775 volts)"
This type of rating gives us the same information as the
dBm rating, but it is accurate regardless of the circuit load
impedance (the minimum load impedance should be noted in
another specification). believe that in most cases, this type
of rating for an input or output level is actually preferable to a
rating in dBm.
It should be noted that there are at least two dB- voltage
ratings which are referenced to 0.775 volts. These are the
so- called "dBv" and "dBe" ratings. However, these ratings
are not widely accepted in the audio industry.
I

FIGURING dB's IN YOUR HEAD;
MANIPULATING NUMBERS EXPRESSED IN dB
Sometimes it's useful to be able to convert simple ratios into
dB values in your head. By memorizing a few common ratios
and their dB equivalents, you can quickly estimate the dB
equivalents for more complex ratios.
Ratios to Memorize for Power -Type Quantities:
The dB equivalent of a 2:1 ratio is +3 dB.
The dB equivalent of a 10:1 ratio is +10 dB.
The dB equivalent of a 1:2 ratio is -3 dB.
The dB equivalent of a 1:10 ratio is -10 dB.

*Noise specifications are often given in true dBm, and must
be interpreted as power -related dBm ratings.
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Where the Beach Boys
b0 t0 phy.

Brian, Carl, Dennis, Mike, and Al made music history working out of their
garage. Several years ago they pulled out of their driveway and built Brother
a studio they could feel just as comfortable in. A lot of hits have come out of the
place since, and it's now available to the music community in general.
Obviously the studio features the latest electronics. But the "extras," available
at no extra charge, make Brother like no other.
There's the organ played on most of the Beach Boys classics; A Joe Pollard
drum set designed especially for recording -six fiberglass concert toms and a large
bass; A Michael Pinder- designed mellotron -one of two in existence; Roto -toms;
A sound lab; A large screen video lounge; A playroom with pong, pinball, and
bumper pool; and a relaxed,creative atmosphere with personnel who enjoy working
with artists and organizing sessions.
And we're near the beach.

-

Brother. Have we got

a

place to play.

Brother Studio 1154 Fifth Street Santa Monica, Ca. 90401 213 451 -5433
for additional information circle no. 52
www.americanradiohistory.com
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sine waves of the same frequency which are perfectly in
phase (they do not have to be the same level). Similarly, any
two signals which have exactly the same wave -shape and
are exactly in phase are coherent. Any two signals which
bear no resemblance to each other are said to be non coherent. Thus the signals from two different microphones,
each with a different talker, are non -coherent. Two pink
noise signals from different generators are non -coherent.
Coherent signals (when not expressed in dB) can be added
directly, that is:
Sum X and Y = X + Y
Non -coherent signals must be added as follows:
Sum X and Y=.2/X'+Y'

Example #15:
What is the dB equivalent of a 4:1 power ratio?
We have already memorized that a 2:1 power ratio is
equivalent to +3 dB. We remember that to multiply two
numbers we simply add their logarithms (formula 17)). Since
4 is 2 x 2, we will add the dB equivalents (the logarithms) for a
2:1 ratio and a 2:1 ratio to get the dB equivalent of a 4:1 ratio.
Answer: a 4:1 power ratio is equivalent to +6 dB.
is the equivalent of a 20:1 power ratio?
20 = 10 x 2. Therefore we will add the dB equivalents (add
the logarithms) for a 10:1 ratio and a 2:1 ratio to get the dB
equivalent of a 20:1 ratio.
Answer: a 20:1 ratio is equivalent to +13 dB.

What

The signals from two loudspeakers can usually be
considered to be non -coherent. Thus, they can be added as
indicated in the chart of Figure 1.

Ratios to Memorize for Voltage of SPL -Type
Quantities:
The dB equivalent of a 2:1 ratio is +6 dB.
The dB equivalent of a 10:1 ratio is +20 dB.
The dB equivalent of a 1:2 ratio is -6 db.
The dB equivalent of a 1:10 ratio is -20 dB.

Example #17:
Find the total SPL level produced by two loudspeakers,
each producing 100 dB SPL.
Answer: From Figure 1, the total is 103 dB SPL.

Example #18:
Find the sum of +24 dB (12.3 volts) and +18 dB (6.16 volts)
if: a) the signals are coherent; b) they are non -coherent.
a) Coherent: 12.3 volts + 6.16 volts = 18.5 volts.
18.5 volts in dB = 20 log 18.5/0.775
Answer: +27.5 dB (18.5 volts).

Example #16:
What is the dB equivalent of a 4:1 voltage ratio?
Answer: a 4:1 voltage ratio is equivalent fo +12 dB.
(add the dB equivalents for 2:1 and 2:1 ratios.)
is the dB equivalent of a 20:1 voltage ratio?
20 = 10 x 2. Therefore we will add the dB equivalents
(add the logarithms) for a 10:1 ratio and a 2:1 ratio.
Answer: a 20:1 ratio is equivalent to +26 dB.

What

o
0

SUMMING LEVELS EXPRESSED IN dB
If we are asked to sum two levels expressed in dB, we
cannot simply add the two levels directly. We must either: 1)
convert each of the two dB levels back to their absolute
values, add the absolute values and convert back to dB or; 2)
add the two dB levels using a chart such as the one in Figure
below. Note that this chart should be used only to add SPL
levels, power levels or non -coherent voltage levels.

For a catalog and a list of over 60
dealers in the USA and Canada, contact
J. G. (Jay) McKnight at:

6
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Figure 1:
SUMMING SOUND LEVEL OUTPUT OF TWO LOUDSPEAKERS,
WHERE 'D' IS THEIR OUTPUT DIFFERENCE IN dB SPL.
'N' IS ADDED TO THE HIGHER LEVEL TO DERIVE TOTAL LEVEL.
(courtesy of Affect
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The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio
applications. In addition to the usual spot
frequency tapes, we make single -tone tapes,
rapid -swept frequency tapes, wideband or
1 /3rd octave -band pink random noise tapes
and difference -method azimuth -setup tapes.
Most are available from stock.

japeP \uxiv\tY
Mountain'V ew, CA' 94043
(415 ) 965-8187
Exclusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp, 0
New York, NY

7S
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N

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and
supported by experts in magnetic recording
and audio standardization ... we helped write
the standards. Each tape comes with
detailed instructions and application notes.

229

)

4

The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of
the quality control that goes into every MR L
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee
each one to exceed the performance
requirements of IEC, NAB, AES, and EIA
Standards.

Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc,
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Summing Coherent Signals, Summing Non -Coherent
Signals
The most common example of two coherent signals is two
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coherent: </ (12.3 volts)` + (6.16 volts)" = 13.8 volts
and 13.8 volts in dB (re: 0.775 volts) = +25.0 dB (13.8
volts)

b) Non

1/sin O = cosecant O or csc O= hypotenuse /opposite side
/cos O = secant O or sec O = hypotenuse /adajcent side
1/tan O = cotangent O or cot O = adjacent side /opposite
1

side

Note that Figure 1 predicts the answer for the non coherent case. In the coherent case, the sum is exactly twice
that predicted by Figure 1

TRIGONOMETRY REVIEW
Trigonometry is the study of triangles and all their
attributes. A triangle has three sides. If we draw a triangle,
we see that there are also three angles. The sum of these
angles is always 180 degrees. If we know two angles and the
length of a side of a triangle or two sides and one angle of a
triangle, we can calculate the other parts.

STANDARD TRIANGLES
a) There are a number of standard triangles. An
"isosceles" triangle has two equal sides and two equal
angles. An "equilateral" triangle has three equal sides and
three equal angles. A "right" triangle is any triangle with one
"right" angle (with one angle equal to exactly 90 degrees).
b) The right triangle is the most useful in sound system
design although the isosceles and equilateral triangles can
be helpful. The trigonometric functions: sine, cosine,
tangent, cosecant, secant, and cotangent, plus their inverse
functions: arcsine, arccosine, arctangent and so on can be
defined from a right triangle as follows:
sine O = opposite side /hypotenuse
abbreviation: sin O
cosine O = adjacent side /hypotenuse
abbreviation: cos O
tangent O = opposite side /adjacent side
abbreviation: tan O

c) The inverse

trigonometric functions are defined as

follows:
arcsin

x = sin -' x = The angle whose sin is x.
arccos x = cos-' x = The angle whose cos is x.
arctan x = tan -' x = The angle whose tan is x.

Note that sin -' x does not equal /(sin x). Thus the
notation sin -' x could be confusing, and it may be better to
use arcsin x instead.
1

PYTHAGORAS' THEOREM
Pythagoras' theorem for right triangles states that the
square of the length of the hypotenuse is equal tothe sum of
the squares of the lengths of the two sides:

H =Si +Sz
Thus,

H =

S;+ Si

FINDING TRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES
The easiest way to find the value of a trigonometric
function is to use a book of tables or your pocket calculator!
The definitions above give the trigonometric functions for
angles between 0 degrees and 90 degrees. For angles
between 90 degrees and 180 degrees, subtract the angle
from 180 degrees. For angles between 180 degrees and 270
degrees, subtract 180 degrees from the angle. For angles
between 270 degrees and 360 degrees, subtract the angle
from 360 degrees. Then calculate the function on the new,
smaller value and use the following chart to determine
whether the function is positive or negative.

IOCTM
The different overload indicator
A significan- departure from traditional overload indicators is the Input- Output Comparator (IOC) now
available on Crown D -150A and DC300A amplifiers. The IOC reports all
types of overload by telling the user
that the output waveform no longer
matches the input waveform. The IOC
is so sensitive riat overload and increased levels of distortion are reported before they are audible.
In the feedback system used in
Crown amplifiers, the input IC is
continually comparing input and output waveforms. `f there is a difference,
indicating a non- linearity in the amplifier, the input IC generates a correction signal.
If the output is distorted from
some cause other than overload (for
example, crossover distortion) the

correction signal will bring the output
waveform into compliance with the
input.
Overload, however, results from
some circuit component operating
teyond its linear range. The correction signal cannot change the characteristics of the component, so the input IC continues to generate a large
correction signal. This will happen regardless of the kind of overload
clipping, TIM or the activating of the
protection circuit by a defective load.
Crown amplifier design permits
safe, undistorted operation at very
high power levels into highly reactive
or low impedance systems. With this
in mind, it is obviously important to
the user to know when unusual operating conditions may threaten to affect the sound by even the slightest

-

Write today for complete
information about detecting overload
differently... with Crown.

amount. The IOC is highly sensitive
and detects distortion that is a great
deal less than the .05% THD and IMD
ratings of the D -150A and DC-300A.
The user is thus notified about distortion before it is audible. The usar also
knows that the Crown IOC is -eporting distortion of a music waveform,
not just a laboratory test signal. Optimum gain for the D -150A or DC -300A
in a specific system can be determined through observation of the IOC
display and attention to the system
level controls.
The IOC is available on all
Crown DC -300A and D -150A amps

manufactured after October, 1977.
Because of its value in any music reproduction system, a factory retrofit
is available for earlier units.

crown
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46514

for additional Information circle no. 54
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sin
Second Quadrant

First Quadrant

(90 degrees to 180 degrees)

(0 degrees to 90 degrees)

sine is positive
cosine is negative
tangent is negative

sine is positive
cosine is positive
tangent is positive

O.

(We could have used the cosine or tangent equations.)

sin

Third Quadrant

Fourth Quadrant

(180 degrees to 270 degrees)

(270 degrees to 360 degrees)

sine is negative
cosine is negative
tangent is positive

sine is negative
cosine is positive
tangent is negative

sin

O

3/5 therefore
= 4/5 therefore

=

arcsin 3/5 = 36.9°
4 = arcsin 4/5 = 53.1°

O

=

(Note: Most scientific calculators will do all this work for you;
just enter the angle and press the function.

Example #19:
sin 150° = sin (180° - 150 °) = sin 30° = 0.50
cos 195° = cos (195° - 180 °) = cos 15° = -0.97
since 195° is in the third quadrant
tan 310° = tan (360° - 310 °) = tan 50° = -1.19
since 310° is in the fourth quadrant

Fortunately, even though we often deal with angles
greater than 90 degrees, we seldom have to deal with their
trigonometric functions in sound system design. In sound
system design we almost always work with right triangles,
and an occasional isosceles triangle, and the angles in these
triangles are 90 degrees or less.
Example #20:
A certain right triangle has a hypotenuse of 5', and two
sides of 3' and 4'. Draw the triangle and find the angles.
To find the angles, we use the original equations defining

Example #21:
A certain right triangle has a hypotenuse of 17' and one
angle = 23.5 °. Find the other angle and the length of the two
sides.
Since one angle of a right triangle must be 90 °, and one of
the other angles is given as 23.5 °, the third angle can be
found by simple subtraction.
O = 180° - (90° + 23.5°) = 66.5°
To find the lengths of the two sides, we use the equations
for the definition of sin and cos:
sin 23.5° = X/17; therefore X = 17 sin 23.5° X = 6.78'
cos 23.5° = Y/17; therefore Y = 17 cos 23.5° Y = 15.6'
If we had used the 66.5° angle as a reference, instead of
the 23.5° angle, the answers would have been the same,
although the sin and cos would have been reversed as
follows:
cos 66.5° = X /17 and sin 66.5° = Y/17

103 19 ALL NEW Technics
professional audio products
in stock at

RAMKO RESEARCH!
units a run for their money. Power amplifiers,
parametric equalizers and a series of studio
monitor speakers that will astound you with
their amazingly faithful reproduction.
Panasonic pulled out all stops on their
research and development program for this
series. Undoubtably, with the performance,
quality, and reasonable prices exhibited by
this audio gear the "Technics" name will be a
major consideration in your future

Just introduced! Turntables, reel to
reel recorders, portable and fixed
cassette R/P units, power amps,
parametric equalizers, tuners
and speakers.
The RS1500 reel to reel recorder that
outperforms anything in its class. A new
turntable, SL -1500 MK2, designed specifically
for the broadcaster. A new portable cassette
unit that gives the best portable reel to reel

purchasing decisions,
Whatever your needs, RAMKO RESEARCH
offers a full line of the highest quality audio
equipment available. Turntables, Tape
Cartridge machines, a wide variety of
distribution, mic, line, power and turntable
preamps. Cassette record /play units & reel
to reel recorders. And of course the most
advanced broadcast consoles in the industry.
If it's for the studio we have it.
Write or call collect today for our newest
catalog and further information on the all new
Technics "Professional series" audio equipment. You'll be dollars and performance ahead.

RAMKO RESEARCH

11355 "A" Folsom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670
(916) 635 -3600
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A SOUND SYSTEM APPLICATION
A rectangular room has dimensions of40' high by 68' wide
by 74' long. What is the coverage angle at the back of the
room?
First we build an imaginary platform 4' above the floor
(about head height) and aim our horn at that platform.
From the drawing, we find that line A is the hypotenuse of
a right triangle with sides equal to the height (now 36') and
length of the room.
We can now find A from pythagoras' theorem:
A =
H2 + LZ
362 + 742 = 82.3 feet
To find B, we draw the triangle shown. Since it is an
isosceles triangle, we can divide it into two right triangles
using the line A, just calculated, as the center line.
We know the length of the two sides, and the right angle in
each of these triangles, therefore, we can calculate the
remaining information as follows:

=/

-

tan 0/2

=

(W/2)/A

or

B=2x20.0°=40.0°

0/2

=

-

-

W

60

-

arctan (W/2)/A

Part 2 of this review will cover basic electrical circuit
analysis techniques including Ohm' s law, voltage and
current division, parallel and series impedance calculations
and soon. Part 2 also presents a method of modeling many of
the devices we use in sound systems with simple, electrical
circuits using resistors and voltage sources. From these
models, we will find that we can analyze the progression of
signal levels in a sound system with a minimum of
calculations and a maximum of accuracy.

OEM Pricing as low as $1,

If that's what you're after, you need TRANS-AMP.
It outclasses the very best of Op-Amps in essen-

tially EVERY parameter important to the clean
reproduction of music, by an ORDER OF MAGNITUDE:
TRANS-AMP's input is t7u1y balanced, and is optimized for TRANSPORMULLMS coupling to audio
impedance levels
including MICIHONES:
That's important, in fact crucial to transparent
audio reproduction.
For unbalanced applications, one TRANS -AMP may
be used as two independant amplifiers.
Partial Specifications

@ 150 ohm source
(Balanced Input)

N.F.

EIN IA 10 ohm source
(Unbalanced input)
Eff. Gain /Bandwidth

-- -139d5v

--

500MHz
25v fusee

Slew Rate

RR

100dB

Minimum Stable Gain

Unity

A TRANS -AMP EVVALUATION KIT is available so you
can convince yourself. Please enclose $35 with
your order.

Valley People, Inc.
615 -383 -4737

P.

O. Box 40306

2821 Erica Place
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CONSOLE

NOISE SPECIFICATIONS
(Part 2)

by

Paul C. Buff

Allison Research
My article "Console Noise Specifications
1977 R -e/p), raised
.

.. Fact or Fiction" (Dec.

some strong controversy, as to the validity
of certain methods of specifying equivalent
input noise or E.I.N.
While the article was extremely well
received, many readers have expressed a
degree of bewilderment over my rather firm
statement that E.I.N. figures beyond -124.8
dBme are fantasy. This bewilderment is
certainly justified, in view of the almost
universal notion that -130 dBme is the
theoretical minimum noise level for mike
pre -amps.
In one case, it was suggested to me that
one of the formulas (thermal noise power =
4KTB) which I used in proving my case, was
in error, since some previous authors had
stated that thermal noise power = KTB.
Now, out of courtesy to those I may have
left bewildered, and to those who may doubt
the validity of the formulas presented, it
seems necessary to take a more scientific
approach in examining the origin and the
validity of my statements, as well as the
statements with which I take issue.
The intent of this paper is to offer
undisputable proof, which may be verified,
not only on paper, but on real equipment, by
actual measurement.

ASSUMPTIONS
It is first assumed that the term E.I.N.,
when expressed in the notations dBm, or
dBme, means what is implied, to wit:
1. A noise power, relative in decibels to
.775 vrms, across 600 ohms (1 mw), which
appears to be located at the input of the
amplifier, or other device, under test or
specification.
2. This equivalent input noise power is
presumed to exist with the amplifier or other
device, at its normal operating temperature
and terminated in the same fashion, as it will
be operated in, with the following exception:
A. A resistor of equal value, to the
specified input source, may be
substituted for the actual transducer,

during measurement, for the

preclusion of acoustic noise effects.
The E.I.N. rating of an amplifier is

3.

assumed to be directly applicable in the
computation of what signal -to -noise ratio
might be expected from a transducer of
known output level and impedance.
It is further assumed that the specified
E.I.N. should be capable of measurement,
on real devices, with real test equipment and
should not be the result of processes
provable only with imaginary parameters.
E.I.N. IN BRIDGING AMPLIFIERS
Since modern microphone pre- amplifiers
are, by generic classification, bridging
amplifiers, offering little or essentially no

load to the transducer, it would be

misleading to define the equivalent input
noise power as that present in said load. (If
this were the norm for specification, the

Valley People Trans -Amp" could
legitimately be defined as having an E.I.N. of
-157 dBme, due to its high (100 K) input
bridging impedance.) It is then assumed that
when the E.I.N. of a bridging amplifier is

stated

terms of power, it refers to that
power level which exists in the source /load
combination, i.e., that power which exists at
the input terminals. Remember, the implied
meaning of E.I.N. power: Equivalent Noise
in

Power at the amplifier input.

THERMAL NOISE VOLTAGE
The universally accepted formula for the
thermally generated noise voltage across
any electrical conductor, or resistor, is:
KTRB, where:
Boltzmans constant, 1.38 x 10 -23
Absolute temperature in degrees

ET2 = 4

K =

T =
kelvin

Resistance in ohms
Absolute bandwidth in Hz
It is important to note that the voltage
thus expressed is a function of the square
root of the resistance. This is due to the fact
that the electron agitation throughout the
physical resistor is non -coherent, or
random, or "not in phase".
It is the non- coherency of thermal
electron stimulation, which precludes the
physical size, or number of series /parallel
resistor combinations from affecting the
outcome of the formula.
R =

B =
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Thus, a single particle of material whose

terminal resistance equals 600 ohms,
produces the same thermal noise voltage
and power, as a cubic foot of resistors
whose series /parallel combination yields a
terminal resistance equal to 600 ohms.
THERMAL NOISE POWER
There are two valid formulas for thermal
noise power. Both are provable (which I
shall do below), and both have their
applications. It is unfortunate that at some
point in time, some misinformed soul chose
the wrong one (the more attractive one, of
course), in the specification of his
equipment. What is more unfortunate, is the
fact that instead of correcting the mistake,
subsequent manufacturers and "audio
experts" simply followed suit, either out of a
mental inability to comprehend their own
specifications, or out of simple passiveness.
Keep in mind that I do not include the entire
industry in these allegations
only the
guilty ones.
The applications of the two formulas are
as follows:
1. PT = KTB is applicable in the illusionary
process of calculating the amount of power
which may be unilaterally transferred from a
thermally excited resistor to an imaginary,
noiseless resistor of like value.
2. PT = 4KTB is applicable in the real
process of determining the power level
which exists within a thermally excited
resistor.

...

PROOF OF PT

= KTB
Since the process to which the formula
PT = KTB applies is one of conversion of
thermal energy to electrical energy, with the
subsequent distribution of said electrical
energy to a previously non -energized load,
the thermally activated resistor must be
classified as a heat engine. As such, the
mechanism is governed by the second law of
thermodynamics, which states:
1. Heat energy may not be converted to
work energy, unless the heat energy is made
to flow from a high temperature source to a

... continued
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"UNCOMPLICATED "CONCEPT

This concept involves Allison

Research's 65K Programmer.

It

does not involve any other peripheral equipment.
You simply
plug one end into your API,
Harrison, Helios, Multi -Track,
Sphere, or Trident console and
plug the other end into the
You are now ready to
wall.
automate: COST:
$4,246.00
(for 32 channels)

Maybe that's why about 90% of all
automated consoles use allison automation!
www.americanradiohistory.com

allison
research, inc.
2817 Erica Place P.O. Box 40288
Nashville, Tennessee 37204
Dial (615) "ALLISON" or (615) 385 -1760

low temperature sink.
2. The portion of heat energy which may

be converted to work energy (efficiency) is
governed by the theoretical Carnot Cycle,
which states that:

A. Efficiency

-

-

THI
TLO
THI

THI = The absolute temperature of the

heat source
TLO = The absolute temperature of the
heat sink

Thus governed, a thermally excited
resistor (source) may not convert heat

energy into electrical energy and unilaterally
transfer that electrical energy to a second
resistor (load), in a circuit wherein both
source and load are in thermal equilibrium.
A circuit which could perform that function
would enable one to heat up a resistor by the
simple expedient of connecting it across a
second resistor. This, of course, would
constitute a perpetual motion machine.
Hence, the unilateral concept of source to
load transfer for thermal noise power is
disqualified in equal temperature systems.
The requirement for proof of PT = KTB,
which demands that the load resistor be
noiseless, defines the temperature of the
load resistor, by use of the formula Ere = 4
KTB, as being zero degrees kelvin (absolute
zero).
The requirement that the resistance of
the load resistor be finite and equal to that of
the source resistor is impossible to meet at
absolute zero temperature.
Hence, the whole process is illusionary
and has no practical value in real systems.
Nevertheless, I will conduct a proof of the
illusionary formula PT = KTB.

PROOF OF PT = KTB
Source R1
(Real 150 ohm)

S1

Load R2
(Illusionary)
150 ohm

2. With S1 closed, the voltage is divided
equally across R1 and R2. The voltage
appearing across R2, then, equals 1.115 x
10-7 vrms, or -136.8 dBv.
3. The power level which now exists in R2
may be calculated by ohms law (P = E2 /R)
and will calculate to be 8.27 x 10-17 watts, or
-130.8 dBme. The formula is thus proven,
though it has no practical application.
Some proponents of the real world use of
the PT = KTB formula will argue its validity
by stating that no power can exist in a circuit
unless said power is delivered to a load. This
theory would offer some credibility if a
resistor could be literally taken to be a
voltage generator in series with a resistor.
Such, as I shall proceed to prove, is not the
case. As a matter of physical fact, a resistor
is a load whose electrons may be stimulated
to a given level of power by the application of
heat. The fact that the stated level of power
exists within the physical body of the
resistor may be attested to by noting that
the resistor ultimately becomes as warm as
the heat source to which it is subjected.

Thus, the source of power is not the
resistor, or a mysterious internal voltage
generator. Power is supplied to the resistor,
from its surroundings, via the thermal
conduction process.

Once the resistor reaches thermal
equilibrium with its surroundings, the
unilateral transfer of power cannot
continue, lest the resistor become hotter
than the applied source of heat. This
concept, of course, is easily proven by the
second law of thermodynamics, as well as
by the use of common sense.

However, a random, bilateral transfer of

energy continues to exist between the
physical parts of the resistor as well as

between the resistor and the heat source. It
is this random, but predictable rate of
energy transfer (power) which is heard as
white noise in the speakers, and which may
be calculated by use of the formula PT =
4KTB.

Once the reader

is

satisfied that the

power actually exists within the physical
resistor, its magnitude may be calculated by
measuring the voltage across the resistor
and applying ohms law (P = E2/R).

Figure

1

Model For Illusionary Power Transfer Theory

PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF
THERMAL NOISE POWER
PROOF OF PT = 4KTB
must first be considered that a resistor
element, but rather is a lattice
network of microscopic particles, each of
which, if isolated, may be properly termed a
whole resistor.
Thus, a 150 ohm resistor may be broken
in half, with the physical result being two
whole 75 ohm resistors, or two whole 300
ohm resistors, depending on which plane it
is broken in. What we term a resistor, is
It

Assuming that K = Boltzmans constant
(1.38 x 10 -23), T = 300° kelvin (80.6°F) and B
= a 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth, a
mathematical solution of the formula PT =
KTB will show PT (Thermal Noise Power) to
be 8.27 x 10-17 watts, or -130.8 dBme. This
is the amount of power delivered to the
illusionary load resistor R2.
In modeling the KTB formula, (Figure 1),
Rl is assumed to be a voltage generator with
an internal impedance of 150 ohms. The
voltage generated by R1 is assumed to be
governed by the formula ET2 = 4KTRB.
1. With S1 open, the voltage across Rl
calculates to be 2.23 x 10 -7 volts rms, or
-130.8 dBv.

is not a single

assumption that a resistor consists of two
parallel components. (The same proof may
be made with more complex arrangements
I have chosen a two component model
for ease of explanation.)

-

R1

300 ohm
(Real)

-

r-'

S1

R2 -

300 ohm
(Real)

r

A

Figure

2

Model For Real Thermal Noise Power

In referring to Figure 2, one may make
any of the following assumptions:
1. R1 and R2 are two separate resistors to
be connected in parallel to form one 150
ohm resistor.
2. R1 and R2 are two halves of a broken
150 ohm resistor to be rejoined.
3. Rl and R2 are two of an infinite number
of resistive particles within the lattice
network of a physical resistor.
It is assumed that both Rl and R2, in their
isolated form, are represented as voltage
generators, having internal impedances of
300 ohms each.
It is further assumed that each voltage
generator will produce a random voltage as
dictated by the accepted formula E72 =
4KTRB.
With Sl open, assuming a temperature of
300 °K (80.6 °F) and a 20 Hz to 20 kHz
bandwidth, each generator will produce an
rms voltage of 3.15 x 10 -7v, or -127.8 dBv.
The two voltages will be non-coherent, with

respect to one another.
When S1 is closed, a complete circuit will
exist, in that each generator will cause
current to flow through both resistors. This
current flow will cause the voltage produced
by each generator to be divided equally,
with one half being dropped across each
resistor.
In looking at the distribution of voltages
separately, it may be stated that the voltage
produced at the meter terminals, as a result
of generator A (R1) will equal 1.575 x
10-7vrms, while generator B (R2) produces
an equal, but non -coherent, meter terminal
voltage of 1.575 x 10-7vrms. The accepted
formula for the summation of non -coherent
voltages is Etotal2 = Ei2 +E22+En2. Thus the
summation of the two non -coherent
voltages appearing at the meter terminals is
equal to 2.228 x 10-7vrms, or -130.8 dBv.
Since Rl and R2 are paralleled when S2 is
closed, they are in fact, one physical resistor
of 150 ohms resistance, which has a terminal
voltage of 2.228 x 10- 7vrms. The preceeding

actually an infinite series /parallel

paragraphs have shown that, indeed,
current flow exists within the physical

particles.

E2 /R)

arrangement of microscopic resistive

In order to prove the existence of power
within a thermally activated resistor, as well
as to prove the validity of the formula PT =

4KTB, let us make the simplified

R-e/p84
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confines of the resistor. Thus, ohms law (P=
may be employed to calculate a power
level of 3.31 x 10-13mw, or -124.8 dBme,
within the resistor.
If the reader wishes to exercise his
calculator, he (she) will find the same power

level to exist with any number of
resistor /voltage generators of any
resistance, arranged in any lattice network
which allows current flow. He (she) will also
arrive at the same answer if magnitudes of
current flow are calculated, or if the power
levels of the individual resistor particles are
summed.
Certainly, one also cannot argue that the
individual particles of a physical resistor are
not arranged in the series/parallel lattice
network required for the internal flow of

current.
Thus, it is proven that the power level
within any resistor, at room temperature
and over a 19,980 Hz bandwidth, is 3.31 x
or -124.8 dBme.
Since the solution of the formula PT =
4KTB also indicates 3.31 x 10 -13mw, when
applied to any resistor at the same
temperature and bandwidth, its validity is
also proven.
I believe, then, that I have undisputably
shown that the equivalent input noise power
of any electronic device cannot be less than
-124.8 dBme (3.31 x 20- 13mw), when
10 -13mw,

operating at room temperature, and
measured over a 20 Hz to 20 kHz
bandwidth.

In regard to the second law of
thermodynamics, this power level which
exists within the resistor is bilateral, or give
and take, between the individual particles
and the surrounding heat source and is a
part of the process which causes good
electrical conductors to be good heat
conductors. While the long term integration
of thermal noise power must add up to zero

(in accord with the second law of
thermodynamics), a point by point analysis
will yield a random (white noise) noise
power of the magnitude indicated by the
formula PT = 4KTB. This noise power, when
connected to the input of an amplifier, will
make an output noise of exactly the same
magnitude as if a signal source of -124.8
dBme were connected to the input instead.
Case closed.

SUMMARY
Since a mircophone pre -amplifier is
generically a bridging amplifier, or voltage
responsive device, its equivalent input noise
should, to be entirely correct about it, be
stated in terms of noise voltage at a specified
impedance (dBv), or as noise figure (the
amount of noise added to that existing in the
source).
If such an amplifier's E.I.N. is stated as
power (dBm or dBme), that power should
be the real (not illusionary) power which
effectively appears to be located at its input
terminals, in actual use conditions. This
properly defined E.I.N. power level cannot
be less than -124 dBme over a 20 Hz to 20

kHz bandwidth.
A statement of E.I.N. power less than
-124.8 dBme indicates that the specified
E.I.N. relates to other than in use conditions
and must, if it is to be of any value to the
user, be accompanied by a formal statement
of what is actually implied by the
specifications.

The Tangent Model 3216 Professional Recording Console. Take
look at the specifications and the price ... you won't find any
other consoles in the world that compare with Tangent.

Great specs and reasonable prices
SPEC FICATI ONS
I

Total Harmonic Distortion
(1 kHz, +20dB output)

.

.

finally available together!
PRICES
Eight channels in a sixteen .
channel mainframe
.

Intermodulation Distortion
( +20 dB output)
Signal -to-Noise
(Equivalent Input Noise)
Frequency Response
(± dB)

.004%

...

.004%
-128 dB

10 Hz -65 kHz

.i

.

.

5,580

Sixteen -channel mainframe,

8,940

filled
Sixteen channels in
channel mainframe

twenty-four

a
.

.

.

.

9,540

Twenty -four- channel mainframe,

filled

12,900

1

These are typical specifications
measured by MODERN RECORDING
in the "Hands -On Report ", October
1977. The unit reviewed was a

Model 1202, which the Model 321E
surpasses with even cleaner and

Twenty -four channels in a thirty 13,500
.
two-channei mainframe
mainframe,
-two-channel
Thirty
16,860
filled
.

quieter performance.

Tangent

... clean sound that won't clean your pockets.
musical
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2810 South 24th Street / (602) 267 -0653
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

MCI DEALERS ARE LOCATED

THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES AND
THE ENTIRE WORLD...
durability and reliability for prolonged
periods of use.
Model 2345, a compact radial horn unit,
produces a sound distribution pattern of 90
degrees horizontal and 40 degrees vertical.
Output through these angles diminishes no
more than 6 dB relative to output on axis.
The additional ultra -high frequency
loudspeaker built into the 4663 is
engineered to deliver exceptional clarity and
accuracy of overtones above 8 kHz. The
unit consists of a compression driver and
integral diffraction horn, which will provide
efficient reproduction and wide dispersion
at the extreme high end of the audio
spectrum.
Both systems feature the 3110 frequency
dividing network, which provides 800 Hz

crossover between the bass and horn
compression drivers. The 4663 is also
JBL INTRODUCES THREE
NEW SOUND REINFORCEMENT
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
The JBL 4662 (two -way) and 4663 (three way) reinforcement loudspeaker systems
are said to provide high acoustic output and
high power handling capability while
producing uniform and accurate sound over
a controlled dispersion pattern.
Rugged and reliable, they are designed for
either indoor or outdoor applications.
Outdoors, both systems will produce 100
dB at 5 m (16.4 feet) when driven at their
rated power of 125 watts continuous sine
wave. A pair of systems can produce up to 6
dB more SPL than a single unit, as well as
improving peak power capabilities. SPL will
be even greater when the systems are used

indoors.
The two-way 4662 delivers outstanding
performance from 40 Hz to 9 kHz; the three
way 4663 extends the top end performance
to beyond 20 kHz.
Bass is provided by the 380-m (15 -inch) K
130 loudspeaker, which reproduces the rich
fundamental tones of lead or rhythm guitar,
electric piano, organ and vocals. Energized
by a 5.4-kg (12 pound) Anico V magnet, the
loudspeaker also features a 100 -m (4 -inch)
edgewound aluminum ribbon voice coil.
Close construction and precise tolerances
of the assembly concentrate a magnetic field
of 1.2 T (12,000 gauss).
The low frequency section of both the
4662 and 4663 have an exponential horn
flare designed for high efficiency about 90
Hz and are reflex loaded for extended bass
response, to 40 Hz.
-

equipped with a 3106 network for the high to
ultra -high frequency transitions at 8 kHz.
The cabinet is an adaption of the basic
model used by most sound touring
companies. The enclosures are constructed
of 7 -ply 16 -mm (5/8 ") plywood, and baffle
panels are fitted with 14 -20 threaded T -nuts
to facilitate loudspeaker mounting.
The 4662 and 4663 enclosure dimensions
are 36 inches x 30 inches x 23 -7/8 inches
deep. The 4662 weighs 60 kg (132 lbs.) and
the 4663 weighs 64 kg (140 lbs.).
The enclosures are finished in utility
black.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND
8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329
213/893 -8411
for additional Information circle no. 59

ONE -THIRD OCTAVE SOUND
LEVEL AND REVERBERATION
ANALYZER ANNOUNCED
BY INOVONICS
In the real -time mode, the Model 500
Acoustic Analyzer displays wideband or
weighted sound pressure levels in each 1/3
octave from 25 Hz to 20 kHz on a 13 by 31
LED matrix display with either peak or

selectable averaging response. The

reference level, which is indicated on a
digital readout, can be varied manually over
a 100 dB range in 1 dB steps, or the unit will
seek a proper reference level automatically.
The range (resolution) of the matrix display
can be set by the user.
In the RT6o mode, the unit displays
reverberation time up to 10 seconds with 10

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.
Nashville, TN 37212; (615) 256 -6900
Richardson, TX 75081; (214) 238 -0605
(Dallas office)
Florence, AL 35630; (205) 766 -6624
(Muscle Shoals office)
AUDIO INDUSTRIES CORP.
Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 851 -4111
AUDIO TECHNIQUES, INC.
Stamford, CT 06902; (203) 359 -2312
AUSTIN PROFESSIONAL AUDIO, INC.
Austin, TX 78701; (512) 477 -3706

MILAM AUDIO CORPORATION
Pekin, IL 61554; (309) 346-3161

PACIFIC RECORDERS and
ENGINEERING CORPORATION
San Diego, CA 92121; (714) 453 -3255
SOUND 80, INC.
Minneapolis, MN 55406; (612) 721 -6341
WORLD ELECTRONICS, INC.
N. Miami Beach, FL 33160;
(305) 949-8918
I

N T E R N A

T

I

O N A L

GERMANY (WESTI

-R. BARTH

KG,

Hamburg; (49 -40) 229 -8883

HOLLAND -PIETER BOLLEN
Eindhoven; 040-512777
BELGIUM -DELTA EQUIPMENT S.A.
Brussels; (011 -32 -2) 376-6034
ENGLAND -MCI (Professional Studio
Equipment) LTD.
London; (011 -44 -1) 388 -7887
FRANCE -STUDIO EQUIPMENT S.A.
Paris; (011 -33 -1) 647 -6401
SPAIN -SINGLETON PRODUCTIONS
Barcelona; (011 -34 -3) 228 -3800
SWEDEN- TAL OCH TON A.B.
Goteborg; 031 -13 02 05, 13 02 16
CANADA-CHROMACORD CORP.
Lachine, Quebec; (514) 636 -8183

MEXICO -AUDIO Y CONSULTORIA
Mexico 11, D.F.; (905) 584 -2713
ARGENTINA-PLATTEN S.R.L.
Buenos Aires; 31 -7286

COLOMBIA-INGESON LTDA.
Bogota; 43 -60 -44

REMAINING SOUTH and
CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRIES

-H.O. Schleusner Estemac Peruana, S.A.
Lima, Peru; 45 -55 -30

AUSTRALIA -KLARION ENTERPRISES
PTY. LTD
South Melbourne; (011 -61 -3)
NEW

61 -3801

ZEALAND -CEPAK AUTOMATION

LTD.
Wellington; (011 -64) 736 -898
JAPAN- CONTINENTAL FAR EAST, INC.

Tokyo; (011 -81 -3) 583 -8451
KOREA -AUDIO SUPPLY COMPANY
Seoul, PO Box 46, Ma -Po Post Office
REPUBLIC of SOUTH AFRICA
-VITAPHONE (PTY) LTD.
Johannesburg; 22- 2067/22 -0665
WEST INDIES -PROFESSIONAL SOUND
EQUIPMENT LTD.
Kingston 11, Jamaica; 93 -39138
PUERTO RICO -HOPE, BENNETT,
BLACKBURN, INC.
Old San Juan; (809) 725 -8668

AA\u\t\

The model 2461 high frequency

compression driver generates high sound
pressure levels, while providing clear, crisp
and natural reproduction of voice or
instrumentals. The magnetic assembly is

Professional Recording Equipment

4007 Northeast 6th Avenue,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA 33334
Phone (305) 566 -2853 / Telex 51 -4362

heavy cast iron and the diaphragm

contained in this loudspeaker is constructed
of pheonolic- impregnated linen, ensuring
R -e /p 86
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REPRINTED COURTESY OF BILLBOARD MAGAZINE
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l3rancl usage Survey
This special Billboard survey of recording studio equipment usage was compiled from questionnaires returned by 569 U.S. studios from June through August 1977. Though this is a representative portion, it does not necessarily reflect the exact total situation in the U.S. Studios not available
for custcm recording or mastering and studios not providing brand name information have been
exclude°. The charts show the leading brands of various types of standard equipment. The calculations for most types of equipment are a weighted figure based on both the number of studios
using the equipment and on the total number of items as reported to us.

Tape Recorder:

Consoler

Hrplif ierr -- Monilor

(Fewer than 16 tracks)

Custom

14.5%

MCI

14.3%
8.6%

Tascam

7%

Crown

St%
i

Ampex

15.6%

Scully

19.9%

McIntosh

5.1%

Dynaco
Teac

7.7%

b.3%

Sony

6.0%

Spectra Sonics

4.6%

Auditronics

4.6%

MCI

5.2%

BGW

4.4%

Neve

4.3%

3M

4.7%

Phase Linear

3.7%

Electrodyne

2.8%

Revox

4.4%

Altec

2.4%

Langevin

2.8%

All others

Marantz

2.3%

Spectra Sonics

2.6%

Opamp

2.0%

Quad -Eight

2.0%

Harrison

1.9%

Audio Designs

1.8%

RCA

1.7%

Sphere

1.6%

API

q

19.2%

ti

2.3%
20.6%

filicrophone.
Neumann
Electro-Voice
Shure

In

AKG

Sony

All others
Senn heiser
RCA

Tape Recorder:'

Beyer

(16 or more tracks)

Altec

consoles, MCI is the No. 1
manufacturer in the U.S.
VIn 16 tracks or more, MCI
is the No. 1 manufacturer
in the U.S.
VAND NOW, MCI ANNOUNCES IT WILL BECOME THE
NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF
8 -TRACK RECORDERS...

>a

Ampex

23.3%

3M

23.2%

Scully

10.2%

Studer

3.1%

All others

3.9%

9.4%
6.8%
6.3%

3.9%
3.9%

i3%

MCI

14.7%

Telefunken

3.7%
All others

3.5%

*NOTE: Tape Recorders calculations are
based on 460 returns. Cartridge or Cassette
Units may be included

Gately

All others

1

3.0%

19.7%

FOR MCI DEALER NEAREST YOU, ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, SEE LISTING AT LEFT

V

`

THE STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT

4007 N.E. 6th Avenue / Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33334 / U.S.A. / (305) 566 -2853 / Telex 51 -4362 MCI FT L
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ms resolution for either 15 or 30 dB decay.
The actual decay plot is graphed on the LED
matrix, and reverberation time shown on

the digital display.
The Model 500 is equipped with

a

built -in

pink noise generator that produces
broadband noise for response measurement or octave -band noise for reverberation analysis. Other features include a
keyboard control panel for simplified data
entry, two independent memories, data and
oscilloscope outputs, and a choice of
microphone or line input.
The Model 500 Acoustic Analyzer lists for
$2,750.00. Dealer inquiries are invited.

INOVONICS, INC.
503 -B VANDELL WAY
CAMPBELL, CA 95008

the very best Studio
Construction available ...
usually wears nail bags carries hammer and tape
- drives crew very hard
and smiles all the while ! !
For

Occasionally, he's caught
looking at plans. Is also
known for doing work all
over North America, giving
firm estimates, exacting
dates of completion and
No

The input modules feature
conductive platic slide fader,

monitor send control, 2 cue sends, solo
button which allows stereo panning when
engaged, a mike /line switch, program /sync
switch, and a attenuation switch of -10 or

The Studer Tape Lock System 2000

is a

universally applicable synchronization
system with a wide range of applications. It
can be used both for the synchronization of
professional Studer multi -channel machines
of the Studer A80 type (audio-audio) and for
synchronizing a Studer A80 multi -track
machine through a video recorder (audio video).

fantastic

!

!

Lic. No. 238315

cue returns,

2

two -track

The console is completely modular,
painting and silkscreening to Class A
specifications, 8 submaster meters, 2 stereo
meters, and for easy and convenient wiring
and patching, barrier strip connections are
located on the rear of the console.
Specifications: Mike input impedance 150
ohms balanced, line input impedance 10
kohms, signal -to -noise -72 dB, output level
(normal) +4 dBm above 0 VU, maximum
output level +20 dBm, headroom +16 dBm,

equivalent input noise -127 dBm.

Dimensions: Width 38 ", depth 37", height
71/2" at rear.
Price: $,6,500.00, F.O.B. factory.
The SMPTE time code is used as the

electrical link between the units being
synchronized, and is recorded on an audio
or cue track.
Any make of equipment can be used as
master in conjunction with the Studer Tape
Lock System 2000 as long as it has the ability
to read the code.

STUDER REVOX AMERICA
1819 BROADWAY
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
615/329 -9567
for additional information circle no. 63

SPECK SP800C

RUDOLF A. BREUER
805 / 273-3792

2

playback controls, 2 echo returns, and self
contained microphone.

!

Call for information and details

-20 dB.
The output section contains everything
needed to do a professional and efficient
recording session, from the stereo master
fader to the 8 submaster level controls. It
also includes stereo control room and
studio level controls, cue 1 and cue 2 level
controls each of which can be soloed, slate
and talk buttons with level control, 2 cue

prompts,

:

trail of 'Happy
Customers', and is easy to
follow ... and his prices are

a 41/2"
3 band

STUDER INTRODUCES NEW
SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM

guilty of con structing the following

He leaves a

knob

parametric equalization, 8/16 track
assignment buttons, post echo send,

He pleads

Record Plant, Los Angeles
Studio C
Century 21, Winnipeg,
Canada, new studio
Sound Interchange
Toronto, Canada
new studio
Superscope, San Fernando
California, new studio
Chicago Recording Company
Chicago, Illinois, Studios 1, 2
and 3
Bill Szymczyk's Bayshore
Recording Studios, Inc.,
Coconut Grove, Florida,
new studio
Group Four, Hollywood, Calif.
KBK Earth City Studios
St. Louis, Missouri
Another addition for Village
Recorders, Los Angeles, Calif.

6

408/374 -8300
for additional Information circle no. 62

BULL!!

studios

also work well with semi -professional tape
machines.

The SP800C is a 16 input 16/8 output,
stereo out console which can easily be
expanded to 24 track operation by the
addition of the Speck 01 or 02 options. The
SP800C was primarily designed to operate
with MCI, 3M, Stevens, Ampex and other
professional multi -track recorders, but will

www.americanradiohistory.com

SPECK ELECTRONICS
5642 LANKERSHIM BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
213/769 -7090
for additional Information circle no. 64

BEYER DYNAMIC
CONDENSER SERIES
Beyer Dynamic announes the availability
of its 48V Phantom Powered Condenser
Series. Consisting of one preamp/shaft

-+1

4

(HV710) and four interchangeable head
capsules (CK711 -714), the system is
designed to give maximum versatility. The
capsules include two omnidirectional and
two cardioid patterns, with one of each
pattern incorporating a windscreen. For
those who don't have access to a 48V line,
Beyer provides external power supplies for
both balanced and unbalanced operation.
Also available is a lapel clip -on condenser
(MC715) and its associated 18V power
supply (MSB18).

Beyer will introduce two shotgun
attachments in the near future, and will add

further accessories to satisfy the
requirements of their customers.

BEYER DYNAMIC
155 MICHAEL DRIVE
SYOSSET, NY 11791

516/364 -1900
for additional information circle no.
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MCI 3- SPEED, ONE INCH
8 TRACK RECORDER INTRODUCED
Using the same series JH -110A transport
as the time -proven MCI 24 and 16 track 2"
machines, the new Model JI-I -110A /8HP
was developed as a scaled down version for
8 track applications where quality and track
conformity cannot be compromised, but
where budget is a consideration. The
JH110A /8HP records 8 tracks on one inch
tape at 7.5, 15, or 30 ips.

nl

When you want a really clean, sweet -sounding /.
delay for your lead vocals and instrumentals ...and

professional quality equipment that works reliably
month after month and gig after gig ...call us.

Our stereo 102 -S is both versatile and
exciting to use. Two independent delay lines in a
single chassis. Couple them with ourVCO module
and you get special effects like you never had before. Vibrato, doubling with time delay and pitch shift
time delay panning, doppler shift and a whole lot more.

Oursingle-channel, two- output Model
superb for multi- tracking, ambience enhancement and echo send with sound just as clean as
the 102 -S. Its low cost, reliability and portability makes it ideal
both for studios and entertainers.
92

The DC servo systems for tape handling
as well as the crystal controlled capstan

servo systems are identical to those used in
the most advanced professional systems
available.
Automatic monitor switching from Cue
(sync) mode to Input mode when going into
RECORD makes overdubbing and editing
simple. Punch -in and punch -out noise has
been virtually eliminated.
Plug -in interchangeable cards make

is

Write on your letterhead for AN -3, our 24 -page application note and
demo record on a wide array of audio effects achievable by delay processing.

exicon

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891 -6790

Export Gotham Export Corporation, New York. New York

for additional information circle no. 66
www.americanradiohistory.com

F

w

servicing simple and convenient.
Performance specifications are as rigid as
any multi -track system available.
A return -to -zero (JH136) tape position
locator is included in the basic unmounted
unit cost of $8,200.00. The cabinet is an
extra option.

MCI, INC.
4007 N.E. 6TH AVENUE
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33334
305/566 -2853

basis of the input filter information.
Unvoiced sound can be restored with a
noise source provided by the Vocoder,
which also contains a 0 to 1 kHz pulse -wave
instruments, and designed to enhance live performance capabilities of the device.
Vocoder -2000 analyzes input speech with
16 sixth -order active bandpass filters, while
at the same time distinguishing voiced from
unvoiced sounds. Then, in a separate 16channel filterbank, it reconstitutes speech
by treating the excitation source on the

provided for line and low -Z balanced mike.

or mike selection while another activates
limiting. Other buttons include one for
attack (slow or fast) and two for release (one
for slow or fast, the other for slow or
medium). The control panel also has an
LED indicator that is activated when 3 dB or
more of limiting occurs. The mike input, at
the rear, is an XLR connector. Other single
jacks are standard 1/4 inch phone jacks

including the line input, stereo link
connection, output for zero dBm and an
output for -30 dBm.
The compact device, which measures
only 121/4" wide x 11/2" high and 41/2 deep,
weighs only 4 lbs.
The Mini Limiter is economically priced at
$250.00.

of the process is

a

EMSA
269 LOCUST
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
413/586 -3777

PORTABLE ANECHOIC
CHAMBERS PROVIDE ECONOMIC
ENCLOSURES FOR DETERMINING
PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
The portable An-Eck-Oic® Chambers,
developed by Eckel Industries, Inc., offer a

suitable environment for conducting
acoustic studies on a variety of small
electronic, electric, and mechanical
equipment.
Standard units are available with low
frequency cutoffs from 150 Hz and free field
volumes up to 69" x 69" x 69 ". The Model
545- 250 -2, for instance, ideal for determining
performance of small products has a low
frequency cutoff of 250 Hz and a free field
volume of 33" x 25" x 33 ". These chambers
can provide from 32 to 68 dB noise
reduction, depending on frequency.

AUDIOMARKETING, LTD.
STAMFORD, CT 06902
203/359 -2312
for additional information circle no. 68

compact

is

required to complete

where it is needed, without damaging
acoustic or structural integrity.

ECKEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
155 FAWCETT STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MS 02138
617/227 -8581
for additional information circle no. 70

IMAGE FORMATIONS TIMER
Designed to fill a multitude of timing
needs, the newly introduced unit can be
used as a stop clock or an event counter.

As a stop clock it can upcount or
downcount, be preset to any time with front
panel thumbwheel switches, hold current
display while continuing to count. The clock
can be ordered to county in hours:minutes:
seconds, or minutes:seconds:tenths -ofseconds; or in six decades. It can also be
ordered with a crystal time base, or 60/50
mains referenced.

The controls, thumbwheel preset
switches, and display can all be remoted
through a connector at the rear of the clock.
Multiplexed BCD display data and a logic
flag from the compare register also appear
on this connector. The compare register
can be loaded to any value by the
thumbwheel switches and will present a
logic flag when the register and counter are

clock. This option automatically determines
which direction to count or stop.

IMAGE FORMATIONS
P. O. BOX 4227
BURBANK, CA 91503
213/994 -2430

-

-

that

An option can be ordered which allows
use of the clock as a film footage counter or

speech synthesizer whose prinicpal
application is to impose articulation of any
spoken sound onto another "excitation"
sound derived from an audio source
organ, guitar, orchestra, oscillator bank,
noise, etc. The effect is to make the
excitation sound talk or sing.
The new product, according to the
company, is more compact, less expensive,
but not significantly less versatile than the
original EMS Vocoder announced last year.
New features include: voltage -controlled
slew, "pause stuffing" and pedal-controlled
panning
not hitherto available in these

is all

the assembly on-site. After assembly, the
enclosure can be safely moved to any area

equal.

VOCODER -2000 ANNOUNCED
EMS, Ltd., of Oxford, announces
a

together

well -formed and

intelligible reconstruction of speech bearing
the timbre of the excitation.
Demo cassettes are available for EMSA at
$5.00.

142 HAMILTON AVENUE

production of Vocoder -2000,

supports, microphone calibration rig,
ventilation, etc.) Bolting the sections

oscillator as a simple monotone excitation
source. Whatever the excitation, the result

for additional information circle no. 69
Front -panel controls include an input
level slide and five pushbuttons; one for line

vibration isolators, instrumentation

The portable An- Eck -Oic© Chambers are
supplied with a frequency green urethane
enamel finish or a paint grip galvanized
finish, depending upon the particular model.
For complete information contact:

for additional information circle no. 67

AUDIOMARKETING
INTRODUCES NEW
A &H LIMITER
Audiomarketing, Ltd., exclusive U.S.
distributor for Allen & Heath audio
equipment, has introduced A &H's new Mini
Limiter. This single -channel limiter is
designed for live recording. Inputs are

put to use. The sections, which fit through
an average size door opening, are shipped
with the lining attached and fitting with
accessories. Two 1" ips sleeves and one light
fixture are standard. (Options include

The Eckel chamber is lined with pretested

An-Eck-Oic® wedges. A special track
mounting system is used for the factory
installation of these wedges. This design,
combined with a non- reflective floor system,
allows a sound absorption level of between
99% and 100% to be maintained within the
chamber.
The chamber can be quickly installed and

www.americanradiohistory.com

for additional information circle no.
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MEDIAMIX
RING MODULATOR
Mediamix has introduced a new voice and
instrument manipulation device called the

Mediamix Ring Modulator. The AC
powered totally self -contained unit features
a built -in mike pre -amp, a variable symetry

D

OtO
L O

N

ñm Óc
C

ó7

°

O

E.d

_.

audio oscillator (used in conjunction with

R

mike to produce talking computers,

piano, for example),

.ra

androids, etc.),an LFO (for tremelo and
stereo spatial effects
applicable to a

Rhodes Stage
a
Squaring function for synthesizer pitch
doubling and stereo spatial effects, and an
external input enabling the user to sing
along with a synthesizer, producing a
melodic yet electronic- sounding singing or
speaking voice.
Kit price is $85.00. "Finished" units are
$120.00.

This is the latest addition to a line of
specialized devices, among them: a stereo
spatial effects unit, a Joystick for manual
pitch bend on a synthesizer, and a series of
add-on modifications for Oberheim, Arp
and Moog synthesizers. A 30- minute stereo
demo tape illustrating the features of all of
the Mediamix products is available for
$2.50.

MEDIAMIX
4060 STANFORD
DALLAS, TX 75225
214/368 -6846
for additional information circle no. 72

LINEAR AUDIO (L.A.)
SYSTEMS STUDIO
MONITORS INTRODUCED
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The new line is an attractive assortment

.r

Q

of moderately priced recording studio
speakers; with each configuration designed
for studio monitor mixdown, as well as the
exacting home listener, where precision
high level playback equipment is required.
L.A. Studio Monitors are said to be
unmatched in linearity, efficiency, power
handling capacity and, with elegant walnut
veneer cabinetry. All components are
professionaly hand -sealed and are installed
in finely tuned enclosures.
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No inductors are used within the
crossover network; the drivers natural

jensenHEtránsförmers
By

impedance characteristics providing all the
necessary roll offs, the result being the

elimination of ringing, phase- shifting,
Wide Bandwidth

Minimum Transient Distortion
Low Noise

insertion loss and dampening impairment,
normally associated with LC networks.

Linear Audio Systems offers three
popular configurations: The three -way L.A.
Studio Monitor; the two-way L.A. Midi Monitor; and the full range 'Bigmouth'''.
mini -monitor cubes.

LINEAR AUDIO SYSTEMS
15210 VENTURA BOULEVARD

SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
213/986 -9111
for additional Information circle no.
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SOUNDCRAFT SERIES
THREE CONSOLES
Years of transformer manufacturing and design experience, combined with computer
assisted technology, have enabled us to make asignificantly
audible improvement in the
performance of audio transformers.

The Series Three, which was exhibited at
the 58th AES Convention in New York last
November, hails the natural progression for
Soundcraft into the 16 and 24 track market.
A fully modular approach has been taken,
and for the first time the company has used
IC's throughout as a result of the availability
of devices which perform as well and better
than the discrete components of the Series

Write or call for information
1617 NORTH FULLER AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046

I

j.

lVC(0.

Lo

..UF .o..,,TIO»S

YOU CAN TELL HOW FAST
WITH AN IMAGE FORMATIONS
TAPE SPEED INDICATOR
WITH FEATURES LIKE:
Crystal Stability
Easy -to -read LED display
One hundredth I.P.S. resolution
3 Readout modes (I.P.S., Hz, & Percent)

ITS EASY TO HOOK UP
AND EASIER TO USE!
A BARGAIN AT $750.00.
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM
IMAGE FORMATIONS:
Record and Playback knobs which
mount on the PCB for easy adjustment
when you don't have an alignment tool.
Six -digit Time Clock with up, down
and pre -set capabilities.
Film Footage Counter.

IMAGE FORMATIONS
P.O. Box 4227 Burbank, CA 91503
213/994 -2430
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INDUSTRY STANDARD
INTERFACE AVAILABLE FOR
EVENTIDE 1745M DELAY LINE

(Visitors by appointment only.)

7

AUDIOMARKETING, LTD.
142 HAMILTON STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06902
203/ 359 -2312
for additional information circle no.

(213) 876-0059

HOW FAST IS YOUR
3M -79 RUNNING?

finished in epoxy formica. It comes not only
in deep red, but also in a variety of other
colors. For those who prefer wood finishes,
Little Reds come in walnut, too.
Little Red's price is $440.00 a pair.

Two. The facilities offered include a four
band equalizer, each band sweepable
frequency; auto -solo on inputs, groups and
auxiliary sends, which is switchable pre or
post fade; LED array or conventional
metering; eight auxiliary busses; patch bay
utilizing Bantam (TT) jacks.

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS
5 GT. SUTTON STREET
LONDON, EC1V OBX, ENGLAND
01 -251 3631
for additional information circle no. 77

AUDIOMARKETING
LITTLE RED STUDIO

MONITORING SYSTEM
NOW AVAILABLE
In response to critical listeners who
required the same Big Red sound but in a
more compact size, Little Reds are now
available. The very same criteria used for
Big Red for frequency response, transient
response, and phase correlation were used
in the design of the Little Red Speaker Array
and Crossover.
The Crossover incorporates the same
honeycomb wound air coils and precision
mylar capacitors as in the Mastering Lab
Frequency Divider. A mid -frequency and
high- frequency equalizer are included,
allowing minor room compensation and
tuning to suit individual taste.
Little Red is 24" high x 16" wide and
weights in at only 45 lbs. Like its Big Red
counterpart, Little Red is constructed of 3/4"
of low resistance composite board and is
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A new Remote Control card uses the
IEEE standard interface to permit computer

automation control and introduce new
effects for the Eventide 1745M Digital Delay
Line.
The Remote Control card is a modular
PC card which plugs into an unused
connector in the Delay Line. It allows delay
setting, and control of the 'repeat' and
'double' modes of operation, as well as

adding two special features: automatic
flanging with digital delay quality, and an

extremely effective method of vocal or
instrumental 'doubling'. Both features are
obtained by allowing a microcomputer to
vary the delay of one or more of the Delay
Line's output modules. In the 'doubling'
mode, the time delay is varied in a pseudorandom manner, similar to the natural effect
caused by the inability of human musicians

precisely to duplicate

a

previous

performance. The note- for -note exact
doubling produced by most delay
equipment sounds much more mechanical
than the new Eventide effect.
Heather Wood, Eventide's Marketing
Manager, admits that the computer control
may not find instant use in many studios.
When the Delay Line was in its design
stages, it was decided that automation
compatibility was a 'must'. For this reason,
even units which have been in the field for

two years will require only minor
modification. After much searching for an
interface scheme, it was decided to use a

standard, the ANSI /IEEE 488/1975
Interface Bus. One automation manufac-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES

-

$40.00 Per Column Inch
(21/4"

turer already uses this system, and it will be
easy for other manufacturers to make
adapter boxes. The interface system is also
compatible with many computers, including
those made by Hewlett Packard, and a very
low -cost unit, the Commodore 'PET'.
The remote unit is priced at $500.00.
Another option available for the 1745M
Delay Line is a Pitch Change module, which
allows wide -range pitch and tempo
variation, and musical harmonizing. This
module cost $850.00.
EVENTIDE CLOCKWORKS, INC.
265 WEST 54TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
212/581 -9290
for additional Information circle no. 79

DAVIS CUSTOM BUILT
PERFORMANCE SYNTHEISZER
EQUIPMENT
Custom built performance syntheiszer
equipment is offered by the Davis Company
of Hollywood. Specializing in interfacing the
performing musician with modern synthesizers and accessories, the company designs and produces custom instruments. An
example is the performance synthesizer
keyboard shown, designed for use with any
standard synthesizer equipment and providing all the most useful controls in a
remote unit.

x

1 ")

-

INTER.

LOW

1

.1111,
Dual- channel tape reproduce

BOOKS
SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING
by Don & Carolyn Davis
834x 11
296 pages
Hardbound
$19.95
R -e /p BOOKS
P.O. Box 2449
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028
theory and working
information with emphasis on
practical uses
.

.

amplifier for studio recording
and broadcast automation.
3 -speed EQ; lowest residual noise.
Works with virtually all reproduce heads and transports.

Inovonics'

Reproduce
Amplifier

.

-

HOW
"MICROPHONES
THEY WORK AND HOW
TO USE THEM"

-

by Martin Clifford
224 pages
97 illustrations
$8.95 Hardbound; $5.95 Paperback

Model 376 -$550

Postpaid
Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90028

503 -B Vandell Way

R -e /p

Inovonics Inc.

o

Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374 -8300

MICROPHONES: DESIGN
and APPLICATION
by Lou Burroughs
A practical, non -theoretical reference
manual for those involved in the

application of microphones for recording,
TV, motion pictures, sound
reinforcement.

-

$20.00
Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90028
R -e /p

HANDBOOK OF
MULTICHANNEL

a; r presents...
"THE

PACKAGE"
1

000 Pure Vinyl 45 RPM Records.

Labels (One Color)

RECORDING
F. A /ton Everest
320 pages
201 illustrations
The book that covers it all .. .
a comprehensive guide to all facets of
multi -track recording
acoustics ...
construction ... studio design ..
equipment ... techniques
and
much, much more.

All Metal Parts & Processing.

Hardbound $10.95

PACKAGGE..

by

-

...

...

R -e /p

- Paperback $7.95

Books

SOUND RECORDING
by John Eargle
JME Associates
"The best book on the
technical side of recording...

-

thoroughly recommended."
Studio Sound
Illustrated with 232 tables,
curves, schematic diagrams, photographs
and cutaway views of equipment.
338 Pages,

$17.95 each

-e /p BOOKS
P.O. Box 2449
R

Mastering by Dick McGrew using
Neumann VMS 70 Lathe and SX
74 Cutter.

.

P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90028

DAVIS COMPANY
1816 N. HARVARD BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90027
213/465 -4430

¡--P

EQUALIZATION
HIGH

One inch minimum, four inches maximum. Space over four inches will be
charged for at regular display advertising
rates.

Hardcover

,.,..k.,ect.",

Switch to a better idea

COMPLETE
(FOB DALLAS)

249.0

o

"The Package" consists of -step
Re- orders are not
processing.
possible without re- mastering
1

Call Toll Free for more Information.
800- 527 -3260

C1"FCO(d

manufacturing corp.
902 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas,Texas 75207 (214) 741 -2027

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028
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EDUCATION

Radio Tape
for professionals

P.A. System For Sale:

INTENSIVE SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Recording Techniques, Electronics,
Electronic Music, Jazz Improvisation,
Instrumental Master Classes. Write Frank
Stachow, Lebanon Valley College
Annville, PA 17003.
in

JBL, Crown, Shure, UREI, Sony,
Professional Audio Labs
complete

-

roadwork system, sold as lot.
(213) 322 -5210
FOR

SALE: MCI JH -528 Recording
Console with producer's area, $46,000;
replacing with new automated JH -528 -B
Plasma Display.

SOUND 80, INC.

EQUIPMENT
FREE

612/721 -6341

CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS L WIRED
AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EO, AC N,LINE,
TAPE, DISC, POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS
POWER SUPPLIES
1033 N. SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038
(213) 934 -3566

EEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades.
On reels or hubs.

REEL TO

'

for additional information circle no. 84

CASSETTES, C- 10 -C -90,
With Agfa, Ampex, 3M tape.

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE

-

EMPTY REELS & BOXES
All widths, sizes.
COMI'ETIT I\ I
F ROM STOCK

For your catalog, call or write:

-

Jim Worth

tJRecording Supply Co.
Div. of

Polyline Corp

.

1233 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER COMPANY
P.O.Box 8057 Pensacola, Florida 32505

- JACK PANELS
tLt-ft{rr,

AUDIO CONNECTORS
MULTI -SWITCH"
SWITCHES
Send for FREE catalog
A Complete Line of Audio Accessories

gUDlO
1-1E
CONGA

Immediate Delivery
61 SIGNAL
Normandie Ave., Gardena,
California 90249
(2131 770-2330

13717

S.

full- function
patchbay with producer's desk.

bees
DRN
drdr
000
conga
as a rec with 9
ell
dream, andonga records as e.
No other
as
other conga is

BRAND NEW, $9,850.00. Going to
larger SP900C. (213) 986-5111

Ampex MM- 1100 -16 excellent condition, 200 hours head wear $14K neg.
SAM'S TAPE TRUCK

626 Hardendorl Ave., NE Atlanta, GA 30307
(404) 373-1837

FOR SALE: 1 Eight Track Ampex
440C recorder, like new, w/8 channels of 157dbx. Plus 1 model 10 Tascam mixing console. Good deal for

serious buyer, package price or
separate. Call (501) 321 -2757.
PIEZO SUPER TWEETERS
Super clean, High end. For stereo, PA,
and studio monitors. Specifications if
regyested. $4.62 -$9.50 depending on
quantity.

LoNpIN

jARR1EPERCUSSIONIST
RECORDING

SQ1

Trust the leader
NV I TIIIIEBC C

S

AKG, Allison Research, Amber, AMCO,
API, Auditronics, Beyer, Cannon, dbx, E -V
Edit -All, El -Tech, Eventide Clockworks,
IVIE, JBL, Lexicon, MicMix, MRL, MXR,

Nagra, Neotek, Neumann, Nortronics,

Orban /Parasound, Orange County Otari,
Pultec, Ramko, Robins, Russco, Scully,

Sennheiser, Sescom, Shure, Sony,

Soundcraft, Speck, Switchcraft, Spectra
Sonics, 3-M, Tascam, Technics, White,
and UREI. Plus many more.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
THESE AND OTHER SPECIALTY ITEMS
FROM OUR FACTORY OPERATIONS
CONTACT:

MIDWEST SOUND COMPANY
4346 West 63rd Street
Chicago, IL 60629 312/767 -7272

FOR SALE: Ampex AG -440B, 8-track
recorder: $6, 300 or sell piecemeal.
($500 per channel, $1,500 -deck, $1,000head assembly.) Call BRAD
(408) 732 -3949 Evenings,
(415) 329 -2813 Days.

-

FOR SALE: SSI 16x16 Remote Console.
Parametric EQ, Monitor Mix. Fits into 4
portable cases; $5,200.00.
SOUND 80, INC.
612/721 -6341

CALIFORNIA SWITCH

SPECK SP800C and
ib

STAGE /STUDIO /BROADCAST
AUDIO SYSTEMS

MUSIMATIC, INC.

4187 Glenwood Road
Decatur, GA 30032 (404) 289 -5159

AUDITRONICS 501 MIXING CONSOLE
26 input, 24 output. Less than two years
old, in mint condition. Includes matching
equipment rack. $19,500.00.

GOLDEN AVATAR STUDIO
(213) 559 -6058 Mr. Kantl
R-e/p 96
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Tascam, TEAC, Sound Workshop, Otari,
dbx, Nakamichi, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, E -V,
Eventide, Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro,
Beyer, Urei, Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, BGW,
and more!
SEND FOR PRICE QUOTES
ZIMET PRO AUDIO
Dept. REP
1038 Northern Blvd.
Roslyn, NY 11576

SONICS Custom Console
rotary pots. Good, quiet board.
$8,000.00. + 16 Track Scully 100. Perfect
condition. Remote and custom meter
panel. $11,500.00. $17,500.00 takes both.
Eventide Phaser. Make offer.
5TH FLOOR RECORDING
513/651 -1871
SPECTRA
16 x 16,

FOR SALE: Neumann Model SV32B automated lathe with VA32A leadscrew drive
SV32 pitch and depth control Amps. SX68

helium cooled cutter with JG66 cutter

amps, monitor amps and Hi Freq limiters.

Complete package includes Ampex tape
deck, 1176 limiters, Lang equalizers,
console, microscope, etc. Price $21,500
FOB, Hollywood, CA.
Scully Lathe Ser. No. 501 with automated lead in and variable pitch. Mint
condition. Westrex 2B mono head and RA
1574 amplifier. Package includes limiter, filters, Pultec EQ, etc. Price:
$6,000, FOB, Hollywood, CA.

UNITED RECORDING

6000 Sunset Boulevard Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 469-3983

WISCONSINS RECORDING STUDIO, P.A.
ANO SHOW STAGE BUYERS
ONE STOP SHOPPING
for
Tascam, JBL, Altec, S.A.E., Maxell Tape,
Scotch Tape, Quad 8, Strong Altman,
Capitol Lighting
TURNKEY -TECH SUPPORT
FOR THE LINES WE SELL
HARRY MELCHER ENTERPRISES
(4141 442 -5020

Spectra Sonics Console w /P.B. Amp,
patchbay, limiters, reverb, turntable,
Ampex 8 track, 440 4/2 track, Otani 2
track, 2-mono PR -10 mikes, stands,
etc. All for $14,500.00. Sell all or
part. Write for details.
DICK SPENCER
6037 Baldwin Lincoln, NE
(402) 464-6083

R EVOX

SERVICE &
MODIFICATION

TO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
(213) 578 -1314

AND SERVICES
P.A. and custom touring sound systems,
studio equipment and turn -key installations, theatre and disco sound. Representing over 100 audio lines including:
AKG, Allen & Heath, Alembic, Altec,
Ampex, B &W, Beyer, BGW, Cetec,
Cerwin -Vega, Celestion, Community
Light & Sound, dbx, Denon, Dokorder,
Dynaco, Emilar, ESS -Pro, E -V, Forsythe Audio, Fons, Furman, Gallien Kruger, Gale, Gauss, Goldrtng, Grace,
J &H Formula 4, Kelsey, Koss, Lamb,
Langevin, 3M, 3A, Marantz, Meteor,

Mitsubishi,

Maxell, Malatchy, MXR-

Pro, Otani, Russound, Revox, SAEC,
Sennheiser, Scotch, Shure, Sonab,
Sound Craftsman, Soundcraft, Sound
Workshop, Sony, Switchcraft, Sescom,
Stax, Supex, Tapco, TDK, Tascam,
Technics, TEAC, Thorens, Uher, West
Penn.
ALL EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY IN A
WORKING ENVIRONMENT. COMPETITIVE PRICING & COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE.
K & L SOUND

*85 ARROYO ANNEX
Pasadena, CA 91109

AUDIO ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
FOR SALE: Complete Neumann Disk
Mastering Lathe including:
SX -68
1

Cutter Head (updated '74); AM -32b
Lathe;
VA -32d Auto Drive; 2 LV -60
1

1

Power Amp; 2 GV -2a Feedback Amp;
WV -2a Monitor Amp;
Si -2 Breaker;
ZA -34b Banding Unit;
ZA -36 Microscope; 1 SV -32SR; SV -32T Control Amp;
SV -32VR;
ZA -3 Vacuum Chuck Turntable; ZA- 34b/35 Photocell Automation
Unit; ZA -39 Pickup Arm. Complete with
schematics and replacement tubes. Also
available: signal processing equipment
and Ampex 440 2-track tape deck, and
2 Pultec EPQ -1A Equalizers. The complete system: $22,500.00.
1

1

1

1

1

1

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT

75 N. Beacon St.
(617) 926 -6100

Watertown, MASS 02172

(Attn: Ken Berger)

EXCESS EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
Electro Voice Sentry Ill Speakers; Sound
Workshop Model 220 -Vocal Doubler;
AKG BX 20E Reverb -Echo Unit; Tascam

Model 10 Custom designed- 14 -in.
McKenzie Bridge Productions
P.O. Box 140 Eugene, OR 97440
(503) 484 -1055

1

1

1

ACR, INC.

4922 Burnet Road
Austin, TX 78765

P.O. Box 4248
(512) 452 -6441

FOR SALE: 3M Series 79 16 -track

recorder, very good condition:

$16,500.00. Also, Speck SP800C

console,

1

year old, like new:

$5,300.00. Going 24track.
(312) 495 -2241

AMPEX A440 -C 8 TRACK Recorder
one year old, in perfect condition.
This machine has been used less than
100 hours, and it is in complete
working order. Lists for $12,500.

Sell for $7,500.00. Call (617)

661 -7627 or

(617) 492 -8649. Leave

message.
FOR SALE: Wow and flutter meter, FL -3D
with manual, $175. GR sound level meters,
1551C w /AC supply and calibrator, $195;
1565A w/1562A calibrator and case, $340.

ECHO -MicMix Super "C"
New unit. We are overstocked and you
take advantage. One only. Sell at $1,700,
down from suggested price of $2,095.
MICROPHONES -We are overstocked
and you can take advantage. E -V 365A,
$42.57; RE-16, $125.93; RE -55, $140.58.
Neumann U -87, $574.77, usually sells for
$782.00. Quantities are limited! First come
first served
these are new!

-

TRACK AUDIO, INC.

-

33753
9fh Avenue, South
Way, WA
206/838 -4460

Federal

WISCONSIN'S
PRO AUDIO CENTER
Featuring equipment from TASCAM,
KLARK - TEKNIK, dbx, TAPCO, CROWN,
AKG, REVOX, BEYER, E.V., SHURE AND
MANY MORE! Complete professional
consulting available. Large display in
store. In stock, TASCAM 704A 'l1 -inch,
4 track decks!

FLANNER & HAFSOOS

2500 N. Mayfair Road
Milwaukee, WI 53226 414/476 -9560

Orders processed same day
COD's accepted
Write for free catalog and price list, with
full information on other assorted
goodies in little black boxes.

Windt Audio Inc.
1207 N. Western Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
12131466 -1271

The first Time Aligned"

Control Room Speaker System

Unbelievably
Clean...from a
whisper, to the
threshold of pain.
The UREI 813 Monitor Loudspeaker System
brings impressive new realism and clarity to
recording control room listening. This first Time
AlignedTM. professional monitor employs the
efficient Altec 6048 -G duplex 15" driver with a
UREI custom horn for extended and more
uniform H.F. response, plus an added 15" direct
radiating driver for extended L.F. response and
higher power handling. Add to this the UREI
3 -way TAT.M network in a unique pressure controlled enclosure and you have unbelievably
clean reproduction from low levels to the
threshold of pain! Bring your aspirin and hear it
at your UREI dealer.

Ask for John Loeper, Terry, or Tom.

Altec "lipstick" power supply, $40.

Ampex 354 in stand -up console w/ new
heads and and rebuilt, $1,400. Revox
A700 2 -track w /edit mode, portable case,
and warranty (demo), $1,550. dbx 154,
$450. dbx 157 $400. Schoeps CMP
series 12 to 48 V phantom powered trans formerless mike preamps with a variety of
one, two, and three pattern capsules.
AKG 414EB's and 451 EB's w /CK 2
capsules matched curve pairs in stock.
Contact Wes Dooley at (213)
578-1314 or 85 Arroyo Annex,
Pasadena, CA 91109.

EMPLOYMENT
AUDIO ENGINEER /PRODUCER

Seeks work in SAN FRANCISCO area

studio /production house. Five years

experience in commercials, music, A /V;
strong music background. Responsible,
articulate. Resume, tape:

JACK BAILEY

637 Summerlea St. (rear apt.)
Pittsburgh, PA 15232 (412) 361 -3913

8460 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767-1000

Exclusive export agent:
Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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continued from page 18

..

.

video storage systems. He will be located at
corporate headquarters in Redwood City,
California.
Ide replace Richard Sirinsky, who has
been named area manager of Europe, Africa
and the Middle East (EAME) for Ampex
International. He will be based in Reading,
England.
He came to Ampex from TeleMation,
Inc., where he was vice president -sales of
the corporate marketing division. He was
previously with Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., as
marketing manager and, in 1959 -60, was
assistant and then acting national sales

manager of the professional products
division of Ampex.

VICE PRESIDENTS
APPOINTED AT MCI
As announced by "Jeep" Harned,
president of MCI, the Ft. Lauderdale based

manufacturer of equipment for the
professional recording and broadcast
industries, Tom Hay has been elevated to
the position of Vice President, Engineering,
and Lutz Meyer to the position of Vice
President, Marketing.

NEW TAPE MANUAL NOW
AVAILABLE FROM
R. K. MORRISON
A new data book for the audio tape
recordist, engineer or designer is now
available through R. K. Morrison Illustrative
Materials.
Titled Standard Tape Manual, this is not a
textbook but rather a data reference source

for sophisticated users of magnetic

...

recording equipment
those who are
familiar with the fundamentals of magnetic
recording and simply require a quick source
of reference data to "plug in" to their routine
endeavors. It is compiled by Robert K.
Morrison, an international authority in this
field and the founder of Standard Tape
Laboratory, producer of test tapes.
R.K. MORRISON

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS
819 COVENTRY ROAD
KENSINGTON, CA 94707

FUNDAMENTALS OF
RECORDING AT BANFF
TO BE CONDUCTED
BY STEPHEN TEMMER
The one -week seminar, which runs from
Monday May 29th to Friday, June 2nd,
1978, will again be taught by Stephen F.
Temmer, President of Gotham Audio
Corporation.
The extremely intensive course will
consist of six hours daily of scheduled class
and hands -on recording work. In addition to

that, there are voluntary attendance
discussion sessions every evening, probing
the philosophy of recording and exchanging
ideas on future technology.
In view of the artistic environment of The
Banff Centre, this course, of necessity,
looks at all technical aspects of recording
from the viewpoint of the end product:
music in the home. Musicians lend a hand as

guinea pigs for experimentation in

microphone and musician placement. It
follows that special emphasis is placed on
the fundamentals of microphone design and
technique.
The seminar will satisfy most of those
already involved in the recording/broad casting/audio fields at any level, who are
anxious to gain a greater appreciation and
grounding in those aspects of recording
which many of the texts and courses
available today overlook.
Reasonably priced on- campus accommodations with private bath are provided.
The view of the snow capped mountains,
the outdoor hot springs pool, the heavy

schedule of excellent evening musical
offerings; all of these make the learning
experience more vital and lasting.

GOTHAM AUDIO CORP.
741 WASHINGTON STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
212/741 -7411
AUDIO -TECHNICA
WILL DISTRIBUTE RCA
DIRECT DISCS
Audio -Technica U.S., Inc., has added
another direct -disc label to its roster of
specialty records for sound purists.
Audio -Technica has become the U.S.
distributor for the direct -to -disc recordings
produced on the RCA label by RVC
Corporation of Japan, according to Jon R.
Kelly, A -T vice president and general
manager. RVC, a joint venture of RCA and
JVC, is a major factor in the Japanese
record industry.
Releases announced thus far include six
direct -to-disc LP's encompassing jazz and
classical music. A seventh LP, "Audio
Symphony ", ,is a conventionally recorded
disc, specially composed and recorded to
demonstrate the potential of a modern
audio component system.
The RCA direct discs are recorded at 45
r.p.m. Many experts say the faster speed
results in lower distortion and a wider
dynamic range.
The RCA discs are nationally advertised
at $14.95 and are available through Audio Technica dealers.

HARRISON consoles are
available world -wide from the
following select organizations:
AUSTRIA. SWITZERLAND Studer International AG
and EASTERN EUROPE Althard$trasse 150
CH -8105 Regansdorf. Switzerland
B

ENELUX (BELGIUM,

THE

NETHERLANDS

and LUXEMBOURG):
B RAZIL:

Lams Eletronica LTDA
Avenida Princess Isabel. 7 prupos 915
Rio de Janeiro 20.000 Bring

CANADA:

.1-MAR Electronics Limited
6 Bani9an Drive
Toronto, Ontario M4H 1E9 Canada

EOUADOR,
COLUMBIA,
PARAGUAY. VENEZUELA
and CUBA:

Division International Spica CA
Avenida Sanz-Edificio Escar
Local B-El Marques
Caracas 107. Venezuela

DENMARK:

Qua te -h A/S
Strandvejen 730
OK-2930 Klampenborg. Denmark

FAR EAST

Studer -Revox Hong Kong Limited
108 Asian House
I Hennessy Road
Wenchal. Hong Kong. B.C.C.

(Except Japan):

FINLAND:

Into OT
LepOlantie 16
SF -00860 Helsinki 88. Finland

FRANCE:

Studer Francs
12 -14 rue Desnousttes
75015 Paris, Francs

GERMANY:

Franz Vertriecsgeesllschaft mbH (EMT)

Elektronik. Mess -und Tonstudiotechnik
Poadach 1520
D -783 Lahr 1. West Germany
GREECE:

Electronics O E
9 Valaordou Street
Athens 134, Greece

ITALY:

Audio Products International
Via Gaspar* Spontini 3
20131 Milan. Italy

JAPAN:

SnmOanshi Manufacturing Corp.
1 -47 Sasazuka, Shibuya -Ku
Tokyo, Japan

MEXICO:

Accurate Sound Corporation
111 5th Avenue
Redwood City, California 94063

SPAIN:

Neotecnice, s.a e
Marques de Urquilo. 44
Madrid 8. Spain

SWEDEN:

ELFA Radio 6 Television AB
Industnvaegen 23
5-171 17 Solna, Sweden

UNITED KINGDOM:

Scenic Sounds Equipment
97/99 Dean Street
Soho. London W1. England

EXPORT AGENT:

Audio Systems International
148 North Orange Drive
Los Angeles, California 90038
(213) 933 -2210 Telex 868101

Tel

UNITED STATES:

PRO Sound, Inc
Seven Wynnewood Road

Wynnewood. Pennsylvania 19096
Tel (215) 642 -2711

Studio Supply Company
P. O. Box 280
Nashville. Tannasses 37202
Tel (615) 327 -3075

Elsctro-Media Systems

AUDIO -TECHNICA
33 SHIAWASSEE AVENUE
FAIRLAWN, OH 44313

0 Box 400394
Los Angeles. California 90048
Tel (213) 853.4931
P

Sierra Audio
619 5 Glenwood Place
Burbank. California 91506
Tel (213) 843.8115

ACI RENTALS ANNOUNCED
BY AUDIO CONSULTANTS

Westlake Audio
6311 Wilshire Boulevard'
Los Angeles. California 90048

Claude Hill, President of Audio
Consultants, Inc., in Nashville, Tennessee,
is pleased to announce the formation of
their rental divison, ACI Rentals, Inc.
ACI Rentals will have available a wide
range of professional tape recorders, noise
reduction equipment, signal processing
units, monitor systems and test gear. All
units will be available on a daily or weekly

Heijnen B. V.
5teandaleratraal 56
NL -6910 Gennep. Netherlands

Tel'. (213) 655 -0303 Telex 898645

Soundesigns
313 W. 57th Street
New York. New York 10019
Tel (212) 785.7790

Willi Studer America. Inc
1819 Broadway
Nashville. Tennessee 37203
FACTORY:

Harrison Systems. Inc
P.

0

Boo 22964

Nashville, Tennessee 37202
Tel (615) 831-1181

basis.

For further information, contact Richard
Adler, Vice President:
ACI RENTALS
1200 BEECHWOOD AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
615/256 -6999
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WHAT IS AUTO -SET?
AUTO-SET is not a single piece of equipment. Rather it is a
system of process control micro -computers designed fcr the
entertainment industry, and manufactured by Harrison Systems.
The first implementation of the AUTO -SET system is the 864
AUTO -SET version 1.0. This version of AUTO-SET is currently
available from Harrison Systems and is for use with the Harrison
24 series, 32 series and 32B series consoles.
Additionally, the 864 AUTO -SET V1.0 can be used in any
application where contrcJ signals must be stored and recalled
with data management capabilities. This includes. but is not
limited to audio, video, lighting and special effects.
WHAT MAKES
+ AUTO -SET DIFFERENT?
:here are four basic differences between AUTO -SET and previous automation "programmers ". They are

terms, is the ability to manipulate the data. This includes the
ability to merge or separately use individual components of
various data sets.
Data management in the 864 AUTO -SET V1.0 is extensive
but is presented in such a way that even a novice operator can
beneficially use the system with a few minu'es instruction.
The data management capability includes the ability to store
up to four independent mixes or dynamic sets of data on one
track of an audio recorder.
Data management also includes the ability to store "Snapshot
mixes" or static sets of data on a data cartridge machine
included in AUTO -SET. Up to 630 individual sets of data can be
stored on each cartridge.

Physical Presentation
Data Management
Software Control
Open -ended System
Physical Presentation
AUTO-SET's obvious difference

Software Control
Internally AUTO -SET is a software or
more correctly, a firmware driven machine.
This means that there are many features
and refinements of operatics that could not
economically be offered w .h a traditional
"hard logic" design.
Open -ended System
AUTO -SET is modular. Future hardware
and software modules will be available to
perform many new functions.

is the
physicar presentation of the system to the
operator. The physical package appears
to ae a snail computer terminal.
Data Management
Data management is the not so

obvious

'm .UTO -SET

difference

AUTO-SET
Part of the
NO COMPROMISE
philosophy at

between

and most previous autcmatiM systems.
Data management, in simple

'Harrison I

;t

IHarÇison®

). Box

22964. Nashville, Tennessee 37202
www.americanradiohistory.com
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fact:
the 702 stage monitor

cuts through!
Made for you.

The 702 was designed
from scratch after a careful analysis of
on -stage performance requirements
Shure tested it on stage, and Shure
refined it on stage. Here's what we found:

-

...

Clear, clean sound
You need
from your stage monitor without extra bass, and with smooth, high -end
dispersion. You must hear yourself ... above the super -amplified
instruments, above the brass.

-

You want a monitor that cuts through! We've solved the problems,
no more and no less. Where innovation was
so you hear YOU
necessary, our engineers rose to the challenge. For example, the

702's unique tweeter array with three tweeters mounted in
a concave, cross -firing arrangement dramatically

increases high -end dispersion. This array eliminates high
frequency beaming commonly found with single and double
flush- mounted tweeters. This means more freedom of movement
for you on stage.

You also get

-

Super Intelligibility. Shaped
response
boosted mid -range,
controlled bass rolloff. Lets
vocals cut through on stage.
Super Output. 114 dB sound
pressure level at four feet (1.2m)
with only 50 watts.
Exceptionally Wide Dispersion.
90° horizontal, 110° vertical
dispersion for broad stage
coverage.
"Roadie" Proof. s/e" plywood,
corner protectors, rubber feet.
Unique "wide- angle" concave
Built to last.
cuts through
tweeter array
on -stage volume, eliminates
Stage Versatility. Close -up (30 °)
-axis
and muddy
"beaming"
on
or long -throw (60°) set up
sound off-axis.
positions. Great for both roomy
and confined stage areas.
Portability ... Looks. All these features in a fine -looking, low
profile, and lightweight cabinet.

-

-

702 Frequency Response

Curve
with enhanced
mid-range for outstanding
intelligibility.
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-

-

or current
source amplifiers,
and is highly efficient. Handles 50 watts continuous at
16 ohms. The Model 702 Monitor is a necessary part of
your act. Put it up front and you'll like what you hear.

It's compatible with voltage

Shure 702 Monitor Speaker

Outperforms the best of the
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound system
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